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ABSTRACT

Time series of water quality variables typically possess many of several char-

acteristics which complicate analysis. Of interest to researchers is often the trend

over time of the water quality variable. However, sometimes water quality vari-

able levels appear to increase or decrease monotonically for a period of time then

switch direction after some intervention affects the factors which have a causal

relationship with the level of the variable. Naturally, when analyzed for trend as

a whole, these time series usually do not provide significant results. The problem

of testing for a change in trend is addressed, and a method for performing this

test based on a test of equivalence of two modified Kendall’s Tau nonparametric

correlation coefficients (neither necessarily equal to zero) is presented. The test is

made valid for use with serially correlated data by use of a new bootstrap method

titled the effective sample size bootstrap. Further issues involved in applying this

test to water quality variables are also addressed.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Water quality data have many characteristics that complicate statistical anal-

yses. Water quality variables such as nitrogen, phosphorus, biological oxygen de-

mand, fecal coliforms, pH, total and non-filterable residue, and trace metals are

measured over time and space as part of water quality monitoring programs. The

principal research question of interest is often whether or not a trend over time is

present in the water quality variable and, if there is, to characterize and quantify

this trend. Other research questions of interest include comparing trends and me-

dian levels across seasons and comparing sites. The main purpose of this research

is to develop a significance test for change in trend of water quality variables.

Features of these data that complicate analysis often include non-normality,

censoring, unequal sampling intervals (which often can be viewed as equal sam-

pling intervals with missing data), seasonality, serial correlation, covariate effects,

and the presence of outliers. Common influential covariates are stream flow and

rainfall.

Censoring occurs when laboratories report observations as being beyond a cer-

tain value called a detection limit. Laboratories do this because of the imprecision

in the measurement of small quantities or sometimes even of large quantities. In

fact, with measurement error, it is not always certain that a lower detection limited

value is actually less than the reported value [Dakins et al. 1996]. Detection limits
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further complicate the situation because over time the detection limits can change

as new laboratory procedures are developed or as different laboratories are used.

Often, all values at or below a lower detection limit are treated as being tied. For

some variables at some sites, the percentage of ties induced by the censoring can

exceed 80%. For further discussion of detection limits in water quality variables,

see Dakins et al. [1996] and Gilliom et al. [1984].

The complicating features of water quality data described above make classical

parametric methods like regression, analysis of covariance, and traditional time se-

ries approaches difficult or impossible to implement appropriately. Consequently,

such data are often analyzed using nonparametric methods, e.g. Mann [1945],

Hirsch et al. [1982], Hirsch and Slack [1984], Dietz and Kileen [1981], Lettenmaier

[1988], and Smith et al. [1993]. More recently, semi-nonparametric methods have

come into consideration, e.g. van Belle and Hughes [1984], Berryman et al. [1988],

and Loftis et al. [1991]. These nonparametric and semi-nonparametric methods

are described in Chapter 2 along with their problems, shortcomings, and some re-

lated issues. Chapter 3 presents background statistical work for a change in trend

test that is described in Chapter 4. In addition to presenting an hypothesis test

for change in trend, Chapter 4 also details a test for change in slope if the under-

lying trend is assumed to be linear. Chapter 5 describes a method for estimating

autoregressive parameters in water quality data. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes

future research opportunities.



CHAPTER 2

Trend Analysis and Related Issues

2.1 Two Types of Water Quality Trends

Two types of trend are commonly considered in the water quality literature,

monotonic and step. A step trend occurs when the time series experiences a change

point in location. In that case, it is assumed that the water-quality variable

changes at one point in time from one constant level to another constant level.

Hirsch et al. [1991] said that step trend procedures should only be used when the

data are separated into two groups by a relatively large gap in time or when the

time of an event suspected to have an effect on water quality is known.

One nonparametric method for testing the step trend hypothesis which is com-

monly cited in the water quality literature, e.g. Lettenmaier [1976] and Hirsch

[1988], is the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Rank Sum test [Wilcoxon 1945]. Using

this test is simply treating the hypothesis as a two-sample location problem which

has several shortcomings. These include (i) not taking the temporal order of

the data into account, (ii) sometimes erroneously assuming independence of the

observations, and (iii) assuming that changes are sudden rather than gradual. Sea-

sonality, censoring, and covariate effects should somehow be taken into account as

well.

There is a large body of literature on the nonparametric change-point in lo-

cation problem which could be used to test a step trend hypothesis. See for
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example Brodsky and Darkhovsky [1993], Wolfe and Schechtman [1984], Lombard

[1987], Csorgo and Horvath [1987], or Pettitt [1979]. The problem for analysis of

water-quality data is that these methods have some of the same shortcoming as

the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. Namely, they entail the assumption

that the observations are independent, and they ignore the seasonal nature of the

data and the effect of covariates.

Jaruskova [1997] studied the problem of applying change-point detection meth-

ods to hydrological data. Jaruskova recommended using yearly averages to adjust

for seasonality. However, to deal with dependence, she assumed that the obser-

vations could be transformed to normality. She then used inequalities and simu-

lations to obtain critical values. Other methods for dealing with dependence also

hinge on normality, e.g. Tang and MacNeill [1993]. They rely on the convergence

of sums to normality and use common least squares estimation.

Usually, monotonic trend is the hypothesis of interest. Several nonparametric

approaches exist for testing the hypothesis of monotonic trend. These include

the Mann-Kendall test for trend on deseasonalized data [Mann 1945], the seasonal

Kendall analysis [Hirsch et al. 1982], and the seasonal Kendall analysis with the

covariance sum test [Hirsch and Slack 1984], with the covariance inversion test

[Dietz and Kileen 1981], or with the covariance eigenvalue test [Lettenmaier 1988].

Smith et al. [1993] provide a method for performing these tests in a multivariate

manner.
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2.2 Seasonal Kendall Analysis and Other Nonparametric Trend Analyses

The seasonal Kendall analysis works as follows. The data are first blocked

by some time division so that values from different time divisions will not be

compared. This blocking prevents the seasonality of the data from invoking a

trend and reduces variability when there is a seasonal effect. Often months are

used as blocks. Within each season k, a Mann-Kendall statistic, Sk, and its

variance are computed.

Sk =
nk−1X
i=1

nkX
j=i+1

sign[(yj − yi)(xj − xi)], k = 1, 2, ...,m (2.1)

where xi is time of the i
th observation, yi is the value of the i

th observation of

the water quality variable, m is the number of seasons, and nk is the number of

observations in season k. The variance of Sk computed under the nul hypothesis

is given by

V ar(Sk) =
nk × (nk − 1)× (2nk + 5)−

gP
h=1
th × (th − 1)× (2th + 5)

18
(2.2)

where th is the number of observations tied in the h
th group out of the g groups of

tied observations.

The information from all the seasons is then aggregated by summing the indi-

vidual Sk statistics and their variances. The test statistic is defined as follows:

S =
mX
k=1

Sk, (2.3)

V ar(S) =
X
V ar(Sk) (2.4)
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as seasons are assumed to be independent, and finally,

Z =
Sq

V ar(S)
is the Wald type test statistic. (2.5)

The trend hypothesis is then tested by invoking a fairly good normality approxima-

tion to the distribution of the standardized test statistic [Mann 1945 and Hirsch et

al. 1982]. Another good quality of this test is that missing values do not invalidate

the test as long as the pattern of missing values is random. Two important values

related to the statistic S are the nonparametric correlation coefficients: Kendall’s

tau and modified Kendall’s tau. These are both defined and discussed in the next

chapter.

The other way to use the Mann-Kendall test for trend with seasonality is to

first adjust for seasonality, i.e. deseasonalize the data, then perform the Mann-

Kendall test on the resulting time series. Deseasonalization is accomplished by

subtracting seasonal means or medians from all the observations in that season

and also, sometimes, dividing by seasonal standard deviations [Hirsch et al. 1982].

This method has a tendency to be liberal for small samples because of negative

correlation added to the data by deseasonalization [Harcum et al. 1992]. It is also

not as easily adjusted to handle serial correlation as is the blocking-on-seasons

approach.

In power studies with independent seasons, the seasonal Kendall analysis has

been shown to be a powerful choice for a general procedure when overall monotonic

trend is of interest [Hirsch et al. 1982, Harcum et al. 1992, Loftis et al. 1989,

and Taylor and Loftis 1989]. However, when the seasons are not independent,
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this method does not maintain appropriate alpha levels. The covariance sum test

[Hirsch and Slack 1984], the covariance inversion test [Dietz and Kileen 1981], and

the covariance eigenvalue test [Lettenmaier 1988] all take this dependence into ac-

count. The covariance sum test is the most powerful of these for overall monotonic

trend when analyzing a single variable [Hirsch and Slack 1984, Lettenmaier 1988,

Thas et al. 1998]. Unfortunately, when the observations are in fact independent

and especially for small sample sizes (e.g. ten years or less of data), it is much

less powerful than the seasonal Kendall method described above which assumes

independence [Loftis et al. 1991]. The covariance inversion test and the covari-

ance eigenvalue test are capable of detecting trends that have varying signs among

seasons with the covariance eigenvalue being the more powerful of the two [Letten-

maier 1988]. All three of these methods have low power with small sample sizes

[Hirsch and Slack 1984, Taylor and Loftis 1989, Loftis et al. 1991, and Harcum et

al. 1992]. The covariance sum, inversion, and eigenvalue tests can also be applied

in a multivariate manner [Smith et al. 1993, and Dietz and Killeen 1981]. Thus, a

multivariate trend could be detected that would not be detected by looking at any

one of the individual water quality variables in a univariate manner. The statistic

based on the covariance sum test is asymptotically chi-squared. Approximate

p-values can be obtained for the covariance inversion and eigenvalue tests via a

three parameter gamma distribution [Rheem 1992].

An alternative to using Kendall’s tau based tests for trend is the use of Spear-

man’s rho as a basis for tests. Alvo and Cabilio [1994] give a method for using
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Spearman’s rho to test for trend that allows missing observation from a regularly

sampled time series with independent observations. In Alvo and Cabilio [1995]

they extend their ideas to Kendall’s tau, However, they once again require obser-

vations to be missing randomly from a regularly sampled time series and that the

observations be independent.

2.3 The Covariance Sum Test

To preform the seasonal Kendall analysis with serially correlated data, the

covariance sum test [Hirsch and Slack 1984] modifies the variance of the sum

S from Equation 2.3 to include covariances because the seasons are no longer

independent. Let Σ = {σgh}, g, h = 1, ...,m, denote the covariance matrix of the

vector of Sk statistics. Then the variance of S used to form the asymptotically

normal test statistic is given by the following formula:

Var(S) = ~10m × Σ×~1m (2.6)

where ~1m is a vector of ones of length m. Dietz and Killeen [1981] provide a

method for estimating the elements of this matrix. σgg is simply the variance of

Sg as given above in equation 2.2. The covariances, σgh, where g 6= h, are found

by the following algorithm.

Let X be an n × m matrix containing all the observations where n is the

number of years the data span and m is the number of seasons. Further, let

R be the n ×m matrix containing the ranks of the observations in X where the

observations in each season, i.e. elements within each column of X, are ranked
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separately. Further, let nk be the number of years with non-missing values in

season k, and let

Kgh =
X
i<j

sign((Xjg −Xig)(Xjh −Xih)), (2.7)

where the sign function takes the values -1,0, or 1, and is zero if any one of the

values is missing. Then, as show by Dietz and Killeen [1981],

σgh = [Kgh + 4
nX
i=1

RigRih − n(ng + 1)(nh + 1)]/3. (2.8)

2.4 Dealing with Detection Limits

When some of the values are detection limited, the Sk statistic in Equation 2.1

needs to be modified. Hirsch, et al. [1982] and Gillion, et al. [1984] suggested

treating as tied all the observations smaller than the largest reported lower detec-

tion limit. This is consistent with ”Kendall’s tau, Breslow-type” [Brown et al.

1974] from survival analysis.

Hughes and Millard [1988] give a method for dealing with detection limits that

does not throw out as much information and has better power properties. They

compute an ”expected rank vector” by averaging the ranks for each observation

from all possible rankings consistent with the observed data. Lower detection limits

are considered to be upper ends of the intervals which could possibly contain the

true data values. They then use these ranks to compute the Mann-Kendall statistic

as described above. A problem is that these type of conditional statistics no longer

have the same null distribution as the standard case. With Hughes and Millard’s

method, the new statistic has less variability. A further complication is that
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their method of obtaining an approximate normal test requires that the pattern

of censoring be random. This is unlikely to be the case. When the censoring

mechanism is dependent on time, the null distribution for the test statistic must be

estimated by generating random permutations of the expected rank vector, storing

the value of the statistic computed from that configure of ranks if it agrees with

the censoring pattern, and repeating a large number of times to estimate the null

distribution. This quickly grows in computational difficulty. One final problem

with this method is the unlikely assumption that all possible rankings are equally

likely.

Another method for dealing with censored data is tobit regression [Judge et

al. 1985, and Helsel and Hirsch 1992 ]. This is a maximum likelihood parametric

method and requires the assumption that the dependent variable is normally dis-

tributed. Thus it is not an ideal method for water-quality data. Tobit estimates

are slightly biased so bias corrections should be used [Cohn 1988]. With normal

data this method can be used to estimate and test a linear trend. Perhaps some

modification can be made to tobit regression to make it more applicable in the

water quality data context.

2.5 The Multiple-Observation-Problem

All the nonparametric methods for trend analysis named above in Section 2.2

and 2.3 require one observation per season in every year. This is not always the

case. When there are no observations in a particular season within a given year,

the above methods are all still valid assuming that values are missing randomly.
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Another problem occurs when a season within a year has multiple observations. In

this case, Helsel and Hirsch [1992] suggested taking the median of the observations

within the same season when the variations in the sampling frequency are random,

and subsampling by using the value closest to the center of the season when there

is a systematic trend in the sampling frequency. They recommended subsampling

in the latter case because using the median would induce a trend in the variance.

Using the median can also induce a trend in the data if many values are lower

detection limited. This recommendation was verified by a Monte Carlo study

performed by the author [Darken 1998].

Other possible solutions to the multiple-observations-per-season problem ex-

ist: (i) using a mean, (ii) treating observations in the same season and month as

tied in time with an adjustment to the variance formula [van Belle and Hughes

1984, and Gilbert 1987], (iii) expanding the time variable to include days so as to

eliminate ties in time, or (iv) using a weighted median. The mean is inferior to

the median because of skewness and detection limits. Using all the original data

weights years with more observations more heavily, and values within the same

season in the same year are quite likely to be highly correlated. Because these

observations are assumed to be independent for the adjustment to the variance

and the hypothesis test, implementing (ii) is a bad idea. The use of a weighted

median seems like a compromise between using the value closest to the center and

using the median, but it is probably unnecessarily complicated. In the simula-

tion study of Darken [1998], using a Gaussian kernel for the weights, the weighted
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median was better at maintaining alpha levels then the median but not as good

as the subsampling method. The weighted median solution was generally more

powerful than the subsampling method but less powerful than using the median.

So, the weighted median was in fact a compromise between the use of the median

and the subsampling method, but for optimal results, it appeared that the extreme

cases of the weighted median were needed. Namely, with a systematic variation

in the sampling frequency, the weighted median that assigns all the weight to the

value closest to the center appeared to be best, while with random variation in the

sampling frequency, the weighted median with uniform weights performed best.

An interesting side note from this Monte Carlo study was that even under

extremely mild levels of serial correlation, like .05 for observations one month

apart, when months were used as seasons, the seasonal Kendall analysis assuming

independence did not maintain appropriate alpha levels. This justifies the need

for tests that allow dependence between seasons.

2.6 Testing Homogeneity of Trend and Median Levels Between Seasons

To test for homogeneity of trend between seasons, van Belle and Hughes [1984]

gave a method that requires seasons to be independent. Letting m be equal to

the number of seasons, an approximately chi-squared statistic with m degrees

of freedom is decomposed into a one degree of freedom overall-trend component

and an m − 1 degree of freedom remainder. This remainder is used to test the

hypothesis that the trend is homogeneous across seasons. Smith et al. [1993]

extended this test to allow dependent seasons by using the covariance matrix of
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the test statistics from the different seasons.

Testing for homogeneity of median levels between seasons is not as easy as

it sounds. To test this hypothesis, years need to be blocks to eliminate the

effect of an overall trend. This suggests the use of a nonparametric ANOVA-like

analysis, specifically, Friedman’s test [Friedman 1937]. Even with independence,

however, Friedman’s test can’t be used with missing values. Although several ad

hoc solutions come to mind, the missing-value-problem with Friedman’s test has

not been solved because of the countless ways to assign ranks to missing values

and the lack of a good method for concluding which is best. If season effects

can be ordered in the alternative hypothesis, then Alvo and Cabilio [1995] give a

method to handle missing values that outperforms simply ignoring blocks (years)

with missing values. However, their method still requires independent errors. In

reality seasons are likely to be dependent, so the problem gets more difficult.

A new idea of how to approach this problem is to analyze the problem as

repeated measures in a split-plot design. Year would be the whole plot treatment

while season would be the split-plot treatment. Due to the typical nature of the

data, a nonparametric analysis should probably be used. Older nonparametric

methods do not seem optimal. Some of these methods are based on reducing the

longitudinal part (the observations within each given year in the set up here) to

one or two numbers. Ghosh et al. [1973] fit polynomials to the longitudinal part

of the data and used those parameter estimates as the raw data for performing a

nonparametric analysis. This is really a semi-nonparametric method and might be
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hard to implement in the water quality context because of the dependence between

observations one season apart and the detection limits. Perhaps a sinusoid would

work better then a polynomial in this context. With some sort of robust fit, this

is one possible solution.

Other methods, like those presented in Koch [1970], would not work with-

out replication which generally does not exist in the water-quality data context.

Replication is necessary to estimate the covariance matrix. Koch’s methods were

called nonparametric because the analysis is performed on rank transformed data.

More recent ideas are not ideal either. Agresti and Pendergast [1986] gave a

method that requires compound symmetry, an assumption that does hold in the

water-quality data context. Possibly the best methods currently available are

those given in Akritas and Arnold [1994] which are based on performing rank-

transformations to the data. Even in this context, the issues created by missing

values and censoring still need to be dealt with. Currently, an optimal method

has not been found.

2.7 Estimating the Magnitude of the Trend

If the trend is assumed to be linear, i.e. if the data can be modeled as yik =

αk + xik × β +εik , where i = 1, ..., n and k = 1, ...,m, then the magnitude of the

trend can be estimated by the method of Theil [1950] and Sen [1968a]. Their

estimate of the slope, β, is the median of the pairwise slope estimates ignoring the
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subscript k,

β̂ = medi<j{ yj − yi
xj − xi}, (2.9)

where y is the water-quality variable and x is time.

Gilbert [1987] modified this estimate to adjust for seasonality and called the

new estimator the seasonal Kendall slope estimator. This estimator takes the

median of all the pairwise slope estimates where only the pairwise slope estimates

from within seasons are considered. In other words, within every season, all the

pairwise slopes are calculated where i < j. Then, all the pairwise slope estimates

are considered at once, and the median of this set of estimates is taken to be the

seasonal Kendall slope estimate. Thus, Gilbert’s estimator is

β̂SK = medi<j, k=1,...,m{
yjk − yik
xjk − xik}, (2.10)

where none of the four values in the slope estimate are missing and k stands for

the season.

Confidence intervals for the Theil-Sen slope estimate are based on inverting a

Kendall tau hypothesis test [Sen 1968a, and Hollander and Wolfe 1973]; this is

also true for the seasonal Kendall slope estimate [Gilbert 1987]. All β’s that would

not yield a rejection of the null hypothesis with the seasonal Kendall approach at

the desired alpha level using adjusted water quality values are considered to be in

the 100(1-α)% confidence interval. Adjusted water quality values, y∗i , i = 1, ..., n,

are y∗i = yi− xi× β where x is time. Gilbert’s method is based on the asymptotic

normality property of Kendall’s test of H0 : τ = 0. The pairwise slope estimates

are ordered. An approximate 100(1-α)% confidence interval for β is given by the
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mth
1 largest to the (m2+1)

th largest pairwise slope estimates where m1 and m2 are

defined as follows.

Cα = Z1−α
2

q
V ar(S), (2.11)

m1 = (N − Cα)/2, and (2.12)

m2 = (N + Cα)/2 (2.13)

where N is the total number of pairwise slope estimates, Zi is the i
th percentile of

the standard normal distribution, and S is as in equation 2.3. The formula for

the variance of S is given in equation 2.4.

This method for finding a confidence interval can be extended to allow serial

dependence in the data by inverting the covariance sum test of Hirsch and Slack

[1984]. This extension requires that observations a year apart or more be indepen-

dent, but allows for dependence among all pairs of observations that are less than

a year apart. The derivation is given in Appendix D and is based on the work of

Sen [1968] and Zetterqvist [1988]. The new method works the same as Gilbert’s

method with the exception that the Var(S) is now given by Equation 2.6.

Another method for getting a confidence interval on the slope for the non-

seasonal and independent data case, was given by Taylor and Conover [1988].

Instead of using the Kendall tau hypothesis test, they used the test of Spearman’s

rho. While confidence intervals based on either of the two tests yield intervals of

comparable widths, the use of the Spearman’s rho test allows intervals closer to

the desired level of confidence since there are more points in the null distribution

[Taylor and Conover 1988]. Naturally, the flexibility in interval sizes occurs at
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the cost of being more computationally expensive. Another way to get closer to

the desired confidence level would be to use interpolation.

2.8 Semi-nonparametric Trend Analysis

If the hypothesis of monotonic trend is reduced to an hypothesis of linear trend,

a semi-nonparametric method which could be applied is the rank-based linear

models approach. For a review, see Hettmansperger and McKean [1998]. Applying

this method for the detection of trends in water quality variables was studied by

van Belle and Hughes [1984]. They based their work on Farell [1980] who used

an aligned rank test of Sen [1968b]. This method requires estimation of missing

values, independence, and no censoring, and it does not adjust for flow. However,

for ideal conditions this method slightly outperforms the seasonal Kendall method

of Hirsch et al. [1982] in terms of asymptotic efficiency because aligned rank tests

generally have better asymptotic power properties than intrablock procedures [van

Belle and Hughes 1984]. Berryman et. al. [1988] and Loftis et al. [1991] have also

suggested applying rank-based linear models approaches to water-quality data.

A lot of work has been done using semi-nonparametric methods with censored

data in survival studies. For example, see Harrington and Fleming [1982] andWei

et. al. [1990]. This work could possibly be applied in the water quality context.

Solutions still need to be extended to allow dependent data although some yet to

be published work of McKean’s may shed some light on this subject.
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2.9 Comparing Water Quality at Different Sites

Millard and Deveral [1988] used the rank-based linear models approach to

compare water-quality variable levels at different sites. They studied several

possibilities under lognormal errors and concluded that the best behaved method

was the use of normal scores with the score statistic of Prentice [1978] and a

permutation estimate of the variance of the test statistic. This variance estimate

assumes that the censoring mechanism is the same for both samples. When

the censoring mechanism differs, they recommended using an asymptotic variance

estimator. The main shortfall of their method is that observations have to be

independent. A second possible shortcoming is that they treated the problem as

a two sample location problem. If the data were treated as paired by time, the

variability could be substantially reduced. Albers [1988], Dabrowska [1987], and

O’Brien and Fleming [1987] all proposed rank-based methods for performing tests

in the paired data situation with random censoring.

Another question of interest that the Millard and Deveral method does not

address is whether the two sites are currently different? Their method weights all

points in time equally. Perhaps a method that compares two sites’ current levels of

different water quality variables can be developed, maybe based on exponentially

weighted moving averages or rank-based linear model predicted values. The rank-

based linear models approach would suit well most features of the data except for

the serial dependent nature, while the use of an exponentially weighted moving

average handles serial dependence fine but needs some corrections for asymmetry
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and detection limits.

2.10 Flow Adjustment

An important feature of water quality data is the effect of flow. Flow is the

volume of the water passing a point in a river or a stream in a given unit of time and

thus is often measured in cubic feet per second. Sometimes flow is simply recorded

on a 1 to 4 scale, however, this situation will not be considered here. This covariate

affects levels of water quality variables because of dilution and wash-off [Hirsch et

al. 1991]. If the periods of high and low flow are not evenly dispersed over the

range of the time series, a trend over time can be induced by flow. Variability

in the water quality variable is always increased, regardless of any pattern in flow.

Hence, flow should be accounted for if possible when performing an analysis for

trend. All the ideas presented here for adjusting for flow are based on the ideas

of analysis of covariance.

First of all, a parametric regression of the water quality variable on flow could

be performed [Helsel and Hirsch 1992]. The residuals from this fit would then be

used with one of the methods for detecting trend described above. This method is

problematic because of the non-normal distribution of most water quality variables

and the common occurrence of detection limits. An advantage of this methods

occurs when the scientist has a good idea how flow and the water quality variable

are related. The investigator can then impose his or her idea on the fit as a

model. For example, the scientist may think that the relationship should be

linear or quadratic.
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When interest is in a step trend in water quality, an analysis of covariance

can be performed to test for trend in water-quality adjusted for flow [Helsel and

Hirsch 1992]. Once again, the problem is complicated by the non-normality and

detection limits. Perhaps a rank-based linear models ANOCOVA could be used

when step trend is of interest.

Another possibility is the use of nonparametric regression. The water quality

variable would be regressed on flow, with the residuals being used for trend detec-

tion as above in the parametric regression method. Helsel and Hirsch [1992] sug-

gested the use of locally weighted scatterplot smoothing [Cleveland 1979], hereafter

abbreviated LOWESS. This choice seems reasonable because of the robustness of

LOWESS to outliers.

A final idea is to analyze the data using a multivariate rank-based linear model

approach. The response variables could be just one water quality variable and

flow, or it could include all the water quality variables. This would take into

account the correlation of the water quality variable with flow and with the other

variables if they were included. A disadvantage is the assumption that the trend

is linear, but this is often not all that intolerable. Complicating factors that need

to be dealt with are the existence of detection limits and serial correlation. Serial

correlation is a real problem that has not been dealt with in the rank-based linear

model context. See Hettmansperger and McKean [1998] for a complete treatment

of the multivariate rank-based linear models approach.



CHAPTER 3

Modified Kendall’s Tau

3.1 Introduction

Modified Kendall’s tau is a nonparametric correlation coefficient. It is often

used to describe trends in water quality variables and is the basis for the trend tests

described in the previous chapter. This is because no underlying distributional

assumptions are needed and modified Kendall’s tau measures monotonic trend not

just linear trend. The purpose of this chapter is to build the foundation necessary

for some of the material in the next chapter where changes in trend will be discussed

by defining modified Kendall’s tau and exploring the variance of its estimator and

the two sample hypothesis test. Several possible estimators of the variance were

evaluated via Monte Carlo studies. The process of choosing the best variance

estimator was three stage with new variance estimators being added at each stage

because of the lack of optimal performance of all the estimators considered in the

previous stage. The final result of the studies was a recommendation to use three

different variance formulas depending on the presence of dependence and the value

of the estimator of modified Kendall’s tau. Each of the selected variance formulas

were compared in a power study of the test of H0:τmod1 = τmod2, and further

recommendations were made based on that study.
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Kendall’s tau, τ , and modified Kendall’s tau, τmod, are defined as follows.

τ = πc − πd, and (3.1)

τmod =
πc − πd
πc + πd

=
πc − πd
1− πt (3.2)

where πc =probability that two pairs are concordant, πd =probability that two

pairs are discordant, and πt =probability that two pairs are tied. The modification

to Kendall’s tau allows modified Kendall’s tau to attain -1 or 1 when there are

ties. A consistent estimator of τmod is

τ̂mod =

n−1P
i=1

nP
j=i+1

sign[(yj − yi)(xj − xi)]
1
2
n(n− 1)− 1

2

gP
i=1
ti(ti − 1)

(3.3)

where ti is the number of y values in the group of y values which are tied at the

ith unique value, i = 1, ..., g. It is assumed that there are no ties in the x’s, which

will always be time for purposes here. The only difference between this formula

and the one that would be used to calculate τ̂ is the subtraction of the number of

tied pairs from the denominator.

3.2 The Variance of τ̂mod

Unfortunately, the variance of τ̂mod is not known. It has to be estimated.

The variance of τ̂mod is known only under the assumptions that observations are

independent and that τmod = 0. Even if independence is assumed, τmod is still not

assumed to be equal to 0. The null hypothesis is simply H0: τ̂mod1 = τ̂mod2, i.e.,

no change in trend.
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Kendall [1970] gave a bound for the variance of τ̂ along with an estimate of

the variance. Notice these formulas were derived for τ̂ , not τ̂mod. However, since

the only difference between τ̂ and τ̂mod is in the denominator, a rough estimate for

the variance of τ̂mod can be obtained by a simple transformation. This estimate

is called rough because the denominator of τ̂mod is in fact random. The bound is

given in Equation 3.4 while the formula for the estimate is given below in Equations

3.5-3.8. Both will be included in the Monte Carlo study with the formulas to be

given later.

V ar(τ̂mod) ≤ 2

n
× (1− τ̂2mod) (3.4)

dV ar(τ̂mod) = D × [4XC2i −
2(2n− 3)
n(n− 1) C

2 − 2n(n− 1)] (3.5)

where

D =
n(n− 1)

(n− 2)(n− 3)[n(n− 1)−P
ti(ti − 1)]2 (3.6)

Ci =
nX
j=1

sign[(yj − yi)(xj − xi)] (3.7)

C = 2S =
nX
i=1

nX
j=1

sign[(yj − yi)(xj − xi)] (3.8)

Noether [1967] derived an asymptotic formula for the variance of τ̂mod based on

the work of Goodman and Kruskal [1963]. That formula is given below in Equation

3.21, followed by two new formulas. The derivations of the new formulas are

given in Appendices 1 and 2. The first formula, given in Equation 3.22, is derived

along the same lines as the derivation given by Noether, but then takes a different

direction without making as many simplifications in the name of asymptopia. The
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second new formula, given in Equation 3.23, is derived using the delta method

[Seber 1982] which is based on a Taylor series expansion.

A similar notation to the one appearing in Noether’s book will be used. Let

(X1,Y1), (X2,Y2), and (X3,Y3) be three independent pairs of variables randomly

drawn from the population of all possible pairs of variables (X,Y). Then,

πc = probability that (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2) are concordant

= P((Y2-Y1)(X2-X1)>0). (3.9)

πd = probability that (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2) are discordant

= P((Y2-Y1)(X2-X1)<0). (3.10)

πcc = probability that (X1,Y1) is concordant with both (X2,Y2) and (X3,Y3)

= P{[(Y2-Y1)(X2-X1)>0] & [(Y3-Y1)(X3-X1)>0]}. (3.11)

πdd = probability that (X1,Y1) is discordant with both (X2,Y2) and (X3,Y3)

= P{[(Y2-Y1)(X2-X1)<0] & [(Y3-Y1)(X3-X1)<0]}. (3.12)

πcd = probability that (X1,Y1) is concordant with (X2,Y2) and

discordant with (X3,Y3)

= P{[(Y2-Y1)(X2-X1)>0] & [(Y3-Y1)(X3-X1)<0]}. (3.13)

Note that since in actuality the underlying probability of concordance (or discor-

dance) can depend on the difference in time between two observations, the assump-

tion that (X1,Y1), (X2,Y2), and (X3,Y3) are randomly drawn from the population
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is important. Recall that it is not assumed that τmod = 0 under the null hypothesis.

The assumption of random selection makes the π’s constants that don’t depend

on the distance between two pairs in one of the variables. Now, define

Ck = the # of points (xi,yi) in the sample that are concordant with (xk,yk),

k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i = 1, ..., k − 1, k + 1, ..., n, (3.14)

Dk = the # of points (xi,yi) in the sample that are discordant with (xk,yk),

k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, i = 1, ..., k − 1, k + 1, ..., n, (3.15)

pc = π̂c =
1

n(n− 1)
X
k

Ck, (3.16)

pd = π̂d =
1

n(n− 1)
X
k

Dk, (3.17)

pcc = π̂cc =
1

n(n− 1)(n− 2)
X
k

Ck(Ck − 1), (3.18)

pdd = π̂dd =
1

n(n− 1)(n− 2)
X
k

Dk(Dk − 1), and (3.19)

pcd = π̂cd =
1

n(n− 1)(n− 2)
X
k

CkDk. (3.20)

Note that the p’s are consistent estimates of the π’s [Noether 1967]; in fact they

are unbiased estimates as well. The proof that these estimates are unbiased is in

Appendix C. Now, Goodman and Kruskal’s formula is

dV ar(τ̂mod) = 16

n(pc + pd)4
(p2dpcc − 2pcpdpcd + p2cpdd). (3.21)

The modification of this formula is

dV ar(τ̂mod) =
8

n(n− 1)(pc + pd)4 ×

{(pc + pd)pcpd + 2(n− 2)(p2dpcc − 2pcpdpcd + p2cpdd)}. (3.22)
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The formula derived using the delta method is

dV ar(τ̂mod) =
8

n(n− 1)(pc + pd)4 × {(pc + pd)pcpd + 2(n− 2)×

[(p2d(pcc − pcd) + pcpd(p2d − p2c − 2pcd) + p2c(pdd + pcd)]}.(3.23)

Note that both of the latter two formulas add new terms to the first formula given

in Equation 3.21.

3.3 Simulation Studies to Determine Which Variance Formula is Best

The var(τ̂mod) estimators considered in the first study were the Goodman and

Kruskal formula (Equation 3.21), the modification of Kendall’s formula (Equa-

tion 3.5), the permutation variance derived under the assumption that τmod = 0

(Equation 2.2 modified by dividing by the square of the denominator in Equation

3.3), the modification to Goodman and Kruskal’s formula (Equation 3.22), and

the formula derived using the delta method (Equation 3.23). Several factors were

considered when studying the behavior of the variance estimators. Pairs of (x,y)

data were generated in the following manner. For each of the sample sizes 10,

20, and 40, observations of x were generated both as fixed and evenly spaced over

the interval [0,10] and as a random sample of Uniformly distributed observations

on the interval [0,10] using the uniform random number generator in SAS. Hence

there were no ties in the x’s. For assurances of true pseudo-randomness, the

random numbers generated by SAS were checked for lag 1, 2, and 3 correlations

using the serial correlation test from p.170-171 of Kennedy and Gentle [1980]. No

correlations were found.
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The y observations were then generated as gamma-autoregressive from three

different gamma distributions, f(y) = λr

Γ(r)
(y − α)r−1 exp[−λ(y − α)], each having

a location parameter, α, which changes with the x variable in either a linear or

exponential manner. Figure 3.1 displays the location parameter functions used to

impose positive modified Kendall’s tau coefficients. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show

the different distributions chosen, and Figure 3.4 displays the joint distribution of

x and y for the case of no serial correlation, α = .7x, x˜Uniform(0,10), and r=2

case.

The method of Lawrence [1980] was used to generate the gamma-autoregressive

series with AR(1) correlation coefficients of 0, .2, and .4 for pairs whose x values

are 10/(n− 1) x units apart. When the x data are randomly generated, in order

to account for the varying x intervals between consecutive observations, the AR(1)

correlation parameter is raised to the power (xi − xi−1)/[10/(n− 1)] to determine

the correlation coefficient used to generate the ith y value. 2000 samples were

generated for each combination of the factors.

Ties were induced in the data by truncating the data at fixed y values. After

the y observations were generated as gamma AR(1), all y observations less than or

equal to the truncation value were set equal to that value. Hence the probability

of a pair having a tied y value can be estimated as the square of the proportion of

the observations that were truncated. A program was written in SAS to search

for the truncation value with each distribution, location parameter function, and

desired percentage of tied pairs combination. Hence, each case has a different
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Figure 3.1: Location Parameter Functions

Distribution λλλλ=1,r=2 λλλλ=1,r=3 λλλλ=1,r=5
Mean 2+α 3+α 5+α

Variance 2 3 5
Skewness 1.414 1.155 .894

Figure 3.2: Distributions Used in Simulation Study
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value where truncation occurs, but approximately 0, 5, 10, and 25 percent tied

pairs. The percentage of ties induced was fairly accurate with the worst out of the

1512 cases occurring when r = 2, n = 40, ρ = .2, α moving linearly with β = 0,

random generation of x data, and desired percentage of ties=25%, where the actual

percentage of tied pairs turned out to be 18.0%. The worst case for the desired

percentage of 5% was 8.1% which occurred when r = 3, n = 10, ρ = .2, α moving

linearly with β = .7, and the x data were randomly generated. The worst case for

the desired percentage of 10% was 14.5% which occurred when r = 5, n = 10, ρ =

.4, αmoving linearly with β = .7, and the x data were uniformly generated. Hence,

there was no clear pattern to what caused inaccurate percentages of ties. In later

studies, a better method was used to keep the percentage of ties constant. This

problem is not suspected to have significantly affected the results or conclusions.

The study did yield some answers. All of the factors considered had significant

effects on the mean squared errors for all the different formulas when the resulting

mean squared errors were analyzed in an ANOVA setting. Nevertheless, the

results could be summarized as follows. With independent data, for smaller τmod,

i.e. |τmod| < 0.2, the null case formula performed the best in terms of mean squared

error. For the larger values of τmod, i.e. |τmod| > 0.4, the delta method formula

generally performed the best. For the middle values of τmod, the null case formula

usually performed the best, but this is because no formula did exceptionally well.

The delta method formula was negatively biased, while the null case formula was

positively biased. With serial correlation, the null case formula performs better
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Figure 3.5: Ordered MSE’s - Study 1 (All 1512 Cases)
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Figure 3.6: Ordered MSE’s - Study 1 (First 600 Cases)
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respective to the other formulas considered for a wider range of τmod because

dependence increases the variance of τ̂mod. However, none of the formulas appear

to properly adjust estimates upward in the presence of serial correlation. Figures

3.5 and 3.6 display the results by plotting the ordered MSE estimates for each

formula individually and then putting them on the same plot. It is clear that the

null case formula performed the best for most of the cases considered. Figure 3.6

is just the first 600 cases of Figure 3.5 enlarged with the Kendall bound formula

eliminated.

A better formula was desired, so another study was performed with essentially

all the same factors as above but with three new formulas. To shrink the number of

cases needed to be run, only one level of the distributional parameter, r = 3, was

considered because r had only non-significant and marginally significant effects

on the mean squared errors in the first study. The delta method derivation

was extended by using a second order Taylor series to derive a new formula and

hopefully reduce the bias in the old formula. The formula that resulted from

this derivation was extremely long and involved three layers of estimation, so it

was shortened by considering only the simplest terms which did not require any

extraordinary means to estimate. A summary of this derivation is in Appendix F,

and the formula is

dV ar(τ̂mod) =
8

n(n− 1)(pc + pd)4 × {4(pc + pd)pcpd + 3(n− 2)(n+ 1)p
2
cp
2
d

+(n− 2)× [(2p2d(4pcc − 3p2c − pcd) + pcpd(2p2d − 2p2c − 16pcd

−3(n− 3)pcpd) + 2p2c(4pdd − 3p2d + pcd)]} (3.24)
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Secondly, a bootstrap estimate of the variance was considered based on 50

bootstrap resamples of the same size as the original generated data sets. Recent

work based on using a conditional coefficient of variation suggests that approxi-

mately 800 resamples are needed to sufficiently reduce resampling variability [Booth

and Sarkar 1998]. This contradicts previous beliefs that as few as 25 bootstrap

resamples are necessary to sufficiently reduce the resampling variability [Efron

1987]. Two cases were run with resample sizes of 25, 50, 100, and 800 to ensure

that 50 was a reasonable number. From these two cases, it appeared that 50 is

a large enough number of resamples with very little improvement obtained when

more resamples are used. In fact, using only 25 resamples did not perform too

badly relative to other sizes. If the bootstrap method outperforms the others, a

practitioner can always use more resamples, but in the interest of time, only 50

resamples were used

Finally, a conditional formula was derived and is displayed below in Equation

3.25 (see Appendix E for the derivation). Conditional refers to the formula being

conditional on the number of ties; hence, the denominator of τ̂mod is no longer

random. The null case formula and the delta method formula were also left in the

study. The other formulas considered in the original study were eliminated from

consideration. The conditional formula is

dV ar(τ̂mod) =
N

(N −Nt)2 × [pc(1− pc) + pd(1− pd) +

2(n− 2)(pcc − p2c + pdd − p2d − 2pcd) + 2(2n− 3)pcpd] (3.25)

where N = n(n− 1)/2 is the number of pairwise comparisons made, and Nt is the
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number of tied pairwise comparisons.

The Goodman-Kruskal formula, the adjusted Kendall formula, and the for-

mula modifying Noether’s derivation were all discarded because they generated a

much greater percentage of negative estimates than the delta method formula and

generally had higher mean squared errors. As evident in Figure 3.5 and Figure

3.6, the modified Noether formula performed about as well as the delta formula

in terms of mean squared error, but it had a much larger percentage of negative

estimates and there is no simple way to improve it. Kendall’s bound was also

eliminated from consideration as it generally performed poorly in terms of MSE.

Ties were generated in an improved manner for this second study. Instead of

having a constant cutoff value for each beta, r, and desired percentage of ties, the

number of tied values in the data set were kept constant across different samples

by simply giving the appropriate number of observations the value of the largest

observation desired to be tied. For example, with samples of size 10 the smallest 3

generated observations were all given the value of the third smallest in each Monte

Carlo sample. This yields a constant
³
3×2
10×9

´
probability of a tied pairwise com-

parison. The number of observations to be tied were selected to yield probabilities

close to each other for the 3 different sample sizes and to yield probabilities of ties

close to 0, .05, .10, and .25. The selected numbers of tied observations and their

resulting probabilities are displayed below in Figure 3.7.

The study does not cover the entire range of possible tau values. Because

of symmetry, there was no need to study both positive and negative tau values.
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Sample Size Number Tied/Resulting Probability of Tie
10 5/.2222 4/.1333 3/.0667
20 10/.2368 7/.1105 5/.0526
40 20/.2436 14/.1167 10/.0577

Figure 3.7: Number of Tied Observations Used

Hence, only positive or near zero negative tau values were generated. Additionally,

slope and exponential parameter values that would generate tau values near 1 were

not used. That is because these values are rare in practice and var(τ̂mod) → 0

as τmod → 1. With r = 3, the mean generated tau values ranged from -0.050

to 0.716, and median generated tau values ranged from -0.029 to 0.771 for the

different cases.

The resulting MSE’s from this study are displayed in the following figures. The

MSE for method j is calculated as
2000P
i=1
(V arj(τ̂mod)i− V arMonteCarlo(τ̂mod))2/1999.

The formula based on the second order Taylor series expansion was not com-

petitive as it always overestimated the variance. Hence, its performance will not

be displayed in any of the figures except for Figure 3.8 which contains all of the

cases’ mean squared errors lumped together. Figures 3.9-3.27 all display various

combinations of cases based on one or two factors which were considered in the

study. Figure 3.28 details the bias of each method for the different levels of serial

correlation. Figure 3.29 displays the scaled biases.

Some of the factors considered did not affect the relative performance of the

variance estimators,even though they did affect the underlying variability being
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estimated. These factors are the percentage of ties (Figures 3.11 and 3.12) and

the sampling scheme (Figures 3.13 and 3.14). The nature of the mean relationship

between X and Y, linear or exponential, did not make much difference in the

relative performance of the formulas or the underlying variability (See Figures

3.15 and 3.16). The random scheme had higher MSEs than the uniform scheme,

and, as expected, ties inflated the variance. Sample size and correlation both had

effects on the underlying variance and on the relative performance of the various

formulas.

No one formula outperforms the rest in all cases. An argument will be made

for the following recommendation. When no serial correlation is present, for small

values of τ̂mod, small being roughly |τ̂mod| < 0.3, use the null case formula, and for

large values of τ̂mod, use the delta method. When serial correlation is present, use

the bootstrap.

The null case formula performed surprisingly well for several reasons. The

variance of τ̂mod is largest when τmod is near 0 and decreases to 0 as τmod → 1.

This partially explains the surprising result that the null case formula performed

well in terms of mean squared error. Since the probability of ties was held fixed,

the null case formula only depended on sample size that was held fixed at three

different levels in the study. Thus, MSE for the null case formula consisted only

of bias squared. As τmod moves away from 0, the variability of its estimate

decreases, and with no correlation, the null case formula becomes increasingly

biased. However, serial correlation increases the variance of τ̂mod causing the null
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case formula to be less biased or even biased in the other direction. Looking at

the MSE plots (Figures 3.22 and 3.23), the null case formula performs well when

τmod is near zero, outperforming every formula by a large margin when no serial

correlation is present, and has roughly the same performance as the bootstrap

when serial correlation is present. The null case formula also performs well for

some values of τmod away from zero when serial correlation is present but not

when serial correlation is absent. The value of τmod at which the null case formula

performs well moves with the degree of serial correlation however, and it is not a

good idea to rely on a formula that does not vary with the serial correlation. For

an example of the null case performing poorly when there is no serial correlation,

see Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25.

Looking at the biases displayed in Figures 3.28 and 3.29, in terms of worst case

scenario, the bootstrap appears to be the most robust estimator in the presence

of serial correlation. Observing the aggregate results, the null case appears to be

competitive, but this is believed to be caused by the reasons stated above. As

one would expect, serial correlation does adversely affect the performance of all

the variance estimators.

Another well known feature of the bootstrap estimator can be seen in Figures

3.17-3.19. Here there is some evidence that the bootstrap performed better at

samples sizes 40 and 20 than at sample size 10. Perhaps the recommendation

should be amended to require a minimum sample size for use with the bootstrap.

In addition to their generally poor performance in terms of MSE, the condi-
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tional formula and the delta method formula occasionally yielded negative esti-

mates of the variance with the sample size 10 cases. The percentage of negative

estimates for the conditional formula was especially bad for larger values of the

slope and exponential parameters, i.e., larger values of tau. The bootstrap and

null case formulas can never yield a negative estimate.

The fact that the bootstrap appears to perform the best of the formulas con-

sidered suggested trying to improve its performance by taking serial dependence

into account. This problem has been considered in recent years. The following

section will discuss these ideas along with some new ones.
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Figure 3.8: Ordered MSE’s - Study 2 (All Cases and Formulas)
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Figure 3.9: MSE’s for Large Tau Values
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Figure 3.10: MSE’s for Zero Tau Values
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Figure 3.11: MSE’s for No Ties
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Figure 3.12: MSE’s for Approximately 25% Tied Comparisons
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Figure 3.13: MSE’s for Uniform Sampling Scheme
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Figure 3.14: MSE’s for Random Sampling Scheme
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Figure 3.15: MSE’s Alpha Linear in X
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Figure 3.16: MSE’s Alpha Exponential in X
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Figure 3.17: MSE’s Sample Size 10
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Figure 3.18: MSE’s Sample Size 20
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Figure 3.19: MSE’s Sample Size 40
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Figure 3.20: MSE’s for Large Tau Values and No Correlation
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Figure 3.21: MSE’s for Large Tau Values and High Correlation
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Figure 3.22: MSE’s for Small Tau Values and No Correlation
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Figure 3.23: MSE’s for Small Tau Values and High Correlation
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Figure 3.24: MSE’s for Small Samples and No Correlation
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Figure 3.25: MSE’s for Large Samples and No Correlation
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Figure 3.26: MSE’s for Small Samples and High Correlation
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Figure 3.27: MSE’s for Large Samples and High Correlation
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Correlation=0

TYPE BIAS AND METHOD MEAN MAX MEDIAN MIN RANGE

Bias of Null Case 0.011276 0.06210 0.006627 -0.002636 0.06473
Bias of Bootstrap 0.009335 0.03060 0.005001 0.000527 0.03007
Bias of Conditional -0.008415 0.00267 -0.004536 -0.036250 0.03892
Bias of Delta Method -0.008027 0.00575 -0.005186 -0.036188 0.04193
Bias of Taylor 2 0.055082 0.13315 0.048382 0.009480 0.12367
Absolute Bias of Null Case 0.011404 0.06210 0.006627 0.000024 0.06207
Absolute Bias of Bootstrap 0.009335 0.03060 0.005001 0.000527 0.03007
Absolute Bias of Conditional 0.008493 0.03625 0.004536 0.000006 0.03624
Absolute Bias of Delta Method 0.008355 0.03619 0.005300 0.000051 0.03614
Absolute Bias of Taylor 2 0.055082 0.13315 0.048382 0.009480 0.12367

Correlation=.2

TYPE BIAS AND METHOD MEAN MAX MEDIAN MIN RANGE

Bias of Null Case -0.004933 0.05858 -0.005487 -0.06614 0.12471
Bias of Bootstrap -0.007106 0.02207 -0.004739 -0.05130 0.07337
Bias of Conditional -0.024272 0.00021 -0.016036 -0.10270 0.10291
Bias of Delta Method -0.023844 0.00345 -0.016502 -0.10194 0.10538
Bias of Taylor 2 0.040268 0.11227 0.036965 0.00792 0.10435
Absolute Bias of Null Case 0.015688 0.06614 0.011552 0.00017 0.06597
Absolute Bias of Bootstrap 0.010426 0.05130 0.006869 0.00021 0.05109
Absolute Bias of Conditional 0.024274 0.10270 0.016036 0.00021 0.10248
Absolute Bias of Delta Method 0.023930 0.10194 0.016502 0.00040 0.10154
Absolute Bias of Taylor 2 0.040268 0.11227 0.036965 0.00792 0.10435

Correlation=.4

TYPE BIAS AND METHOD MEAN MAX MEDIAN MIN RANGE

Bias of Null Case -0.019469 0.04866 -0.014895 -0.09749 0.14615
Bias of Bootstrap -0.021465 0.01198 -0.018022 -0.08679 0.09877
Bias of Conditional -0.038418 -0.00280 -0.027305 -0.13551 0.13271
Bias of Delta Method -0.037834 -0.00085 -0.027918 -0.13232 0.13147
Bias of Taylor 2 0.027467 0.07963 0.024259 0.00579 0.07385
Absolute Bias of Null Case 0.024628 0.09749 0.019091 0.00011 0.09739
Absolute Bias of Bootstrap 0.022337 0.08679 0.018022 0.00001 0.08678
Absolute Bias of Conditional 0.038418 0.13551 0.027305 0.00280 0.13271
Absolute Bias of Delta Method 0.037834 0.13232 0.027918 0.00085 0.13147
Absolute Bias of Taylor 2 0.027467 0.07963 0.024259 0.00579 0.07385

Figure 3.28: Biases for the 5 Variance Formulas
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Correlation=0

TYPE BIAS AND METHOD MEAN MAX MEDIAN MIN RANGE

Scaled bias- null case 0.60941 2.53732 0.38415 -0.05441 2.59173
Scaled bias- bootstrap 0.31192 1.01071 0.26691 0.02810 0.98261
Scaled bias- conditional -0.21550 0.28799 -0.20660 -0.49151 0.77949
Scaled bias– delta method -0.23037 0.54261 -0.26053 -0.50263 1.04524
Scaled bias– taylor 2 2.22448 3.86238 2.23230 1.31535 2.54704
Scaled absolute bias– null case 0.61258 2.53732 0.38415 0.00082 2.53650
Scaled absolute bias– bootstrap 0.31192 1.01071 0.26691 0.02810 0.98261
Scaled absolute bias– conditional 0.22487 0.49151 0.20908 0.00091 0.49060
Scaled absolute bias– delta method 0.25856 0.54261 0.26811 0.00427 0.53835
Scaled absolute bias– taylor 2 2.22448 3.86238 2.23230 1.31535 2.54704

Correlation=.2

TYPE BIAS AND METHOD MEAN MAX MEDIAN MIN RANGE

Scaled bias- null case 0.07947 1.96167 -0.18588 -0.55136 2.51303
Scaled bias- bootstrap -0.12425 0.69710 -0.18898 -0.51583 1.21293
Scaled bias- conditional -0.47227 0.02293 -0.51698 -0.67589 0.69882
Scaled bias– delta method -0.48045 0.27369 -0.50751 -0.69235 0.96604
Scaled bias– taylor 2 1.16898 2.88196 0.99738 0.35674 2.52522
Scaled absolute bias– null case 0.43688 1.96167 0.30160 0.00529 1.95638
Scaled absolute bias– bootstrap 0.24949 0.69710 0.24853 0.00327 0.69382
Scaled absolute bias– conditional 0.47254 0.67589 0.51698 0.02293 0.65296
Scaled absolute bias– delta method 0.48750 0.69235 0.50751 0.02841 0.66394
Scaled absolute bias– taylor 2 1.16898 2.88196 0.99738 0.35674 2.52522

Correlation=.4

TYPE BIAS AND METHOD MEAN MAX MEDIAN MIN RANGE

Scaled bias- null case –0.20855 1.22325 -0.39216 -0.66761 1.89085
Scaled bias- bootstrap –0.34612 0.26972 -0.39571 -0.63994 0.90967

Scaled bias- conditional -0.60267 -0.25184 -0.62347 -0.73992 0.48808
Scaled bias– delta method -0.60672 -0.04473 -0.63480 -0.75897 0.71424
Scaled bias– taylor 2 0.63374 1.90754 0.53798 0.09966 1.80788
Scaled absolute bias– null case 0.41561 1.22325 0.44319 0.00469 1.21856
Scaled absolute bias– bootstrap 0.36877 0.63994 0.39571 0.00039 0.63955
Scaled absolute bias– conditional 0.60267 0.73992 0.62347 0.25184 0.48808
Scaled absolute bias– delta method 0.60672 0.75897 0.63480 0.04473 0.71424
Scaled absolute bias– taylor 2 0.63374 1.90754 0.53798 0.09966 1.80788

Figure 3.29: Scaled Biases for the 5 Variance Formulas
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3.4 The Bootstrap and Jackknife with Dependent Data

Two methods exist in the literature for bootstraping dependent data. The

first method, called the recursive bootstrap, would be hard to apply in the water

quality context and works by assuming a model including the structure of the

dependence, fitting the model, estimating residuals, then resampling the residuals

[Veall 1986]. The second method, which was included in the power study of the

next section, is the moving block bootstrap. In the moving blocks bootstrap,

instead of points being resampled, blocks of observations are resampled. Hall

[1985] and Carlstein [1986] suggested non-overlapping blocks, while Hall [1985]

and Kunsch [1989] suggested overlapping blocks. Hall et. al. [1995] gives a

method for estimating the optimal length of the block, and his suggestion of using

n
1
3 was used in the study of the following section to choose the size of the block

for the overlapping moving block bootstrap.

A third method proposed here is the use of an effective sample size. An early

occurrence of the idea of an effective sample size in the literature is Bayley and

Hammersley [1946]. Loosely speaking, an effective sample size is the number of

independent observations that possess the same amount of information as exists

in the dependent sample. To apply this idea to the bootstrap, instead of taking

resamples of the same size as the original sample, in the presence of dependence,

take resamples the size of the effective sample size of the original sample.

The concept of using an effective sample size for inferences when dependence

is present has been explored. See, for example, Zwiers and von Storch [1995] and
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Wilks [1997]. Wilks [1997] used the related idea of variance inflation factors and

the moving blocks bootstrap to estimate variances and perform two-sample tests of

multivariate mean equivalence in the presence of both serial correlation and cross

correlation. The variance inflation factor is a related idea because it also can be

used to calculate an effective sample size. Wilks [1997] gives formulas for estimat-

ing the variance inflation factor for AR(1), AR(2), and ARMA(1,1) models as well

as for bias-reducing transformations. He then used these formulas to estimate the

block size for the moving blocks bootstrap using formulas he developed empiri-

cally. Zwiers and von Storch [1995] used the same effective sample size as Wilks

[1997] for autoregressive processes in formulating a test for the univariate means

comparison case. However, their test is outperformed by the bootstrap version

given by Wilks [1997]. Unfortunately, these formulas pertain ”only to inferences

concerning the means”, and involve plugging in estimates of the autoregressive

parameters which are estimated using normal theory methods [Wilks 1997]. For

the AR(p) case, the formula is

neff =
n

1+ 2
Pn−1
k=1(1− k

n
)ρk

(3.26)

where ρk is the lag-k autocorrelation. See Thiebaux and Zwiers [1984] for a

proof of this formula. It is obtained simply by equating variances. The AR(1)

simplification of this given in Zwiers and von Storch [1995] is

neff =
n(1− ρ)
(1+ ρ)

. (3.27)

Unfortunately, derivations of these quantities depend on the fact that the effective

sample size is for inferences on the mean, and is derived by equating variances.
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This method does easily transfer over to the case of the modified Kendall’s tau.

For this reason and the fact that the above formulas are for inferences about the

mean, another method which is intuitively appealing was tried as well. The formula

for AR(1) with positive autocorrelation parameter is

neff = 1+ (n− 1)(1− ρ). (3.28)

This formula is based on the first observation counting as 1 observation and

each additional observation adding (1 − ρ), and is slightly less conservative than

the Thiebaux and Zwiers [1984] formula given above. Along the same lines, the

effective sample size for a stationary ( ρ1 + ρ2 < 1 for ρ1 and ρ2 > 0 [Box et. al.

1994]) AR(2) would be

neff = 1+ 1− ρ1 + (1− ρ1 − ρ2)(n− 2)

= n+ ρ1 + 2ρ2 − nρ1 − nρ2. (3.29)

In small scale simulation studies, this new method performed fairly well in

estimating the variance of τ̂mod but appeared to slightly overestimate the vari-

ance. This is most likely due to the increased percentage of ties in the bootstrap

resamples. Hence, the test based on this estimator is suspected to hold its level.

It should be noted that some experimenting with effective sample size ideas

was done with jackknife as well. However, the jackknife did not perform as well

as the bootstrap for up to sample size 40, the largest sample size considered. The

jackknife, in its original form deleting one observation at a time and in the form

considered where the number of observations deleted were based on the effective
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sample size, underestimated the variance. Both jackknife methods were examined

with two different types of standardization, the regular sample variance way and

the standardization given by Kunsch [1989].

To show that the effective sample size bootstrap is a reasonable idea, a Monte

Carlo study was performed where 5000 samples of equally spaced in time AR(1)

normally distributed data were generated. The variance of the mean was cal-

culated using both effective sample size bootstraps, the moving blocks bootstrap

with blocks of size n
1
3 , the standard bootstrap, and exactly by

Var(ȳ)=
σ2

n
. (3.30)

This is the exact formula because in the model yi = ρyi−1 + ε with the way the

autocorrelated data were generated, the variance of ε is (1−ρ)2σ2 and the variance

of the mean of an AR(1) process is accurately approximated by

Var(ȳ)=
Var(ε)

(1− ρ)2n. (3.31)

The results are displayed below in Figures 3.30 - 3.32. It is clear that the effective

sample size bootstrap using the effective sample size for the mean (Equation 3.27)

is the best of the methods considered. An interesting side note is that in the

ρ = 0 cases when the standard bootstrap and the effective sample size bootstraps

are equivalent, the bootstrap is slightly biased. In fact, the effective sample size

bootstrap with the effective sample size from Thiebaux-Zwiers does not appear to

be any more biased than the bootstrap is in the independent cases.

A similar study was run to study the properties of the bootstrap methods for

estimating the variance of τ̂mod. Autocorrelated normal time series were gener-
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#  Boot-
strap
Re-

samples

#
Obs

Ar(1)
Param-

eter

Theor-
etical
Std
Dev

Empir-
ical
Std
Dev

Effective
Sample Size

Theibaux-
Zwiers

Effective
Sample Size

Ignorance
Method

Moving
Blocks

Bootstrap

Standard
Bootstrap

50 50 0 .1414 .1423 .1388 .1385 .1353 .1389
50 50 .2 .1414 .1427 .1377 .1255 .1276 .1126
50 50 .4 .1414 .1403 .1371 .1147 .1169 .0894
100 50 0 .1414 .1401 .1387 .1389 .1362 .1385
100 50 .2 .1414 .1402 .1381 .1259 .1276 .1126
100 50 .4 .1414 .1403 .1365 .1148 .1169 .0895
50 100 0 .1000 .0988 .0986 .0986 .0959 .0985
50 100 .2 .1000 .0999 .0983 .0898 .0915 .0805
50 100 .4 .1000 .0979 .0983 .0827 .0858 .0642
100 100 0 .1000 .1005 .0990 .0987 .0964 .0989
100 100 .2 .1000 .1013 .0989 .0900 .0924 .0807
100 100 .4 .1000 .1001 .0981 .0826 .0857 .0642

Figure 3.30: Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Standard Deviations

#  Boot-
strap
Re-

samples

#
Obs

Ar(1)
Param-

eter

Theor-
etical
Std
Dev

Empir-
ical
Std
Dev

Effective
Sample Size

Theibaux-
Zwiers

Effective
Sample Size

Ignorance
Method

Moving
Blocks

Bootstrap

Standard
Bootstrap

50 50 0 .1414 .1423 .1378 .1380 .1333 .1378
50 50 .2 .1414 .1427 .1366 .1246 .1256 .1117
50 50 .4 .1414 .1403 .1358 .1139 .1147 .0887
100 50 0 .1414 .1401 .1377 .1381 .1345 .1380
100 50 .2 .1414 .1402 .1369 .1253 .1257 .1120
100 50 .4 .1414 .1403 .1356 .1137 .1150 .0888
50 100 0 .1000 .0988 .0981 .0981 .0949 .0977
50 100 .2 .1000 .0999 .0978 .0892 .0905 .0800
50 100 .4 .1000 .0979 .0976 .0822 .0847 .0639
100 100 0 .1000 .1005 .0987 .0983 .0957 .0988
100 100 .2 .1000 .1013 .0985 .0896 .0913 .0804
100 100 .4 .1000 .1001 .0979 .0820 .0847 .0640

Figure 3.31: Monte Carlo Medians of Estimated Standard Deviations
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#  Boot-
strap
Re-

samples

#
Obs

Ar(1)
Param-

eter

Theor-
etical
Std
Dev

Empir-
ical
Std
Dev

Effective
Sample Size

Theibaux-
Zwiers

Effective
Sample Size

Ignorance
Method

Moving
Blocks

Bootstrap

Standard
Bootstrap

50 50 0 .1414 .1423 .404 .406 .773 .405
50 50 .2 .1414 .1427 .398 .584 .914 1.099
50 50 .4 .1414 .1403 .503 1.041 1.299 2.901
100 50 0 .1414 .1401 .308 .310 .680 .309
100 50 .2 .1414 .1402 .321 .502 .809 1.038
100 50 .4 .1414 .1403 .368 .957 1.215 2.849
50 100 0 .1000 .0988 .152 .152 .281 .150
50 100 .2 .1000 .0999 .156 .232 .328 .481
50 100 .4 .1000 .0979 .176 .420 .448 1.353
100 100 0 .1000 .1005 .097 .099 .229 .098
100 100 .2 .1000 .1013 .104 .186 .280 .441
100 100 .4 .1000 .1001 .117 .389 .411 1.323

Figure 3.32: Monte Carlo MSE’s(×1000) of Estimated Standard Deviations

ated with linear trend to induce positive tau values. Since from the previous

study, 50 resamples appears to be sufficient, all estimates were calculated using

50 resamples. Figures 3.33-3.35 display the results. The moving blocks boot-

strap and the effective sample size bootstrap with Equation 3.28 to estimate the

effective sample size both underestimate or fairly accurately estimate the variance

for the smaller values of τ̂mod and overestimate the variance for the larger values.

The effective sample size bootstrap with the effective sample size estimated using

Equation 3.27 always seems to overestimate the variance. The effective sample

size bootstrap with Equation 3.28 does the best job of estimating the variance in

terms of mean squared error. One further note, it appears that τ̂mod increases as

the AR(1) parameter increases.
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#
Obs

Ar(1)
Param
-eter

Beta Median
Tau

Value

Empir-
ical
Std
Dev

Effective
Sample Size

Theibaux-
Zwiers

Effective
Sample Size

Ignorance
Method

Moving
Blocks

Bootstrap

Standard
Bootstrap

50 0 .02 .187 .0931 .0955 .0959 .0993 .0959
50 0 .04 .355 .0806 .0853 .0854 .0958 .0854
50 .2 .02 .228 .1081 .1172 .1060 .1108 .0943
50 .2 .04 .416 .0806 .1001 .0908 .1026 .0802
50 .4 .02 .278 .1299 .1461 .1194 .1222 .0909
50 .4 .04 .484 .0913 .1201 .0980 .1090 .0744

100 0 .01 .187 .0637 .0655 .0655 .0661 .0652
100 0 .02 .349 .0547 .0581 .0580 .0644 .0581
100 .2 .01 .227 .0736 .0793 .0722 .0755 .0642
100 .2 .02 .408 .0598 .0668 .0609 .0695 .0540
100 .4 .01 .276 .0882 .0974 .0808 .0851 .0624
100 .4 .02 .484 .0625 .0776 .0639 .0728 .0486

Figure 3.33: Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Standard Deviations of τ̂mod

#
Obs

Ar(1)
Param
-eter

Beta Median
Tau

Value

Empir-
ical
Std
Dev

Effective
Sample Size

Theibaux-
Zwiers

Effective
Sample Size

Ignorance
Method

Moving
Blocks

Bootstrap

Standard
Bootstrap

50 0 .02 .187 .0931 .0954 .0953 .0974 .0957
50 0 .04 .355 .0806 .0848 .0849 .0946 .0849
50 .2 .02 .228 .1081 .1170 .1058 .1086 .0939
50 .2 .04 .416 .0806 .0993 .0902 .1011 .0795
50 .4 .02 .278 .1299 .1460 .1188 .1205 .0908
50 .4 .04 .484 .0913 .1192 .0966 .1079 .0736

100 0 .01 .187 .0637 .0651 .0653 .0649 .0652
100 0 .02 .349 .0547 .0579 .0578 .0637 .0580
100 .2 .01 .227 .0736 .0791 .0720 .0746 .0639
100 .2 .02 .408 .0598 .0666 .0603 .0690 .0535
100 .4 .01 .276 .0882 .0972 .0805 .0838 .0621
100 .4 .02 .484 .0625 .0763 .0634 .0714 .0482

Figure 3.34: Monte Carlo Medians of Estimated Standard Deviations of τ̂mod
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#
Obs

Ar(1)
Param
-eter

Beta Median
Tau

Value

Empir-
ical
Std
Dev

Effective
Sample Size

Theibaux-
Zwiers

Effective
Sample Size

Ignorance
Method

Moving
Blocks

Bootstrap

Standard
Bootstrap

50 0 .02 .187 .0931 .182 .181 .340 .180
50 0 .04 .355 .0806 .198 .200 .564 .202
50 .2 .02 .228 .1081 .376 .243 .509 .383
50 .2 .04 .416 .0806 .464 .266 .674 .250
50 .4 .02 .278 .1299 .822 .475 .676 1.760
50 .4 .04 .484 .0913 1.361 .410 .915 .513

100 0 .01 .187 .0637 .065 .069 .143 .064
100 0 .02 .349 .0547 .072 .074 .212 .072
100 .2 .01 .227 .0736 .130 .082 .184 .158
100 .2 .02 .408 .0598 .150 .084 .251 .098
100 .4 .01 .276 .0882 .262 .183 .261 .745
100 .4 .02 .484 .0625 .392 .114 .321 .260

Figure 3.35: Monte Carlo MSE’s(×1000) of Estimated Standard Deviations of τ̂mod

3.5 Power Study of H0 : τmod1 = τmod2

Although this specific test has not been considered in the literature, a related

test has. That is the test of H0:τ1 = τ2. Schemper [1987] considered this test

of equivalence of Kendall taus with the permutation variance estimator (Equation

2.2 scaled by the square of the denominator in Equation 3.3), Kendall’s upper

bound (Equation 3.4), a jackknife variance estimator, and a bootstrap variance

estimator. He did not consider the test in the presence of serial correlation or

ties. Schemper found the bootstrap to be the best of these choices. He also

considered the percentile bootstrap method [Efron 1982] as well as an approach

that fit a four parameter beta distribution to the first four bootstrapped moments

of the distribution of τ̂ . Neither of these added substantially to the power of the

bootstrap.

The methods considered for testing the hypothesis of equality in the study
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run here were all z tests with each of the following methods of estimating the

variances: the delta method, the null case formula, the standard bootstrap, the

effective sample size bootstrap with both of the above given formulas for estimating

the effective sample size, and the moving blocks bootstrap with blocks of size [n
1
3 +

1]. In addition, the hypothesis test of equality of two Pearson’s product moment

correlation coefficients was included for comparison. All tests were performed at

the .05 level. Therefore, with a Monte Carlo size of 1000, the 95% confidence

interval into which 95% of the empirical alpha levels should fall for tests which

truly have the correct .05 alpha level is (.0365,.0635).

The data were generated in the same manner as the second variance of τ̂mod

study reported above. The x values were all generated as evenly spaced, and the

y values were generated as independent and AR(1) with correlation parameters

0.2 and 0.4 for observations 1.0 x-units apart. Three different distributions were

considered: gammas with λ = 1 and r = 2 or 3 as above, and a normal with

σ2 = 3. Two levels of ties were considered: percent of tied comparisons= 5 and

25. The sample sizes considered for the two samples were 10 and 10, 20 and 20,

40 and 40, 10 and 30, and 30 and 10. Finally, both linear and exponential mean

relationships were considered with every combination of the parameter values that

were used above.

The results are displayed in Figures 6.1-6.36 in Appendix G. The following

conclusions can be drawn based on this study. As can be seen by observing the

cases where β1 = β2, in the presence of serial correlation, the only method of
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estimating the variance that consistently yielded an asymptotic z-test that held its

level was the effective sample size bootstrap using Equation 3.27 to estimate the

effective sample size. This method was, in fact, generally conservative with the

largest empirical alpha level among all the cases considered being .058 occurring in

the case ρ = .2, normal distribution, 25% ties, and both τmod’s
.
= .27. The test is

called generally conservative because more than half of the empirical alpha levels

were below the lower confidence limit of .0365 for a true alpha value of .05 and

1000 trials.

When truly equivalent τmod values were tested at values of τmod larger than

about 0.4, all the dependent bootstrap methods generated tests generally held

their level. However, both the effective sample size bootstrap with Equation 3.28

and the moving blocks bootstrap were sometimes slightly aggressive in the unequal

sample size cases. In the water quality arena, τmod values are generally less then

.4. Thus, the effective sample size bootstrap using Equation 3.27 to estimate

the effective sample size can be recommended as the method to use when testing

H0 : τmod1 = τmod2 in the water quality arena where serial correlation generally

exists and τmod values are generally less then 0.4.

In the independent cases, the bootstrap and effective sample size bootstraps

are equivalent because, with no serial correlation, the original sample size is used

as the resample size. Thus, looking at the power levels of these methods in the

tables gives an idea of the variability involved when using the bootstrap. The

three entries always agree fairly closely. Somewhat surprisingly, Pearson’s holds
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its level consistently for both the normal and gamma distributions, both levels of

ties, unequal sample sizes, and both linear and exponential true underlying rela-

tionships. The bootstrap and null case formula also hold their levels with the one

exception being that the bootstrap was sometimes slightly liberal for the unequal

sample size cases considered. The use of the delta method formula provided a

liberal test almost all the time. As expected, Pearson’s was generally the most

powerful test for the normally distributed cases. It was also generally the most

powerful test for the 5% tied comparison cases when at least one of the τmod’s were

larger than .5. When both τmod’s were less than roughly .5 the bootstrap was

generally the most powerful. With 25% tied comparisons, gamma distributions,

and independence, the bootstrap generally appeared to be the most powerful test.

The unequal sample size cases can be compared to the equal sample size cases

where n1 and n2 are 20. Noting that 0 ≤ τmod1 ≤ τmod2, regardless of the degree

of serial correlation, distribution, or percentage of tied comparisons, it is a bad

idea for sample 1 to possess the smaller sample size where the estimator has more

variability. The unequal sample size cases where n2 was bigger than n1 were

never more powerful than their corresponding unequal sample size cases where n2

was smaller than n1 and their corresponding equal sample size of 20 cases. On

the flip side, there appears to be an advantage to have 30 observations in group

1, as opposed to having equal sample sizes, in the cases where τmod1 6= 0. When

τmod1 = 0 this advantage occurred only with the 25% tied comparison cases. With

the more common 5% tied comparisons situation, the equal sample size approach
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appeared to be more powerful.

Serial correlation had the expected reducing effect on power. Dramatic differ-

ences in power occur between cases with identical parameters except for degree of

serial correlation. The percentage of tied comparisons also had a reducing effect

on power but not quite as much as serial correlation.

3.6 Robustness to Misspecification of Structure of Dependence

One potential drawback of using the effective sample size bootstrap to estimate

the variance of τ̂mod for purposes of testing the hypothesis of equivalence is that

the effective sample size has to be estimated. This requires knowledge of the

structure of the serial correlation and the ability to estimate the parameters of

that structure. However, there is hope that the method is somewhat robust to

misspecification of the serial correlation structure as well as robust to the incorrect

estimation of the serial correlation parameters. This is because (i) the use of the

effective sample size bootstrap method for testing the hypothesis of equivalence

appears to be conservative, and (ii) any positive correlation structure will inflate

the variance of τ̂mod as compared to the independent observations case. In other

words, a structure other than AR(1) might require the same effective sample size

as the calculated effective sample size assuming an AR(1) structure.

To explore this potential robustness, some simulations similar to the ones of

the previous section were run. However, instead of generating observations as

AR(1), observations were generated as AR(2). 500 normal, mean moving linearly,

with 5% tied comparisons observations were generated for each of the following 4
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combinations of AR(2) parameters: 0.2, 0.1; 0.2, 0.2; 0.4, 0.1; and 0.4, 0.2. The

samples were then analyzed, assuming an AR(1) structure with the first AR(2)

parameter used for purposes of estimating effective sample size. Figures 3.36-

3.39 display the results. Empirical alpha values falling within the 95% confidence

interval for tests of true 0.05 size are in bold print. This confidence interval based

on 500 observations is (.031,.069).

Happily, the effective sample bootstrap method using Equation 3.27 to estimate

the effective sample size appears to be holding its level. The other methods

examined did not always hold their level. This suggests that the test of the

hypothesis of equivalence of two modified Kendall’s tau correlation coefficients

based on the effective sample size bootstrap with Equation 3.27 is fairly robust to

misspecification of the serial correlation structure in terms of maintaining correct

alpha levels.
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .196/.080/.080
.046/.036/.038
.092

.156/.094/.094

.058/.052/.072

.102

.122/.094/.094

.068/.060/.078

.102

.178/.084/.070

.050/.038/.042

.088

.214/.096/.086

.054/.048/.050

.090
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .300/.146/.138

.090/.064/.082

.154

.400/.258/.262

.196/.158/.170

.302

.476/.408/.404

.342/.304/.334

.430

.340/.164/.186

.118/.084/.144

.192

.404/.234/.204

.164/.140/.128

.238
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .538/.334/.314

.236/.212/.218

.402

.738/.566/.548

.486/.420/.434

.636

.914/.846/.836

.796/.762/.786

.872

.526/.346/.404

.256/.206/.254

.446

.758/.552/.482

.474/.420/.366

.576
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .822/.588/.524

.452/.390/.440

.730

.986/.908/.854

.832/.800/.752

.964

1/.998/.992
.994/.990/.992
1

.826/.606/.630

.472/.410/.504

.768

.986/.906/.810

.868/.812/.724

.934
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .174/.054/.044

.044/.026/.038

.078

.138/.074/.064

.050/.040/.044

.086

.148/.090/.082

.052/.034/.054

.100

.168/.074/.040

.054/.042/.042

.068

.216/.082/.052

.058/.046/.056

.092
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .262/.084/.058

.046/.038/.040

.138

.330/.186/.134

.124/.090/.086

.240

.474/.344/.246

.262/.216/.214

.356

.196/.074/.086

.056/.038/.052

.110

.402/.216/.094

.160/.114/.100

.204
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .484/.208/.140

.154/.106/.140

.358

.758/.538/.352

.440/.334/.306

.652

.950/.856/.708

.798/.750/.708

.884

.406/.150/.198

.084/.066/.116

.330

.796/.604/.314

.500/.466/.362

.602
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .108/.024/.008

.010/.004/.008

.048

.164/.040/.018

.020/.016/.024

.072

.148/.064/.020

.040/.030/.012

.074

.232/.104/.016

.062/.044/.034

.082

.168/.074/.012

.042/.038/.018

.068
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .246/.056/.020

.018/.018/.028

.110

.352/.152/.040

.094/.072/.042

.234

.540/.326/.102

.234/.182/.132

.394

.128/.026/.014

.008/.010/.008

.080

.464/.278/.012

.202/.150/.098

.244
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .078/.006/.000

.000/.000/.000

.010

.072/.018/.000

.006/.004/.000

.020

.076/.014/.000

.006/.002/.000

.024

.152/.086/.000

.068/.050/.018

.044

.124/.070/.000

.046/.038/.018

.042
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with

selection method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving
blocks bootstrap, and pr=Pearson.

Figure 3.36: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ1=0.2, ρ2=0.1, %ties=5, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .226/.094/.082
.056/.042/.054
.080

.166/.100/.098

.058/.054/.060

.108

.132/.098/.108

.068/.056/.072

.114

.242/.122/.110

.074/.060/.072

.112

.226/.112/.100

.080/.064/.064

.110
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .342/.180/.170

.118/.090/.116

.206

.386/.262/.246

.200/.156/.170

.302

.480/.384/.380

.300/.262/.300

.400

.300/.174/.188

.116/.100/.136

.190

.408/.238/.226

.180/.166/.168

.270
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .572/.340/.338

.248/.206/.242

.410

.748/.582/.546

.462/.422/.382

.624

.918/.850/.832

.778/.732/.746

.870

.542/.366/.414

.286/.230/.288

.470

.750/.566/.496

.478/.436/.380

.566
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .806/.554/.516

.456/.414/.416

.706

.940/.856/.800

.792/.750/.722

.902

1/.992/.980
.986/.984/.968
.996

.804/.590/.636

.474/.408/.494

.792

.960/.864/.758

.808/.766/.668

.886
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .208/.066/.046

.032/.024/.036

.084

.168/.076/.060

.046/.028/.034

.084

.154/.094/.062

.054/.038/.042

.108

.222/.094/.048

.056/.048/.052

.102

.216/.100/.076

.070/.050/.050

.104
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .216/.070/.048

.052/.024/.044

.098

.274/.128/.096

.086/.066/.076

.174

.450/.316/.246

.256/.220/.216

.354

.226/.090/.096

.060/.034/.056

.118

.380/.212/.078

.146/.102/.080

.200
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .480/.192/.132

.124/.102/.122

.312

.708/.472/.358

.406/.324/.286

.600

.922/.820/.662

.760/.716/.654

.878

.374/.120/.142

.074/.042/.098

.296

.786/.586/.252

.484/.422/.344

.610
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .108/.024/.014

.016/.008/.014

.042

.144/.058/.020

.036/.032/.022

.074

.140/.056/.014

.032/.018/.022

.070

.222/.078/.018

.052/.026/.036

.080

.164/.056/.012

.032/.026/.022

.046
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .198/.052/.012

.016/.004/.022

.088

.302/.110/.024

.054/.040/.026

.188

.460/.260/.072

.186/.146/.086

.338

.132/.036/.020

.024/.012/.016

.082

.428/.222/.014

.160/.134/.092

.198
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .058/.008/.000

.008/.006/.008

.020

.078/.010/.000

.002/.000/.002

.032

.094/.034/.000

.002/.002/.000

.044

.176/.098/.000

.074/.048/.026

.038

.134/.064/.002

.046/.038/.018

.038
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure 3.37: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ1=0.2, ρ2=0.2, %ties=5, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .280/.136/.130
.030/.020/.044
.148

.212/.140/.164

.058/.042/.072

.176

.240/.184/.202

.074/.050/.090

.210

.278/.136/.136

.064/.058/.076

.154

.290/.140/.136

.062/.046/.068

.154
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .428/.230/.222

.086/.074/.118

.286

.458/.334/.340

.202/.170/.204

.384

.628/.540/.552

.396/.360/.414

.574

.412/.252/.266

.130/.102/.158

.302

.548/.366/.320

.208/.160/.214

.390
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .660/.450/.414

.266/.244/.318

.550

.818/.698/.678

.496/.454/.510

.770

.958/.934/.914

.822/.810/.808

.942

.642/.464/.516

.266/.218/.324

.596

.834/.670/.582

.470/.424/.450

.686
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .880/.710/.614

.426/.386/.506

.816

.984/.928/.866

.820/.750/.770

.976

1/.998/.990
.988/.982/.980
1

.822/.602/.648

.400/.326/.454

.804

.984/.938/.864

.844/.802/.782

.956
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .202/.066/.048

.018/.006/.026

.100

.232/.112/.092

.034/.026/.032

.156

.244/.118/.094

.046/.040/.044

.162

.270/.114/.086

.050/.042/.052

.136

.306/.144/.100

.062/.034/.068

.176
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .298/.112/.082

.030/.016/.056

.172

.400/.216/.158

.106/.080/.092

.324

.524/.382/.264

.206/.174/.188

.412

.260/.114/.106

.036/.024/.066

.164

.480/.298/.116

.146/.124/.144

.288
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .536/.260/.164

.094/.062/.126

.398

.766/.530/.314

.282/.232/.260

.680

.944/.874/.668

.698/.658/.606

.914

.450/.194/.208

.066/.044/.120

.446

.824/.652/.254

.434/.390/.364

.656
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .148/.028/.022

.004/.004/.008

.064

.166/.060/.022

.008/.008/.008

.102

.156/.062/.008

.010/.006/.014

.102

.232/.110/.006

.034/.024/.028

.096

.196/.112/.024

.046/.038/.030

.098
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .226/.072/.012

.004/.002/.020

.106

.348/.152/.050

.036/.032/.028

.264

.570/.354/.066

.144/.120/.082

.478

.150/.040/.028

.014/.014/.012

.094

.530/.332/.020

.144/.120/.088

.272
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .068/.004/.000

.002/.002/.002

.016

.082/.018/.002

.006/.002/.000

.036

.080/.026/.000

.006/.000/.002

.044

.194/.126/.000

.072/.048/.034

.038

.184/.088/.000

.042/.034/.022

.018
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure 3.38: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ1=0.4, ρ2=0.1, %ties=5, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .296/.114/.114
.042/.030/.054
.156

.242/.160/.172

.066/.052/.080

.192

.204/.168/.176

.070/.070/.102

.194

.294/.138/.148

.070/.042/.072

.164

.304/.146/.140

.056/.044/.082

.164
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .376/.210/.206

.100/.064/.126

.234

.516/.380/.384

.206/.174/.226

.420

.584/.526/.530

.360/.334/.366

.552

.420/.278/.300

.138/.108/.174

.316

.550/.374/.332

.200/.178/.202

.378
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .618/.420/.380

.206/.178/.260

.484

.830/.664/.654

.468/.440/.486

.762

.928/.902/.884

.814/.808/.790

.920

.636/.456/.506

.246/.222/.332

.580

.840/.706/.654

.502/.452/.486

.742
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .826/.648/.578

.408/.354/.504

.770

.970/.912/.868

.782/.748/.792

.956

1/.996/.988
.992/.988/.986
.996

.868/.640/.704

.386/.320/.502

.878

.978/.932/.850

.846/.808/.794

.954
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .246/.100/.088

.026/.018/.042

.152

.206/.114/.096

.040/.036/.052

.156

.250/.158/.116

.054/.048/.058

.184

.266/.146/.088

.066/.054/.068

.156

.252/.124/.064

.048/.030/.050

.132
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .292/.116/.070

.028/.016/.060

.184

.388/.222/.182

.096/.078/.094

.300

.476/.324/.254

.186/.170/.172

.396

.240/.094/.094

.024/.014/.044

.166

.430/.268/.102

.136/.112/.112

.262
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .530/.230/.158

.088/.072/.128

.416

.766/.502/.312

.252/.220/.258

.686

.930/.854/.650

.660/.636/.568

.896

.404/.182/.176

.068/.048/.116

.372

.830/.638/.236

.408/.338/.326

.632
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .150/.032/.014

.006/.002/.014

.066

.186/.050/.016

.014/.006/.008

.096

.172/.070/.022

.024/.022/.022

.102

.230/.112/.008

.038/.030/.030

.070

.190/.068/.018

.030/.026/.026

.078
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .226/.020/.010

.002/.000/.012

.114

.320/.112/.028

.020/.016/.024

.214

.498/.286/.062

.116/.096/.068

.380

.144/.028/.014

.008/.002/.010

.114

.494/.316/.008

.142/.138/.106

.246
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .098/.010/.002

.000/.002/.002

.026

.066/.012/.000

.000/.004/.002

.040

.098/.030/.000

.004/.000/.000

.048

.224/.140/.000

.070/.064/.040

.044

.150/.082/.002

.030/.034/.018

.016
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure 3.39: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ1=0.4, ρ2=0.2, %ties=5, dist=normal



CHAPTER 4

Change in Trend and Slope Change-Points

4.1 Introduction

Sometimes the appearance of a water quality time series suggests that at the

start of the time series, the variable exhibited a particular trend, then switched

direction, or at least changed in magnitude. The situation where the trend switches

signs or the probability of concordance changes will be called a change in trend,

and the point in time where such a change takes place is called a change-point.

Note that a change in the probability of concordance does not require that the

trend be linear. The situation where the slope of the linear portion of the trend

changes in magnitude but not necessarily in sign will simply be called a slope

change. The change-point may or may not be known a priori. For instance, if

some new regulation affecting water-quality went into effect or if a new dam was

built at a known time, then the potential change-point can be considered to be

known a priori. In other cases, the potential change-point would be considered

unknown. So, it is of interest to test if given points are change-points whether an

hypothesized potential change-point is known a priori or not.

Tang and MacNeill [1992] considered the problem of a change in trend. Their

method requires the assumption of an underlying linear or quadratic trend. Addi-

tionally, their method assumes independence and normality. These assumptions
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are not realistic in the water quality context. Miao [1988] considered a change-

point in slope in the linear regression context. Miao presented a method that

uses a CUSUM-like statistic. The method relies on convergence of partial sums to

normality and requires independence for distributional purposes. However, this

method does not seem to be well suited for many water-quality variables that have

seasonal components, detection limited values, serial correlation, and, often, sev-

erly non-normal distributions whose sums would not converge quickly to normality.

Sen [1980] developed a test to find a slope change-point in a simple linear

regression context using a rank-based linear models approach which he called an

aligned rank approach. His semi-nonparametric method is based on the residuals

of the fit. The method does not allow serial correlation and assumes no ties. This

last point is not so much a problem because ties can be given average scores, but

serial correlation is a more difficult problem. Seasonality and covariate effects

need to be taken into account as well.

To test if a particular point is a change-point in trend, two procedures based

on Kendall’s tau will be explained. The reason a new procedure is needed is that

no existing nonparametric change-point estimation or testing method considers

the problem of a change in trend. As referred to in Chapter 2, many methods

exist for the detection of a change in location, even though these methods need

to be adapted to handle detection limits and the other characteristics that most

water quality variables possess. Moreover, it is often unrealistic to assume that

water quality time series are stationary, even when some sort of adjustment for
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seasonality and flow has been made. A nonparametric method is needed because

of the common characteristics of water-quality data described in Chapter 1.

4.2 Methodology for a Fixed Point

First, let us assume that only one fixed time is to be considered as a possible

change-point. The data are divided into two parts by this point, and an estimate

or measure of the trend in each half of the time series is calculated. These

estimates are then compared. If they are significantly different, then the point

can be considered a change-point.

There are several possible ways to estimate or measure the trend. Two which

seem particularly appropriate are modified Kendall’s tau [Kendall 1938, Sillitto

1947, and Adler 1957] for the change in trend situation and the seasonal Kendall

slope estimator as defined in Equation 2.10 for the slope change situation.

4.3 Change in Trend

The use of τ̂mod to test for a change in trend in location is valid only under

the homogeneous variance assumption. Under homogeneous variance across the

span of the time series, changes in τ̂mod reflect differences in the speed with which

the location of the variable is changing. Since the measure of this change is based

on the proportion of concordance, this change does not have to be linear. If the

homogeneous variance assumption is not met, a change in τ̂mod in magnitude (but

not sign) might simply reflect a change in the underlying variance of the variable.

A further advantage of using modified Kendall’s tau is its ability to handle a large
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percentage of ties.

To use modified Kendall’s tau to test for a change-point, the following statistic

will be considered. The use of this statistic requires the assumption that the

estimates of τmod from each half are independent. The rapid convergence of

Kendall’s tau to normality is well known [Kendall 1970], so there is hope that the

distribution of this statistic converges rapidly to normality.

Z =
τ̂mod1 − τ̂mod2q

V ar(τ̂mod1) + V ar(τ̂mod2)
(4.1)

4.4 Change in Slope

To use the seasonal Kendall slope estimator (Equation 2.10) to test for a change

in slope, a statistic like the one used with the method based on modified Kendall’s

tau given above in Equation 4.1 could be calculated. If the relationship between

the variable and time is in fact linear, then the Theil-Sen slope estimate is asymp-

totically normal with a mean of β, the true underlying linear slope, and a variance

that depends on the underlying distribution [Sen 1968]. However, estimating the

variance of the seasonal Kendall slope estimator involves estimating some complex

quantities that depend on the underlying distribution [Zetterqvist 1988]. A possi-

ble way around this is to compare appropriately sized confidence intervals similar

to the ones given above in Chapter 2, Equations 2.11-2.13. Intervals based on

the Spearman’s rho test for the slope could perhaps be extended to the seasonal

case and compared as an alternative. If these intervals overlap, then the null hy-

pothesis of no change-point is not rejected, otherwise the tested point where the

data were divided is considered to be a change-point. The appropriate confidence
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levels could be derived under asymptotic normality for the β̂’s.

This method of using confidence interval avoids having to estimate the variance

of β̂SK because confidence intervals for β using β̂SK are simply the appropriate

order statistics. The method works as follows. Letting σ21 be the variance of β̂
(1)

SK

and σ22 be the variance of β̂
(2)

SK , the problem is to solve for z such that if the intervals

β̂
(1)

SK ± zσ1 and β̂
(2)

SK ± zσ2 overlap the null hypothesis should not be rejected at

level α and if they do not overlap then the null hypothesis of equivalence should

be rejected. This method should be equivalent to performing the hypothesis test

in the usual β̂
(1)
SK−β̂

(2)
SK√

σ21+σ
2
2

format. Now, the solution for an α level test is

z = z1−α
2

q
σ21 + σ

2
2

σ1 + σ2
. (4.2)

This can be rewritten in terms of the ratio k=σ2
σ1
as

z = z1−α
2

√
1+ k2

1+ k
. (4.3)

Now, the ratio of the standard deviations, k, can be estimated based on the

asymptotic variance formula for the variance of β̂SK valid for serial dependence of

observations up to 1 year apart given in Zetterqvist [1988]. Assume that the data

obey the following model:

yik = αk + xikβ + εik, i = 1, ..., n, k = 1, ...,m, (4.4)

where n is the number of years of data, m is the number of seasons, y is the variable

of interest, and x is time in the scale of 1 unit=1 year. The variance of β̂SK is

Var(β̂SK) =
1+

gP
h=1
γh

12[
∞R
−∞
f(y)dy]2B2n

(4.5)
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where g is the number of seasons over which the serial dependence extends,

γh = Cov{F (εt), F (εt+h)}, (4.6)

and

Bn =
q
mn(n2 − 1)/12 (4.7)

when there are no missing values. Bn is modified slightly here from the formula

given in Zetterqvist [1988] because of the difference in scale of β̂SK. Zetterqvist

[1988] does not say how to handle missing values. Since Zetterqvist [1988] derived

Equation 4.5 by computing B2n = m
nP
j=1
(j− n+1

2
)2, which is the sum of the denom-

inators of the pairwise slope estimates divided by 2, a way to calculate Bn in the

presence of missing observations is the following:

B∗n =

vuut1
2

mX
k=1

nX
i<j

d
(k)
ij , (4.8)

where d
(k)
ij = (xjk−xik) if both are non-missing, otherwise d(k)ij = 0. Finally, under

the assumption that the dependence has the same structure in both samples, the

ratio k is as follows

k =
σ2
σ1
=

[1+
gP
h=1
γh]
√
12[

∞R
−∞
f(y)dy]Bn1

√
12[

∞R
−∞

f(y)dy]Bn2 [1+
gP
h=1
γh]

=
Bn1
Bn2

. (4.9)

For example, to obtain a .05 level test, if n1 = n2, z = 1.96 ×
√
2/2 = 1.386,

and 83.4% confidence intervals need to be formed. P-values could be obtained by

determining what level of confidence, i.e. what z value, yields intervals which abut

but do not overlap, then solving backwards for the p-value. Confidence intervals

for β that allow serial dependence are described in Section 2.7.
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A disadvantage of using β̂SK to test for a slope change occurs when there are

a lot of ties in the data. In this case, the seasonal Kendall slope estimator is often

0 because so many of the pairwise slope estimates are 0. Hence, the test will not

be very powerful in this case.

4.5 Adjusting for Seasonality, Serial Correlation, and Flow

To handle seasonality with the modified Kendall’s tau-based solution, sea-

sonal medians could be subtracted from every y-value in a given season. A more

complicated but more accurate method for adjusting for seasonal effects is pre-

sented in Chapter 5 and involves estimating the seasonal effects at each point using

LOWESS. These methods are recommended instead of the method of blocking on

seasons (as in the seasonal Kendall analysis) because of sample size considerations.

Bootstrap methods for estimating variance require a large enough sample size to

provide reasonable approximations. The bootstrap could be used in an interblock

manner by estimating variances separately in each season, then summing over the

different seasons for overall estimates. With dependent seasons, however, the co-

variances would also have to be estimated and this leads to a further complication.

The method based on the seasonal Kendall slope estimator does not have

as extreme a problem with blocking on seasons. Only two years or so at the

start and end of fairly complete time series cannot be considered for testing as

potential change-points. All the pairwise slope estimates are taken within seasons

and then lumped together to find the overall estimate and confidence interval.

So seasonality can be accounted for by blocking instead of adjusting individual
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observations. The original Theil-Sen estimate was based on the assumption that

observations are independent. When using the seasonal Kendall slope estimator,

observations used to calculate pairwise slope estimates are independent as long as

observations one year apart are independent. This is because only observations

within a season are used to calculate pairwise slope estimates and it is assumed that

there is only one observation per season. Assuming observations that are one year

apart are independent is fairly reasonable. With an autoregressive correlation

structure, if observations one month apart have a serial correlation of 0.6, then

observations one year apart have a correlation of only 0.612 = 0.002. The problem

is that consecutive observations are not independent, and the seasonal Kendall

test which is inverted to find the confidence interval requires independent seasons.

A new idea is to find confidence intervals for the slope by inverting a covariance

sum test rather than the seasonal Kendall test, which assumes independence. The

derivation of this confidence interval is shown in Appendix D. Using this method

for obtaining confidence intervals, the data can be serially dependent as long as

observations one year apart are independent.

An adjustment for serial dependence could be made to the change-point-in-

trend detection method based on modified Kendall’s tau. By using the effective

sample size bootstrap, the variance of each estimate of τmod has already taken into

account the serial dependence within that period of observations. The problem

comes in assuming that the estimates from each of the two periods are indepen-

dent to form the test statistic in Equation 4.1. Adding a covariance term to the
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denominator of the test statistic would solve this problem. However, this covari-

ance is not easy to derive, and depending on the structure of the serial correlation,

is probably negligible. Since it can be expected that serial correlation in water

quality will always be positive, the test statistic without an adjustment becomes

conservative. This is because the covariance of the two statistics will be positive,

and hence, the variance of the difference of the two statistics will be decreased.

For now, this covariance will be ignored and listed as an area for future research.

Flow adjustment could be handled by performing a LOWESS fit to the water

quality variable with flow as the regressor, or by performing a parametric regression

of flow on the water quality variable. The residuals from that fit would then be

used in the above procedure.

4.6 Trend Change-Point Unknown

Either one of the two methods discussed above give a method for testing if a

point is a change-point when the point is known a priori. If the time of a suspected

change in trend or change in slope is not known, a method needs to be developed

to estimate that time. Here are two potential methods.

One idea to estimate the time of a change in trend with the modified Kendall’s

tau-based method is the following. Since the variance formulas will require at

least a certain small number of observations to be trustworthy, only points that

number of observations or more from the start and end of the time series should

be considered. For every point in the interior of the time series, calculate the z-

statistic in Equation 4.1. The point that generates the greatest in magnitude value
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of the statistic is then the estimate of the change-point if the associated p-value

is ”low enough”. This maximum type statistic is common in the nonparametric

change-point in location literature. Some Bonferroni- or Sidak-type adjustment to

the requirement for significance of the p-value will be needed to perform an alpha

level test since so many points are being considered. It is also possible that a

formula to adjust the p-value can be developed empirically through a Monte Carlo

study. Maybe a searching algorithm could be employed to limit the number of

tests performed.

Another method would be to first specify an interval in the interior of the

time series where a change might have taken place. Then, for every possible

break, calculate |τ̂ (1)mod − τ̂ (2)mod| and find the maximum value. The change-point is

then estimated as the average of the two time points where the data were split to

generate this maximum value. To obtain a confidence interval for this change-

point, the following method could be used. First, fit the model

|τ̂ (1)mod − τ̂ (2)mod|i = β0 + β1(xi − xcp) + β2(xi − xcp)2 (4.10)

where i=1,..,#breaks, xi are the break points, and xcp is the estimated change

point. A confidence interval for xcp is then given by the two points where

|τ̂ (1)mod − τ̂ (2)mod| = max{|τ̂ (1)mod − τ̂ (2)mod|i}− 1.96
qdVar(|τ̂ (1)mod − τ̂ (2)mod|max). (4.11)

The variance of |τ̂ (1)mod − τ̂ (2)mod|max can be estimated by using the effective sample

size bootstrap. After splitting the data into two periods by the estimated change-

point, draw a resample of size n
(1)
eff from the first period and estimate τ

(1)
mod. Then
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draw a resample of size n
(2)
eff from the second period, estimate τ

(2)
mod, and calculate

|τ̂ (1)mod − τ̂ (2)mod|. Repeat this process m times and estimate Var(|τ̂ (1)mod − τ̂ (2)mod|) at

the max as the sample variance of these values.

This second method and the associated method of calculating a confidence

interval were evaluated using simulation. Either 1000 or 200 gamma AR(1) and

normal AR(1) time series with time coordinates randomly drawn from a uniform

distribution were generated for every combination of the following parameter val-

ues. The values were percentage of tied comparisons: 5% and 25%, relationship

between y variable and time variable: linear and exponential, number of observa-

tions generated at an average rate of 12 per year: 120, distribution: normal and

gamma, location of change-point: early, middle, and late, and AR(1) parameter:

0, 0.2 , and 0.4. Tau values were generated by using the following beta values.

For the linear series, 0 and 0.24 were used in all possible combinations, and for

the exponential series, 0 and 0.18 were used in all possible combinations. These

parameter values were chosen to yield realistic modified tau values. Only 200

samples were generated for some cases because of computational limitations. With

200 samples, the 95% confidence interval for alpha in which empirical alpha levels

of appropriate tests should fall 95% of the time is (.020,.080). With 1000, the

interval shrinks to (.0365,.0635).

To more closely simulate true water quality variables, the means of the gamma

distribution were moved both exponentially and linearly by holding α = 0 while

varying λ and r, as parameterized in Section 3.3, in such a manner that the vari-
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ance, r/λ2, was held constant. This allowed individual generated observations to

approach zero for the entire series. Measures were taken to ensure that the mean

did not get too close to 0 and hence cause extremely large skewness, 2/
√
r, by

forcing r > 1 and r > .2λ for all but short intervals. An example of a generated

time series is shown in Figure 4.1, where the time series is gamma autoregressive

with percent tied comparisons=5%, AR(1) parameter=0.2, and change-point=2.5

with linear parameters of β1 = 0 for the first half and β2 = 0.18 for the second

half.

Observing the y-axis of the plot shows why the seasonal Kendall estimator-

based method yielded biased estimates. The pseudo lower detection limits in this

study were generally much farther from 0 than actual detection limits in reality.

This fact gave the seasonal Kendall estimator a little too much of a disadvantage

in this study.

The results of this study are displayed in Figures 4.2-4.9. The modified tau

hypothesis test method generally outperformed the seasonal Kendall based method

in terms of power and worst case empirical alpha levels. However, in the presence

of serial correlation, the test of equivalence of two modified Kendall’s taus did

tend to be slightly liberal. This is assumed to be due to the dependence between

observations on opposite sides of the change-point. Additionally, the fact that time

values were generated randomly from a uniform distribution creates some diabolical

cases likely never encountered in real data where the method of calculating the

effective sample size becomes too aggressive. Correlation and percentage of tied
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Figure 4.1: Example Generated Data Set

comparisons had the expected effects of reducing power.

Occasionally, the seasonal Kendall slope estimator based method had more

power when 25% of the comparisons were tied because this actually tightened the

bounds for the confidence interval around β = 0. In other words, the variability

in the data was reduced substantially by truncation at the artificially high lower

detection limit. Thus, power is increased, but at the cost of the test not holding

its level. Empirical alpha values were quite high in these situations. This effect

is probably not going to be reproduced in real data sets where the lower detection

limits are not so high. Further evidence that this is what is happening is given

by observing the estimates of the slope. Where the percentage of ties is lower,

the estimates are only slightly biased, but the Kendall’s tau based method is more
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powerful.

The method of estimating the change-point performed respectably, but gener-

ally not exceptionally well. The change-point was estimated most accurately in

the linear cases where there was a complete reversal in trend. The method was

generally not as accurate for the exponential cases.

The explored confidence interval method generally performed poorly, yielding

wide intervals with too small coverage probabilities. The only case where the

method performed at all reasonably were the complete reversal in linear trend

cases that had change-points directly in the middle of the time series. In practice,

the percentile bootstrap confidence interval method [Efron 1982] with at least

1000 bootstrap resamples is suggested. This method could not be evaluated in a

simulation due to its computational complexity. The percentile method is known

to be biased [Hall 1988], but it is probably the best alternative known to the author

at this time. Better methods of forming a confidence interval using bootstrap

methodology exist, but they require good estimates of the variance or knowledge

of a transformation to normality. The exception is the double bootstrap [Beran

1987]. The double bootstrap reduces the level error of the percentile method, but

it is highly computationally intensive [Beran 1987]. For each of the 1000 original

bootstrap resamples, another 1000 are required.
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ρ β1 β2 Monte
Carlo
Size

Location
of

Change-
point

Power
(tau hyp.
test/seas.
Kendall)

Estimate
Change-

point
(mean/
median)

Median
95% CI

Coverage
%

Median
Seas.

Kendall
Est. of
β1/β2

0 0 0 1000 2.5 .040/.010 3.01/1.70 (0.9, 8.3) 73.8 .000/.000
0 0 0 1000 5.0 .053/.018 4.99/4.83 (1.1, 9.0) 90.1 .000/.000
0 0 0 1000 7.5 .061/.006 7.03/8.33 (1.2, 8.9) 72.6 .000/-.008
0 .24 0 1000 2.5 .122/.012 2.95/1.75 (1.0, 8.8) 73.8 .117/.000
0 .24 0 1000 5.0 .411/.048 5.90/6.57 (2.8, 9.2) 90.0 .144/-.006
0 .24 0 1000 7.5 .571/.006 7.56/8.37 (3.8, 10.8) 76.0 .169/.024
0 0 .24 1000 2.5 .459/.043 2.35/1.63 (-0.2, 6.3) 73.2 .000/.208
0 0 .24 1000 5.0 .399/.177 3.80/3.18 (0.7, 7.0) 88.8 .000/.214
0 0 .24 1000 7.5 .119/.023 6.57/7.88 (1.4, 8.9) 75.2 .000/.194
0 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .780/.050 .211/.182 (-0.5, 5.8) 80.0 -.143/.204
0 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .940/.350 5.02/4.99 (2.5, 7.5) 97.5 -.190/.194
0 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .770/.070 .775/.796 (4.4, 10.5) 83.5 -.191/.094
.2 0 0 1000 2.5 .115/.018 3.25/1.84 (1.3, 8.4) 71.5 .000/.000
.2 0 0 1000 5.0 .095/.032 4.97/4.84 (1.6, 8.2) 89.1 .000/.000
.2 0 0 1000 7.5 .110/.004 6.86/8.19 (1.8, 8.8) 70.5 .000/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 2.5 .177/.015 3.20/1.86 (1.3, 8.3) 74.1 .094/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 5.0 .476/.058 5.75/6.46 (2.9, 8.7) 87.7 .133/-.004
.2 .24 0 1000 7.5 .543/.013 7.22/8.24 (3.4, 10.0) 75.9 .156/-.031
.2 0 .24 1000 2.5 .466/.118 2.41/1.69 (0.3, 6.8) 75.7 .000/.210
.2 0 .24 1000 5.0 .419/.155 3.89/3.28 (1.1, 7.1) 88.5 .000/.218
.2 0 .24 1000 7.5 .165/.017 6.59/7.87 (1.6, 8.6) 72.0 .000/.206
.2 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .715/.095 2.24/1.85 (-0.4, 5.4) 83.5 -.096/.201
.2 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .885/.345 4.83/4.82 (2.4, 7.5) 98.0 -.172/.181
.2 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .710/.140 7.84/8.03 (3.8, 9.0) 74.0 -.200/.069
.4 0 0 1000 2.5 .081/.010 3.28/1.89 (1.0, 8.5) 73.3 .000/.000
.4 0 0 1000 5.0 .080/.024 5.08/5.40 (1.3, 8.6) 89.3 .000/.000
.4 0 0 1000 7.5 .073/.014 6.82/8.17 (1.3, 8.8) 71.1 .000/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 2.5 .140/.025 3.13/1.83 (1.0, 8.6) 74.6 .090/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 5.0 .391/.050 5.70/6.37 (2.5, 9.0) 89.4 .121/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 7.5 .436/.023 7.18/8.20 (3.2, 10.0) 75.3 .160/.027
.4 0 .24 1000 2.5 .339/.149 2.55/1.81 (0.5, 6.8) 74.9 .000/.217
.4 0 .24 1000 5.0 .365/.190 3.99/3.33 (1.1, 7.2) 88.5 .000/.220
.4 0 .24 200 7.5 .110/.040 6.37/7.68 (1.5, 8.8) 71.5 .000/.209
.4 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .595/.150 2.35/2.00 (-0.1, 6.0) 79.5 -.064/.200
.4 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .895/.445 5.07/5.12 (2.4, 7.7) 98.0 -.167/.196
.4 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .655/.150 7.53/7.68 (4.4, 9.8) 82.5 -.200/.112

Figure 4.2: Linear and Normally Distributed with 5% Tied Comparisons
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ρ β1 β2 Monte
Carlo
Size

Location
of

Change-
point

Power
(tau hyp.
test/seas.
Kendall)

Estimate
Change-

point
(mean/
median)

Median
95% CI

Coverage
%

Median
Seas.

Kendall
Est. of
β1/β2

0 0 0 1000 2.5 .057/.035 3.07/1.64 (1.0, 8.6) 73.8 .000/.000
0 0 0 1000 5.0 .045/.177 5.01/4.99 (0.9, 8.9) 86.2 .000/.000
0 0 0 1000 7.5 .056/.028 7.03/8.37 (1.2, 9.1) 70.6 .000/.000
0 .24 0 1000 2.5 .112/.080 2.73/1.59 (0.9, 8.9) 76.0 .000/.000
0 .24 0 1000 5.0 .381/.177 5.35/5.82 (2.6, 9.2) 90.8 .000/.000
0 .24 0 1000 7.5 .625/.014 6.92/8.15 (3.4, 10.3) 78.0 .032/.000
0 0 .24 1000 2.5 .290/.399 2.22/1.70 (0.0, 6.77) 77.4 .000/.106
0 0 .24 1000 5.0 .350/.441 3.81/3.17 (0.8, 7.2) 89.5 .000/.114
0 0 .24 1000 7.5 .107/.033 6.40/7.72 (1.7, 8.7) 75.1 .000/.067
0 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .645/.410 2.08/1.79 (0.0, 5.7) 83.0 .000/.090
0 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .865/.680 5.09/5.05 (2.3, 7.8) 99.0 -.052/.039
0 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .590/.355 7.94/8.28 (4.4, 10.4) 88.5 -.092/.000
.2 0 0 1000 2.5 .077/.061 3.09/1.77 (1.2, 8.3) 73.3 .000/.000
.2 0 0 1000 5.0 .096/.201 5.09/5.33 (1.5, 8.3) 88.8 .000/.000
.2 0 0 1000 7.5 .087/.062 6.77/8.24 (1.4, 8.7) 72.1 .000/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 2.5 .180/.096 2.71/1.66 (1.0, 8.7) 77.6 .000/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 5.0 .411/.177 4.88/4.88 (2.6, 8.8) 90.1 .000/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 7.5 .583/.015 6.48/7.92 (2.6, 9.9) 72.5 .007/.000
.2 0 .24 200 2.5 .300/.500 2.44/1.81 (0.1, 7.8) 82.5 .000/.107
.2 0 .24 200 5.0 .295/.525 3.80/3.12 (1.2, 7.4) 93.0 .000/.114
.2 0 .24 200 7.5 .175/.035 6.21/7.37 (2.1, 8.7) 73.5 .000/.057
.2 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .640/.495 2.38/2.21 (0.1, 5.5) 84.0 .000/.097
.2 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .900/.715 5.04/4.96 (2.4, 7.7) 98.5 -.047/.032
.2 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .585/.565 7.58/7.89 (4.3, 9.8) 85.0 -.095/.000
.4 0 0 1000 2.5 .066/.079 3.16/1.75 (1.2, 8.6) 73.4 .000/.000
.4 0 0 1000 5.0 .070/.198 5.11/5.49 (1.2, 8.6) 90.4 .000/.000
.4 0 0 1000 7.5 .075/.056 6.77/8.20 (1.3, 8.9) 72.7 .000/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 2.5 .138/.112 2.93/1.64 (0.9, 9.1) 79.1 .000/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 5.0 .379/.200 4.73/4.59 (2.4, 8.7) 90.1 .000/.000
.4 .24 0 200 7.5 .445/.025 6.59/7.84 (2.4, 10.0) 77.0 .010/-.009
.4 0 .24 200 2.5 .315/.495 2.94/2.07 (0.4, 8.2) 74.5 .000/.112
.4 0 .24 200 5.0 .305/.580 3.78/3.13 (1.2, 7.8) 88.0 .000/.143
.4 0 .24 200 7.5 .110/.070 6.22/7.53 (1.3, 8.9) 75.0 .000/.063
.4 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .570/.625 2.70/2.39 (0.3, 6.0) 82.0 .000/.101
.4 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .810/.745 4.92/5.08 (2.3, 7.9) 97.0 -.043/.033
.4 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .455/.540 7.48/7.86 (3.8, 10.0) 83.5 -.109/.000

Figure 4.3: Linear and Normally Distributed with 25% Tied Comparisons
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ρ β1 β2 Monte
Carlo
Size

Location
of

Change-
point

Power
(tau hyp.
test/seas.
Kendall)

Estimate
Change-

point
(mean/
median)

Median
95% CI

Coverage
%

Median
Seas.

Kendall
Est. of
β1/β2

0 0 0 200 2.5 .060/.005 2.93/1.65 (0.7, 8.5) 74.0 .006/.000
0 0 0 200 5.0 .060/.025 5.06/4.93 (0.7, 9.0) 93.5 .002/.000
0 0 0 200 7.5 .065/.025 7.10/8.30 (0.9, 9.4) 72.0 .000/.000
0 .24 0 200 2.5 .130/.000 3.25/1.98 (1.0, 9.2) 74.5 .117/.000
0 .24 0 200 5.0 .505/.060 6.03/6.63 (3.0, 9.2) 90.0 .146/-.011
0 .24 0 200 7.5 .645/.010 7.65/8.42 (4.0, 10.4) 74.0 .164/-.042
0 0 .24 200 2.5 .425/.095 2.20/1.64 (-0.3, 6.8) 75.0 .000/.222
0 0 .24 200 5.0 .460/.120 3.65/3.19 (0.6, 6.9) 91.0 .000/.221
0 0 .24 200 7.5 .100/.015 6.85/7.96 (1.1, 8.9) 71.5 .000/.228
0 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .765/.065 2.10/1.84 (-0.7, 5.4) 84.5 -.103/.206
0 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .965/.340 5.09/5.05 (2.4, 7.5) 98.5 -.193/.192
0 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .815/.105 7.81/7.96 (4.6, 10.4) 86.5 -.210/.083
.2 0 0 1000 2.5 .094/.012 3.16/1.77 (1.2, 7.9) 70.9 -.010/.000
.2 0 0 1000 5.0 .091/.027 5.06/5.34 (1.3, 8.2) 87.7 .000/.000
.2 0 0 1000 7.5 .091/.009 6.98/8.30 (1.5, 8.3) 68.6 .000/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 2.5 .102/.006 3.27/1.85 (1.3, 8.5) 72.4 .002/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 5.0 .150/.035 5.49/5.61 (2.0, 8.6) 87.6 .016/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 7.5 .150/.015 6.94/8.24 (2.0, 9.0) 69.7 .025/-.002
.2 0 .24 1000 2.5 .195/.026 2.78/1.77 (0.8, 8.0) 74.7 .000/.031
.2 0 .24 1000 5.0 .196/.061 4.52/3.79 (1.2, 7.8) 87.9 .000/.028
.2 0 .24 1000 7.5 .107/.008 6.65/8.03 (1.7, 8.7) 72.1 .000/.031
.2 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .385/.040 2.64/2.10 (0.5, 6.8) 74.5 -.030/.028
.2 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .450/.115 5.20/5.21 (2.1, 7.7) 94.0 -.035/.021
.2 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .290/.015 7.56/8.10 (2.7, 9.3) 78.5 -.035/.002
.4 0 0 1000 2.5 .077/.018 3.28/1.91 (0.9, 8.5) 72.9 -.018/.000
.4 0 0 1000 5.0 .088/.029 4.98/4.96 (1.3, 8.4) 89.1 .000/.000
.4 0 0 1000 7.5 .089/.009 6.79/8.13 (1.4, 8.8) 71.7 .000/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 2.5 .063/.010 3.25/1.86 (1.2, 8.3) 72.3 .007/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 5.0 .138/.058 5.26/5.84 (1.9, 8.9) 89.2 .026/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 7.5 .130/.025 6.75/8.11 (1.9, 9.2) 71.1 .037/.000
.4 0 .24 1000 2.5 .213/.037 2.77/1.79 (0.8, 8.0) 72.7 .000/.049
.4 0 .24 1000 5.0 .181/.069 4.51/3.79 (1.2, 8.2) 90.1 .000/.051
.4 0 .24 1000 7.5 .099/.022 6.48/7.73 (1.6, 8.7) 72.1 .000/.041
.4 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .290/.045 2.41/1.78 (0.1, 7.3) 74.0 -.039/.047
.4 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .475/.220 4.76/4.85 (1.7, 8.4) 94.5 -.044/.043
.4 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .305/.060 7.38/7.94 (2.8, 9.1) 73.5 -.057/.016

Figure 4.4: Linear and Gamma Distributed with 5% Tied Comparisons
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0 0 0 200 2.5 .075/.025 2.79/1.67 (1.0, 9.4) 73.0 .000/.000
0 0 0 200 5.0 .045/.135 4.93/4.61 (0.2, 9.1) 87.0 .000/.000
0 0 0 200 7.5 .050/.065 7.08/8.30 (1.7, 9.2) 75.0 .000/.000
0 .24 0 200 2.5 .055/.065 2.65/1.56 (1.4, 8.7) 77.5 .000/.000
0 .24 0 200 5.0 .310/.165 5.56/6.33 (2.9, 9.5) 90.5 .000/.000
0 .24 0 200 7.5 .610/.020 7.01/8.27 (3.1, 10.6) 72.0 .016/-.015
0 0 .24 200 2.5 .325/.430 2.05/1.65 (0.1, 7.3) 80.0 .000/.108
0 0 .24 200 5.0 .420/.490 3.71/3.03 (0.7, 7.0) 91.5 .000/.127
0 0 .24 200 7.5 .105/.030 6.39/7.46 (1.5, 9.0) 78.5 .000/.053
0 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .575/.395 2.19/1.90 (0.2, 5.6) 83.0 .000/.101
0 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .910/.690 4.94/4.91 (2.4, 7.6) 98.5 -.047/.048
0 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .530/.375 7.82/8.10 (4.2, 10.0) 80.0 -.096/.000
.2 0 0 1000 2.5 .096/.065 3.24/1.84 (1.1, 8.2) 75.7 .000/.000
.2 0 0 1000 5.0 .102/.221 5.03/5.30 (1.6, 8.2) 89.4 .000/.000
.2 0 0 1000 7.5 .099/.074 6.71/8.08 (1.7, 8.9) 74.9 .000/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 2.5 .087/.091 3.02/1.75 (1.2, 8.6) 75.8 .000/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 5.0 .147/.221 4.74/4.18 (2.0, 8.9) 90.3 .000/.000
.2 .24 0 1000 7.5 .172/.030 6.43/7.79 (2.3, 9.3) 73.7 .000/.000
.2 0 .24 1000 2.5 .188/.187 2.48/1.71 (0.8, 8.4) 77.6 .000/.000
.2 0 .24 1000 5.0 .172/.310 4.32/3.51 (1.2, 7.8) 90.2 .000/.000
.2 0 .24 1000 7.5 .122/.059 6.60/7.84 (1.6, 8.7) 72.1 .000/.000
.2 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .265/.150 2.67/1.97 (0.7, 7.4) 79.5 .000/.000
.2 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .405/.405 4.84/4.94 (1.6, 7.8) 90.5 .000/.000
.2 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .295/.260 7.40/7.91 (2.6, 9.1) 78.0 -.004/.000
.4 0 0 1000 2.5 .074/.065 3.38/1.91 (1.1, 8.5) 73.1 .000/.000
.4 0 0 200 5.0 .105/.175 4.96/5.11 (2.1, 9.1) 91.0 .000/.000
.4 0 0 1000 7.5 .070/.074 6.78/8.20 (1.4, 9.0) 73.0 .000/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 2.5 .090/.086 3.00/1.75 (0.8, 8.8) 74.6 .000/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 5.0 .138/.239 4.78/4.34 (1.9, 8.9) 88.1 .000/.000
.4 .24 0 1000 7.5 .139/.038 6.24/7.83 (1.8, 9.1) 70.1 .000/.000
.4 0 .24 200 2.5 .170/.270 2.63/1.82 (0.3, 7.7) 83.0 .000/.009
.4 0 .24 200 5.0 .155/.375 4.33/3.55 (1.0, 8.3) 86.5 .000/.006
.4 0 .24 200 7.5 .105/.050 5.83/6.58 (1.2, 9.0) 74.0 .000/.000
.4 -.24 .24 200 2.5 .260/.250 2.61/1.88 (0.1, 7.5) 82.0 .000/.005
.4 -.24 .24 200 5.0 .420/.490 4.84/4.93 (1.8, 8.2) 95.0 .000/.000
.4 -.24 .24 200 7.5 .285/.320 7.39/8.01 (1.8, 8.9) 71.0 -.010/.000

Figure 4.5: Linear and Gamma Distributed with 25% Tied Comparisons
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0 .18 0 1000 2.5 .111/.018 4.05/3.77 (2.5, 8.5) 51.0 .000/.000
0 .18 0 1000 5.0 .557/.054 6.38/7.16 (4.9, 11.0) 52.4 .117/-.004
0 .18 0 1000 7.5 .863/.015 6.97/8.47 (-5.0, 7.7) 58.1 .264/.001
0 0 .18 1000 2.5 .558/.373 1.94/1.56 (2.1, 12.4) 64.3 .000/.355
0 0 .18 1000 5.0 .471/.242 3.20/2.68 (-1.2, 5.2) 56.2 .000/.284
0 0 .18 1000 7.5 .108/.019 5.12/5.05 (1.4, 7.3) 41.2 .000/.208
0 -.18 .18 1000 2.5 .750/.417 1.80/1.61 (2.1, 13.1) 61.0 .000/.355
0 -.18 .18 1000 5.0 .791/.340 3.08/2.90 (-0.4, 10.6) 61.1 -.022/.279
0 -.18 .18 1000 7.5 .339/.015 5.38/5.74 (2.4, 7.4) 44.4 -.062/.208
.2 .18 0 1000 2.5 .111/.018 4.05/3.78 (2.5, 8.5) 51.0 .000/.001
.2 .18 0 1000 5.0 .574/.050 6.16/7.00 (4.6, 10.6) 58.7 .105/.009
.2 .18 0 1000 7.5 .805/.029 6.84/8.26 (-3.4, 7.8) 58.5 .264/-.032
.2 0 .18 200 2.5 .480/.535 2.10/1.77 (2.0, 12.2) 64.5 .000/.360
.2 0 .18 200 5.0 .505/.375 3.41/2.85 (-0.1, 5.6) 60.5 .000/.294
.2 0 .18 200 7.5 .215/.020 5.09/4.80 (1.4, 7.3) 39.0 .000/.300
.2 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .630/.540 2.08/1.77 (1.9, 12.1) 69.0 .000/.361
.2 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .760/.415 3.15/2.99 (0.3, 5.3) 60.0 -.019/.294
.2 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .395/.020 5.52/5.74 (2.4, 7.3) 39.0 -.052/.238
.4 .18 0 1000 2.5 .156/.036 3.70/3.25 (2.2, 8.6) 58.9 .000/.000
.4 .18 0 1000 5.0 .463/.042 6.11/6.96 (4.2, 10.3) 68.7 .112/.017
.4 .18 0 1000 7.5 .634/.032 6.86/8.26 (-2.4, 7.6) 50.2 .269/.028
.4 0 .18 200 2.5 .365/.560 1.98/1.58 (1.6, 11.3) 73.5 .000/.369
.4 0 .18 200 5.0 .425/.345 3.67/3.04 (0.3, 6.1) 75.0 .000/.290
.4 0 .18 200 7.5 .180/.055 5.36/5.41 (1.7, 7.6) 54.5 .000/.263
.4 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .535/.540 2.11/1.70 (2.0, 11.6) 63.0 .000/.363
.4 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .715/.450 3.27/3.06 (0.7, 5.9) 74.5 -.015/.295
.4 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .330/.040 5.29/5.70 (2.4, 7.5) 53.5 -.052/.244

Figure 4.6: Exponential and Normally Distributed with 5% Tied Comparisons
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ρ β1 β2 Monte
Carlo
Size
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of

Change-
point
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Change-
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%

Median
Seas.

Kendall
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0 .18 0 1000 2.5 .171/.152 2.74/1.82 (1.7, 9.3) 68.8 .000/.000
0 .18 0 1000 5.0 .542/.107 5.73/6.50 (4.1, 10.0) 70.0 .000/.000
0 .18 0 200 7.5 .935/.010 6.56/8.22 (-1.9, 7.9) 64.5 .015/-.001
0 0 .18 200 2.5 .575/.600 2.13/1.88 (1.2, 11.0) 88.0 .000/.248
0 0 .18 200 5.0 .255/.540 3.49/2.72 (0.0, 5.9) 63.0 .000/.222
0 0 .18 200 7.5 .075/.020 4.66/4.15 (1.2, 7.3) 38.5 .000/.173
0 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .550/.685 2.10/1.67 (1.1, 11.3) 85.0 .000/.238
0 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .695/.635 3.15/2.94 (0.1, 7.8) 82.5 .000/.206
0 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .345/.015 4.83/5.08 (1.9, 7.4) 46.0 .000/.216
.2 .18 0 1000 2.5 .315/.156 2.65/2.08 (1.2, 10.0) 67.1 .000/.000
.2 .18 0 200 5.0 .450/.110 5.66/6.15 (4.4, 8.8) 69.0 .000/.000
.2 .18 0 200 7.5 .925/.025 6.92/8.17 (-0.2, 8.3) 70.5 .010/-.006
.2 0 .18 200 2.5 .760/.340 2.17/1.25 (1.4, 10.8) 84.0 .000/.230
.2 0 .18 200 5.0 .270/.600 3.79/3.08 (0.5, 6.4) 68.0 .000/.238
.2 0 .18 200 7.5 .160/.020 4.84/4.22 (1.1, 7.3) 45.0 .000/.186
.2 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .755/.485 2.13/1.36 (1.4, 11.4) 85.5 .000/.248
.2 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .560/.665 3.32/3.15 (0.3, 5.6) 69.5 .000/.235
.2 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .435/.035 4.85/5.05 (2.3, 7.3) 41.0 .000/.162
.4 .18 0 1000 2.5 .305/.121 3.02/2.58 (1.9, 10.0) 58.3 .000/.000
.4 .18 0 200 5.0 .520/.115 6.04/6.32 (4.4, 8.8) 72.0 .000/.007
.4 .18 0 200 7.5 .725/.010 7.01/8.37 (0.1, 8.1) 59.5 .023/.079
.4 0 .18 200 2.5 .840/.215 1.97/1.09 (1.6, 11.5) 85.0 .000/.256
.4 0 .18 200 5.0 .255/.610 4.10/3.52 (0.7, 6.4) 72.5 .000/.250
.4 0 .18 200 7.5 .125/.070 4.70/4.27 (1.5, 7.7) 57.0 .000/.271
.4 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .845/.350 2.11/1.30 (1.6, 11.1) 82.5 .000/.257
.4 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .460/.640 3.37/3.22 (0.5, 5.8) 74.5 .000/.241
.4 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .370/.075 5.01/5.14 (2.1, 7.5) 51.0 .000/.225

Figure 4.7: Exponential and Normally Distributed with 25% Tied Comparisons
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0 .18 0 200 2.5 .135/.015 4.02/3.81 (2.4, 8.3) 52.0 .000/.002
0 .18 0 200 5.0 .650/.055 6.17/6.91 (4.9, 10.5) 52.5 .113/-.008
0 .18 0 200 7.5 .890/.035 7.16/8.41 (-7.0, 7.7) 55.5 .276/-.019
0 0 .18 200 2.5 .470/.460 2.08/1.58 (1.8, 11.8) 70.5 .000/.365
0 0 .18 200 5.0 .595/.345 2.98/2.59 (-1.8, 5.1) 52.0 .000/.302
0 0 .18 200 7.5 .155/.020 5.18/4.96 (1.5, 7.3) 37.5 .000/.236
0 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .730/.520 1.81/1.68 (2.0, 12.4) 74.5 .000/.364
0 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .905/.480 3.02/2.88 (-0.2, 5.1) 53.5 -.033/.303
0 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .440/.030 5.43/5.77 (2.6, 7.2) 35.0 -.060/.219
.2 .18 0 1000 2.5 .124/.008 3.33/1.96 (1.9, 8.7) 67.0 .000/.000
.2 .18 0 1000 5.0 .245/.055 5.75/6.73 (3.2, 9.7) 81.8 .016/.000
.2 .18 0 1000 7.5 .318/.019 6.73/8.18 (0.6, 8.1) 62.4 .042/-.001
.2 0 .18 1000 2.5 .236/.111 2.53/1.60 (1.9, 10.3) 67.3 .000/.058
.2 0 .18 1000 5.0 .233/.112 3.88/3.03 (0.6, 6.5) 75.6 .000/.046
.2 0 .18 1000 7.5 .129/.009 5.37/5.08 (1.4, 7.5) 50.8 .000/.032
.2 -.18 .18 1000 2.5 .382/.151 2.29/1.64 (2.0, 10.4) 64.6 .000/.056
.2 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .505/.165 3.37/3.07 (0.5, 6.2) 73.5 -.008/.044
.2 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .265/.000 5.74/5.80 (2.2, 7.7) 54.5 -.007/.036
.4 .18 0 1000 2.5 .082/.017 3.31/1.92 (1.8, 8.9) 71.1 .000/.001
.4 .18 0 1000 5.0 .212/.061 5.49/6.41 (3.3, 9.6) 82.5 .019/.006
.4 .18 0 1000 7.5 .273/.029 6.36/7.98 (0.1, 7.9) 57.0 .062/.000
.4 0 .18 200 2.5 .240/.305 2.28/1.65 (2.1, 10.7) 60.5 .000/.093
.4 0 .18 200 5.0 .195/.180 4.10/3.24 (0.7, 6.7) 80.0 .000/.070
.4 0 .18 200 7.5 .145/.020 5.04/4.92 (1.6, 7.8) 58.5 .000/.063
.4 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .315/.215 2.33/1.69 (2.1, 10.0) 61.0 .000/.086
.4 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .475/.175 3.69/3.29 (0.5, 6.3) 77.0 -.009/.078
.4 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .265/.035 5.69/5.95 (2.2, 7.9) 68.5 -.013/.054

Figure 4.8: Exponential and Gamma Distributed with 5% Tied Comparisons
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0 .18 0 200 2.5 .145/.145 2.59/1.80 (1.6, 9.2) 75.0 .000/.000
0 .18 0 200 5.0 .335/.130 5.68/6.66 (4.0, 10.5) 66.5 .000/.002
0 .18 0 200 7.5 .915/.010 6.50/8.15 (-1.8, 7.6) 54.0 .003/-.069
0 0 .18 200 2.5 .450/.615 1.94/1.63 (0.8, 10.7) 88.0 .000/.239
0 0 .18 200 5.0 .285/.590 3.40/2.91 (0.0, 5.9) 68.0 .000/.246
0 0 .18 200 7.5 .110/.020 4.46/3.73 (1.2, 7.2) 38.0 .000/.176
0 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .415/.715 1.93/1.74 (0.5, 10.8) 88.0 .000/.229
0 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .610/.650 3.17/2.92 (-0.3, 5.5) 65.0 .000/.217
0 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .420/.025 5.13/5.44 (2.4, 7.3) 39.0 .000/.202
.2 .18 0 1000 2.5 .168/.139 2.60/1.68 (1.4, 9.5) 76.4 .000/.000
.2 .18 0 1000 5.0 .251/.223 5.30/6.04 (2.9, 9.2) 82.6 .000/.000
.2 .18 0 1000 7.5 .358/.026 6.01/7.73 (1.3, 8.2) 61.9 .000/.000
.2 0 .18 200 2.5 .315/.530 2.39/1.71 (0.9, 10.0) 81.5 .000/.023
.2 0 .18 200 5.0 .130/.355 4.10/3.37 (0.8, 6.5) 80.5 .000/.032
.2 0 .18 200 7.5 .135/.030 5.01/4.04 (1.4, 7.8) 59.5 .000/.054
.2 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .315/.530 2.29/1.73 (1.0, 10.0) 77.0 .000/.026
.2 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .380/.465 3.78/3.19 (0.5, 6.5) 78.5 .000/.030
.2 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .270/.045 5.36/5.41 (1.9, 7.9) 62.0 .000/.018
.4 .18 0 1000 2.5 .162/.164 2.83/1.81 (1.3, 9.7) 74.4 .000/.000
.4 .18 0 1000 5.0 .174/.213 5.02/5.46 (2.9, 9.2) 82.3 .000/.000
.4 .18 0 200 7.5 .260/.020 6.01/7.88 (0.1, 8.0) 55.5 .000/.005
.4 0 .18 200 2.5 .345/.530 2.56/1.96 (0.3, 10.0) 76.5 .000/.045
.4 0 .18 200 5.0 .125/.380 4.09/3.34 (0.2, 6.4) 80.5 .000/.051
.4 0 .18 200 7.5 .065/.015 4.96/4.04 (1.2, 7.5) 51.0 .000/.046
.4 -.18 .18 200 2.5 .380/.570 2.54/2.04 (1.4, 10.0) 73.5 .000/.046
.4 -.18 .18 200 5.0 .345/.410 3.54/2.94 (0.4, 6.7) 85.0 .000/040.
.4 -.18 .18 200 7.5 .205/.035 5.24/5.29 (1.5, 8.0) 66.5 .000/.019

Figure 4.9: Exponential and Gamma Distributed with 25% Tied Comparisons
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4.7 Summary of Analysis Procedure

After obtaining a water quality time series, the procedure for testing for a

change in trend at a given point in time is outlined here.

1. If flow data is available, a flow adjustment should be performed so that

variability explained by flow can be accounted for. Flow adjustment can

be accomplished without making any model assumptions and in a robust

manner by using LOWESS.

2. To estimate modified Kendall’s tau for both halves of the series, the data need

to first be deseasonalized. Section 5.2 gives a method based on LOWESS

for accomplishing this goal. After the time series is deseasonalized, it is

split in two by the hypothesized change-point, and modified Kendall’s tau is

estimated for both halves.

3. To perform the change in trend test, the variances of the estimates of the

two modified Kendall’s tau correlation coefficients are needed. The effective

sample size bootstrap (which is the standard bootstrap under independence)

is recommended here for this purpose. To use the effective sample size

bootstrap to estimate the variance, the effective sample size first needs to be

estimated. Equation 3.27 gives the recomended formula for an AR(1) depen-

dence structure. Chapter 5 deals with issues in estimating the parameter ρ

needed to perform this calculation and recommends the use of R-estimation

for non-normal data. Hence, R-estimation is used with the entire detrended
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sum test [Hirsch and Slack 1984] with 12 seasons, a p-value of .841 is obtained,

indicating no significant overall trend. However, the appearance of the data set

suggests an upper trend followed by a downward trend. It is suspected that a

change in trend may have occurred in the 1980’s when steady significant population

growth may have added more pollutants to the creek after significant population

declines throughout the 1970’s. Using the change-point estimation method from

above yields June 25, 1984 as the estimated change-point. This date splits the

time series into 101 observations in the first half and 132 in the second half, and

the resulting estimates of τmod are 0.275 for the first half and -0.224 for the second

half.

Water quality time series have a strong seasonal component that ought to be

taken into account to reduce variability. Hence, before estimating τmod for each

half, the data were first deseasonalized by subtracting estimates of the seasonal

effect from each observation. This was accomplished by the method described in

the following chapter.

Another issue commonly encountered in water quality data, detection limited

values, did not have to be dealt with here because this particular time series

contained no censoring. If there were detection limited values, they could be

handled when estimating τmod by assigning ties to some of the pairwise comparisons

which involve one or two detection limited values. The same algorithm would be

applied when estimating τmod repetitively in the bootstrap.

To perform the change in trend test using the effective sample size bootstrap,
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the serial correlation parameter, ρ, assuming an AR(1) structure, must first be

estimated. This can often be a tricky issue with typical water quality time series

and was also accomplished by a method detailed in the following Chapter. For this

data set, the estimate of ρ turned out to be ρ̂ = .307 for observations one month

apart, the average interval between observations in this data set. It should be

noted that the correlation parameter needs to be scaled to the average difference

in time between consecutive observations for use in estimating the effective sample

size and performing the hypothesis test.

When the change in trend test was performed using this ρ value and 100

bootstrap resamples were used to estimate the variance of τ̂mod, a p-value of .00030

was obtained. Hence, it can be concluded that the trend before June 25th,1984 is

different from the trend after June 25th, 1984. It turns out that for this particular

data set, the test is somewhat robust to the serial correlation coefficient used. With

the effective sample size bootstrap Method 2 with 100 resamples, for input serial

correlation levels of .2, .3, .4 and .5, p-values of .000009, .000013, .00082, and .0035

were obtained respectively.



CHAPTER 5

Estimating Autoregressive Parameters

5.1 Introduction

Water-quality time series are non-normal and unequally spaced. The unequal

spacing is necessary because potential polluters cannot know when samples are go-

ing to be taken from the water. These aspects present a problem when estimating

autoregressive parameters since traditional methods rely on equal spacing as well

as normality.

If the distribution is known, an exact likelihood can be obtained using a

Kalman filter, and then quasi-Newton methods can be used to obtain maximum

likelihood estimates [Jones 1985]. This method does not work in the water-quality

context when there is no known distribution. Another method which has been

suggested by Rosner [1988] for use with medical data is simply to fit a nonlinear

lag model to the data. Another method is to model the data as a diffential equa-

tion derived from a Brownian motion assuming a continuous time AR(1) process

[Jones 1993]. This can be accomplished using Proc Mixed in SAS. In this chapter,

Rosner’s method, the method detailed in Jones 1993, and the use of R-estimation

will all be explored for use with water-quality type data.
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5.2 Methods

Before fitting a lag model the data must be detrended and deseasonalized.

This can be accomplished by first regressing the water-quality variable on time

using LOWESS to detrend the data. The residuals from this fit would then be

deseasonalized before estimating the correlation parameter. From trial and error of

different percentages, d, of the data to include in the LOWESS estimation window

with both real and simulated data, a large percentage was found to be needed

with each local linear regression. D = .67 seemed to work well. This provides

a less flexible fit that allows serial correlation patterns to go unmasked. With

larger order of fit p and/or smaller d, runs of observations above or below the true

level which indicate positive serial correlation are fit more closely by the LOWESS

curve. If flow data were also available, a flow adjustment could be performed with

another LOWESS fit prior to estimation of the correlation parameter.

Once the data have been detrended, the following method employing LOWESS

once again could be used to deseasonalize the data. First, the adjusted data from

each year are overlayed on top of each other to form a dense time series spanning

one year in time by ignoring the year part of the date when plotting the variable

values as a function of time. A LOWESS fit with d = 1/6 is then going to be

used to estimate the seasonal effect at each original data point, but before the

estimation is done more points are added to attempt to make the estimated curve

cyclic. In other words, it is suspected that seasonal effects vary over time in a

manner something akin to the shape of a sinusoid with the effect at the end of
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the year continuing smoothing into the start of the next. To ensure that the

estimated curve has this type of behavior, all the data points from the last season

of the year are duplicated and placed at the start of the series. Likewise, all

points from the first season of the year are duplicated and placed at the end of the

series. If, for example, months are used as seasons, this would involve creating a

new time series with all December observations in order of what day of the month

the observations were taken on at the beginning, then all the observations from

January, then February, and so on until the end when all the observations from

January are tacked on. The LOWESS curve then estimates the seasonal effect

at each point and the data are deseasonalized by subtracting the fit from that

particular point in the year. This method seems to mimic the true nature of

seasonal effects better than simply subtracting seasonal means or medians. In the

remainder of this Section, it is assumed that the data have been deseasonalized

and detrended.

Rosner’s method and the R-estimation based method explored here estimate

the autoregressive parameters by estimating the parameters in the nonlinear model

yi = ρ
s(xi−xi−1)yi−1 + εi (5.1)

where y is the water-quality variable, x is time with 1 unit equal to 1 year, and

s is a scaling parameter put into the model so that the estimate of ρ will be the

estimate of the serial correlation of observations 12
s
months apart. Here, s is set

equal to 12 so that the correlation of observations one month apart is estimated.

The estimate of ρ from this model is then like the estimate of the AR(1) parameter.
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To extend this method to be similar to AR(p), simply add more lags to the model.

The trick to this model is that the errors are not i.i.d. In fact, the variance of

the errors depend on the time lag from the previous point. Rosner 1988 gives the

variance of these errors under normality and uses them to weight the estimation

process. Without ε in the above model, the predicted values are given by the

model for the method detailed in Jones [1993].

To estimate the parameter ρ in this model, three methods will be consid-

ered: quasi-Newton in Proc NLIN in SAS, REML in Proc Mixed in SAS, and

R-estimation. For non-normal data, it is hoped that R-estimation, which is based

on linear differences instead of squared differences, will improve upon the per-

formance of fitting the model in the classical way using quasi-Newton methods

or assuming normality and using restricted maximum likelihood even though the

i.i.d. error assumption is violated because the errors have different variances. Due

to the nonlinear form of the model, with R-estimation a grid search was used in all

the work done here to find the value of ρ which optimizes the dispersion function.

This is because the convexity result detailed in Hettmansperger [1984] requires a

linear model, and the method of steepest ascent, for example, is not guaranteed

to converge. Non-convex dispersion functions have in fact been encountered by

the author in actual water quality data sets proving that the dispersion function

is not necessarily convex.

Figure 5.1 displays the results of a simulation study which compared R-estimation

with the quasi-Newton method used by Proc NLIN in SAS and with the REML
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estimation performed in Proc Mixed. The SAS code for performing REML esti-

mation with Proc Mixed for this case is given in Appendix H. Both normal and

gamma distributions were considered and 3000 time series of 100 observations were

generated from each case. The data were generated as unequally spaced by gen-

erating equally spaced time series of size 125, then randomly choosing 20% of the

observations to remove. As can be seen in the table, the results were varied. With

the most skewed distribution, gamma with r=2, R-estimation performed the best

in terms of MSE. However, REML provided the most unbiased estimator in these

cases as it did in all the cases. With gamma r=3 time series, REML performed

the best in terms of MSE for larger values of ρ. R-estimation performed the best

for ρ near 0 with the gamma r=3 time series. With normal data, R-estimation

had the lowest MSE for ρ = 0, REML had the lowest MSE for ρ = .2, and when

Quasi-Newton converged, it had the lowest MSE for the ρ = .3 and ρ = .4 cases.

Quasi-Newton failed to converge a large percentage of the time and can not be

recommended as a general procedure. The choice between the other two methods

would seem to depend on the particular data set on hand. It would seem that R-

estimation is better for time series with larger degrees of skewness and estimating

near-zero AR(1)-like parameters, while REML is better for less skewed data that

possess moderate to larger degrees of serial dependence.

5.3 Application to Real Data

The R-estimation method detailed above for estimating serial correlation was

applied to water quality time series from USGS stations which had instantaneous
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Method R-Estimation Cont. AR(1) Fit
using Proc Mixed

Non-linear Fit using Proc IML

Distibution AR(1)
Param-

eter

Median/
Mean

Estimate

MSE
x100

of Est.

Median/
Mean

Estimate

MSE
x100

of Est.

Median/
Mean

Estimate

MSE
x100

of Est.

Number
Converged

Gamma r=2 0.0 -.008/-.006 .666 -.005/-.003 1.254 * * *
Gamma r=2 0.2 .155/.157 .965 .202/.201 1.228 .235/.203 1.879 1186
Gamma r=2 0.3 .251/.251 1.058 .296/.294 1.096 .350/.341 1.450 867
Gamma r=2 0.4 .371/.362 .900 .394/.393 1.027 .459/.468 1.051 883
Gamma r=3 0.0 -.006/-.003 .698 -.004/-.002 1.281 * * *
Gamma r=3 0.2 .135/.140 1.217 .197/.197 1.165 .223/.183 2.028 996
Gamma r=3 0.3 .223/.229 1.516 .296/.293 1.009 .344/.326 1.639 813
Gamma r=3 0.4 .334/.335 1.604 .397/.392 .948 .460/.465 1.200 846

Normal 0.0 -.009/-.007 1.225 -.001/.000 1.293 * * *
Normal 0.2 .185/.184 1.248 .198/.196 1.176 .244/.227 1.452 765
Normal 0.3 .284/.278 1.112 .298/.292 1.027 .342/.342 .869 651
Normal 0.4 .378/.377 1.083 .394/.390 .975 .448/.450 .645 700

* Can’t use Quasi Newton here because of derivatives=0 (causes singular Hessian matrix)
Based on 3000 Monte Carlo replicates

Figure 5.1: Comparison of Estimation Methods

flow values as well as measurements of several water quality parameters. The

purpose of including flow data was to examine the effect of flow adjustment on

serial correlation. The effect of deseasonalization was also studied. Since seasonal

effects appear to have a serially correlated pattern, if water quality time series are

not deseasonalized when estimating the AR(1) parameter, it is quite possible that

the estimate will be inflated.

Assuming that the seasons used as blocks are fixed when performing the sea-

sonal Kendall analysis, looking at the estimates of ρ obtained from the deseasonal-

ized water quality time series gives an indication of the severity of the dependence

assuming a continuous time AR(1) structure. If blocks are assumed to be random,

one would want to look at the estimates from the not deseasonalized series to make

this decision. However, since every possible block is being used, i.e., every season

or every month of the year, the assumption of fixed effects blocks seems reasonable.
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Rank von Neumann’s ratio tests for randomness [Bartels 1982] were also per-

formed in the case studies to look for dependence. Hence, highly significant rank

von Neumann’s ratio test p-values with small estimated ρ parameters indicate that

the non-convex dispersion functions may be occasionally causing zero estimates in

cases where there is significant first order autoregressive serial correlation. The

case studies indicate that serial dependence is prevalent in many water quality

variables.



CHAPTER 6

Future Research Opportunities

More work is needed on estimation of the change-point for the change in trend

problem, especially in developing confidence intervals. With better computing

power, the bootstrap confidence interval method can be fully explored in the Monte

Carlo environment.

Estimating nonlinear parameters using R-estimation also needs more research.

There is potential here to outperform least squares based estimation in many sit-

uations. Asymptotic properties and tests need to be developed. Testing can

quite possibly be performed with a drop in dispersion test similar to testing pa-

rameters estimated using R-estimation in linear models. The non-convexity of

the dispersion function makes this a more difficult problem though. Perhaps the

use of different score functions might help force convexity. Additionally, general-

ized R-estimation might provide a better method of fitting non-linear models with

non-homogeneous errors.

The effective sample size bootstrap shows a lot of promise for estimating vari-

ances of complex statistics in dependent data situations. Asymptotic proper-

ties need to be derived for the effective sample size bootstrap for both modified

Kendall’s tau and for general statistics.

Further research lies in dealing with complications that arise when trying to

answer other questions in the water quality arena not tackled here. Examples
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include the comparison of water quality at different sites. This problem could

possibly be addressed by pairing observations from the different stations by time

and taking differences to eliminate seasonal and possibly covariate effects. Then

the differences could be used with a sign or Wilcoxon test to see if values are

generally higher at one of the two stations. This method then needs to be extended

for use in a multivariate manner.

Another problem is how to deal with detection limits. Perhaps simulation

can be used to increase the robustness of such methods as randomly generating

values for the detection limited values or considering all possible rankings for the

detection limited values. The seasonal Kendall estimator is biased by the exis-

tence of detection limited values if the detection limit is simply substituted as the

observation value. This was shown clearly by the study in Chapter 4. A better

method needs to be developed. Perhaps work done in survival analysis can be

applied here.
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A. Derivation of Var(τ̂mod) - Modifying Noether’s derivation

The variance formula for τ̂mod based on modifying the derivation given in

Noether [1967] is detailed here. Independence is required.

Note: τ̂mod =
pc−pd
pc+pd

and τmod =
πc−πd
πc+πd

as defined in Chapter 3

Var(τ̂mod) =Var(τ̂mod − τmod) =Var(
√
n(τ̂mod − τmod))/n

So, Var(τ̂mod)=Var(P ‘)/n where P ‘ =
√
n(τ̂mod − τmod)

Now, P ‘ =
√
n(pc−pd

pc+pd
− πc−πd

πc+πd
) = 2

√
n(πdpc−πcpd)

(pc+pd)(πc+πd)

which is asymptotically equivalent to 2
√
n(πdpc−πcpd)
(πc+πd)2

= P

So, Var(τ̂mod)∼=Var(P )/n

This is why the derived formula is only approximate. A further degree of

approximation will occur later when consistent estimates are substituted in for

their population values at the end.

Var(P )= 4n
(πc+πd)4

[π2dVar(pc)− 2πcπdCov(pc, pd) + π2cVar(pd)]

pc =
2

n(n−1)
P
i<j
wij where wij = 1 if (xi,yi) and (xj,yj) are concordant, 0 other-

wise.

Var(pc)=
4

n2(n−1)2 [
n(n−1)
2
Var(w12)+n(n− 1)(n− 2)Cov(w12, w13)]

= 2
n(n−1) [Var(w12)+2(n− 2)Cov(w12, w13)]

because n(n − 1)(n − 2) =
³
n
3

´
× 6 = (# ways to select three numbers) ×

(#ways to place the three numbers under the restriction i < j), and the other

covariances are 0 under the independence assumption.

Now, Var(w12)=E(w
2
12)-[E(w12)]

2

= (1× πc + 0× (1− πc))− (1× πc + 0× (1− πc))2 = πc − π2c ,
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and Cov(w12, w13)=E(w12 × w13)−E(w12)E(w13)

=1×πcc + 0− π2c = πcc − π2c .

So, Var(pc)=
2

n(n−1) [πc(1− πc) + 2(n− 2)(πcc − π2c)]

Similarly, Var(pd)=
2

n(n−1) [πd(1− πd) + 2(n− 2)(πdd − π2d)],

and Var(pt)=
2

n(n−1) [πt(1− πt) + 2(n− 2)(πtt − π2t )] where t denotes tied.

Now, pc + pd + pt = 1 so, Var(pc + pd)=Var(1− pt)

⇒Var(pc)+Var(pd)+2Cov(pc,pd)=Var(pt)

⇒Cov(pc,pd)=1
2
[Var(pt)−Var(pc)−Var(pd)]

Hence, Var(τ̂mod)∼= 4
(πc+πd)4

[π2dVar(pc)− 2πcπdCov(pc, pd) + π2cVar(pd)]

= 4
(πc+πd)4

{π2dVar(pc)− 2πcπd 12 [Var(pt)−Var(pc)−Var(pd)] + π2cVar(pd)}

= 4
(πc+πd)4

{πd(πc + πd)Var(pc) + πc(πc + πd)Var(pd)− πcπdVar(pt)}

= 4
(πc+πd)3

{πdVar(pc) + πcVar(pd)− πcπd
πc+πd

Var(pt)}

= 4
(πc+πd)3

{πd 2
n(n−1) [πc(1− πc) + 2(n− 2)(πcc − π2c)]+

πc
2

n(n−1) [πd(1− πd) + 2(n− 2)(πdd − π2d)]−
πcπd
πc+πd

2
n(n−1) [πt(1− πt) + 2(n− 2)(πtt − π2t )]}

= 8
(πc+πd)3n(n−1){πcπd − π2cπd + πcπd − πcπ2d −

πcπdπt(1−πt)
πc+πd

+ 2(n− 2)×

[πdπcc − π2cπd + πcπdd − πcπ2d − πcπd
πc+πd

πtt +
πcπd
πc+πd

π2t ]}

= 8
(πc+πd)3n(n−1){πcπd(1− πc + 1− πd − πt) + 2(n− 2) 1

πc+πd
×

[πdπcc(πc + πd)− π2cπd(πc + πd) + πcπdd(πc + πd)− πcπ2d(πc + πd)−

πcπdπtt + πcπdπ
2
t ]}

= 8
(πc+πd)3n(n−1){πcπd + 2(n− 2) 1

πc+πd
× [πcπdπcc + π2dπcc − π3cπd − π2cπ2d+

π2cπdd + πcπdπdd − π2cπ2d − πcπ3d − πcπdπtt + πcπdπ2t ]}
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= 8
(πc+πd)4n(n−1){πcπd(πc + πd) + 2(n− 2)× [πcπdπcc + π2dπcc − π3cπd−

π2cπ
2
d + π

2
cπdd + πcπdπdd − π2cπ2d − πcπ3d − πcπdπtt + πcπd(1− πc − πd)2]}

= 8
(πc+πd)4n(n−1){πcπd(πc + πd) + 2(n− 2)× [πcπdπcc + π2dπcc − π3cπd−

π2cπ
2
d + π

2
cπdd + πcπdπdd − π2cπ2d − πcπ3d − πcπdπtt+

πcπd(1+ π
2
c + π

2
d − 2πc − 2πd + 2πcπd)]}

= 8
(πc+πd)4n(n−1){πcπd(πc + πd) + 2(n− 2)× [πcπdπcc + π2dπcc − π3cπd−

π2cπ
2
d + π

2
cπdd + πcπdπdd − π2cπ2d − πcπ3d − πcπdπtt+

πcπd + π
3
cπd + πcπ

3
d − 2π2cπd − 2πcπ2d + 2π2cπ2d]}

= 8
(πc+πd)4n(n−1){πcπd(πc + πd) + 2(n− 2)× [πcπdπcc + π2dπcc+

π2cπdd + πcπdπdd − πcπdπtt + πcπd − 2π2cπd − 2πcπ2d]}

= 8
(πc+πd)4n(n−1){πcπd(πc + πd) + 2(n− 2)× [π2dπcc + π2cπdd+

πcπd(πcc + πdd − πtt + 1− 2πc − 2πd)]}

= 8
(πc+πd)4n(n−1){πcπd(πc + πd) + 2(n− 2)× [π2dπcc + π2cπdd+

πcπd(πcc + πdd − πtt + 1− 2πcc − 2πcd − 2πct − 2πdd − 2πcd − 2πdt)]}

= 8
(πc+πd)4n(n−1){πcπd(πc + πd) + 2(n− 2)× [π2dπcc + π2cπdd+

πcπd(1− πcc − πcd − πct − πdd − πcd − πdt − πtt − πct − πdt − 2πcd)]}

= 8
(πc+πd)4n(n−1){πcπd(πc + πd) + 2(n− 2)× [π2dπcc + π2cπdd+

πcπd(1− πc − πd − πt − 2πcd)]}

= 8
(πc+πd)4n(n−1){πcπd(πc + πd) + 2(n− 2)[π2dπcc − 2πcπdπcd + π2cπdd]}

So finally,

dV ar(τ̂mod) = 8
n(n−1)(pc+pd)4 ×{(pc+pd)pcpd+2(n−2)(p2dpcc−2pcpdpcd+p2cpdd)}.
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B. Derivation of Var(τ̂mod) - Delta method

The variance formula for τ̂mod derived by use of a first order Taylor series

expansion is detailed here. Independence is required.

Let X = pc − pd and Y = pc + pd.

Then E(X)= πc − πd and E(Y )= πc + πd = B.

Let E(X)= A and E(Y )= B.

Notice τ̂mod =
X
Y
so let f(x, y)=x

y
.

Now a first order Taylor Series expansion gives us

f(x, y) ≈ f(A,B)+∂f(x,y)
∂x

|(A,B)(x− A) + ∂f(x,y)
∂y

|(A,B)(y −B)

=f(A,B)+ 1
B
(x− A)− A

B2
(y −B)

⇒ (f(x, y)−f(A,B))2 ≈ 1
B2
(x− A)2 − 2A

B3
(x−A)(y −B) + A2

B4
(y −B)2

⇒Var(τ̂mod)≈E[ 1B2 (x−A)2 − 2A
B3
(x− A)(y −B) + A2

B4
(y −B)2]

= 1
B2
E[(x− A)2]− 2A

B3
E[(x−A)(y −B)]+A2

B4
E[(y −B)2]

= 1
B2
Var(X)− 2A

B3
Cov(X, Y ) + A2

B4
Var(Y ).

Var(X) =Var(pc − pd) =Var(pc)− 2Cov(pc, pd)+Var(pd).

Var(Y ) =Var(pc + pd) =Var(pc) + 2Cov(pc, pd)+Var(pd).

Cov(X, Y )=Cov(pc − pd, pc + pd) =E[(pc − pd)(pc + pd)]-E[pc − pd]E[pc + pd]

=E(p2c)-2E(pcpd)-E(p
2
d)-(π

2
c − π2d)

=Var(pc)-Var(pd)-2Cov(pc, pd)−2πcπd.

Hence, Var(τ̂mod)≈ 1
B2
[Var(pc)− 2Cov(pc, pd)+Var(pd)]−

2A
B3
[Var(pc)-Var(pd)-2Cov(pc, pd)−2πcπd]+

A2

B4
[Var(pc) + 2Cov(pc, pd)+Var(pd)].
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Now, Cov(pc, pd) =
1
2
[Var(pt)−Var(pc)−Var(pd)] from Appendix A,

so, Var(τ̂mod)≈ 1
B2
[2Var(pc)−Var(pt) + 2Var(pd)]−

2A
B3
[2Var(pc)-Var(pt)− 2πcπd]+A2

B4
[Var(pt)]

=[ 2
B2
− 4A

B3
]Var(pc)+[

2
B2
]Var(pd)+[

2A
B3
− 1

B2
+ A2

B4
]Var(pt)+

4Aπcπd
B3

=[2B−4A
B3

]Var(pc)+[
2
B2
]Var(pd)+[

2AB−B2+A2
B4

]Var(pt)+
4Aπcπd
B3

= 1
B4
{[2B(B−2A)]Var(pc)+[2B2]Var(pd)+[2AB−B2+A2]Var(pt)+4ABπcπd}

= 1
(πc+πd)4

{[2(πc + πd)(πc + πd − 2(πc − πd))]Var(pc)+[2(πc + πd)2]Var(pd)+

[2(πc−πd)(πc+πd)− (πc+πd)2+(πc−πd)2]Var(pt)+4(πc−πd)(πc+πd)πcπd}

= 1
(πc+πd)4

{[2(πc + πd)(3πd − πc)]Var(pc)+[2(π2c + 2πcπd + π2d)]Var(pd)+

[2π2c − 2π2d − π2c − 2πcπd − π2d + π2c − 2πcπd + π2d]Var(pt)+4(π2c − π2d)πcπd}

= 2
(πc+πd)4

{[3π2d + 2πcπd − π2c ]Var(pc)+[π2c + 2πcπd + π2d]Var(pd)+

[π2c − 2πcπd − π2d]Var(pt)+2(π3cπd − πcπ3d)}.

Now substituting in the variances which were derived in Appendix A,

Var(τ̂mod)≈ 4
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{[3π2d+2πcπd− π2c ][πc(1− πc)+ 2(n− 2)(πcc− π2c)]+

[π2c + 2πcπd + π
2
d][πd(1− πd) + 2(n− 2)(πdd − π2d)]+

[π2c − 2πcπd − π2d][πt(1− πt) + 2(n− 2)(πtt − π2t )]+2(π3cπd − πcπ3d)}

= 4
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{[3πcπ2d + 2π2cπd − π3c − 3π2cπ2d − 2π3cπd + π4c + π2cπd + 2πcπ2d+

π3d − π2cπ2d − 2πcπ3d − π4d + π2cπt − π2dπt − 2πcπdπt − π2cπ2t + π2dπ2t + 2πcπdπ2t+

2π3cπd − 2πcπ3d] + 2(n− 2)(πc + πd)[πcc(3πd − πc)− π2c(3πd − πc)+

πdd(πc + πd)− π2d(πc + πd)+(1− πc − πd − πct − πdt)(πc − πd − 2πcπd
πc+πd

)−

(1− πc − πd)2(πc − πd − 2πcπd
πc+πd

)]}

= 4
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{[5πcπ2d + 3π2cπd − π3c − 4π2cπ2d + π4c + π3d − 4πcπ3d − π4d+
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π2c(1− πc − πd)− π2d(1− πc − πd)− 2πcπd(1− πc − πd)−

π2c(1+ π
2
c + π

2
d − 2πc − 2πd + 2πcπd) + π2d(1+ π2c + π2d − 2πc − 2πd + 2πcπd)+

2πcπd(1+ π
2
c + π

2
d − 2πc − 2πd + 2πcπd)]+

2(n− 2)(πc + πd)[3πdπcc − πcπcc − 3π2cπd + π3c + πcπdd + πdπdd−

πcπ
2
d − π3d + πc(1− πc − πd − πct − πdt)− πd(1− πc − πd − πct − πdt)−

2πcπd
πc+πd

(1− πc − πd − πct − πdt)− πc(1+ π2c + π2d − 2πc − 2πd + 2πcπd)+

πd(1+ π
2
c +π

2
d− 2πc− 2πd+2πcπd)+ 2πcπd

πc+πd
(1+π2c +π

2
d− 2πc− 2πd+2πcπd)]}

= 4
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{[5πcπ2d + 3π2cπd − π3c − 4π2cπ2d + π4c + π3d − 4πcπ3d − π4d+

π2c − π3c − π2cπd − π2d + πcπ2d + π3d − 2πcπd + 2π2cπd + 2πcπ2d − π2c−

π4c − π2cπ2d + 2π3c + 2π2cπd − 2π3cπd + π2d + π2cπ2d + π4d − 2πcπ2d − 2π3d+

2πcπ
3
d + 2πcπd + 2π

3
cπd + 2πcπ

3
d − 4π2cπd − 4πcπ2d + 4π2cπ2d]+

2(n− 2)(πc + πd)[3πdπcc − πcπcc − 3π2cπd + π3c + πcπdd + πdπdd−

πcπ
2
d − π3d + πc − π2c − πcπd − πcπct − πcπdt − πd + πcπd + π2d + πdπct+

πdπdt − πc − π3c − πcπ2d + 2π2c + 2πcπd − 2π2cπd + πd + π2cπd+

π3d − 2πcπd − 2π2d + 2πcπ2d + 2πcπd
πc+πd

(1+ π2c + π
2
d − 2πc − 2πd + 2πcπd

-1+ πct + πdt + πc + πd)]}

= 4
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{[2πcπ2d + 2π2cπd]+

2(n− 2)(πc + πd)[3πdπcc − πcπcc − 4π2cπd + πcπdd + πdπdd+

π2c − πcπct − πcπdt + πdπct + πdπdt +−π2d+
2πcπd
πc+πd

(π2c + π
2
d − πc − πd + 2πcπd + πct + πdt)]}

= 8
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{πcπd(πd + πc) + (n− 2)(πc + πd)×

[2πdπcc − πcπcc + πd(πcc + πct) + πc(πdd − πdt) + πd(πdd + πdt)+
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πc(πc − πct)− π2d − 4π2cπd+
2πcπd
πc+πd

(π2c + π
2
d − πc − πd + 2πcπd + πct + πdt)]}

= 8
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{πcπd(πd + πc) + (n− 2)(πc + πd)×

[2πdπcc − πcπcc + πd(πc − πcd) + πc(πcd − πd + 2πdd) + πd(πd − πcd)+

πc(πcc + πcd)− π2d − 4π2cπd+
2πcπd
πc+πd

(π2c + π
2
d − πc − πd + 2πcπd + πct + πdt)]}

= 8
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{πcπd(πd + πc) + (n− 2)(πc + πd)×

[2πdπcc − 2πdπcd + 2πcπcd + 2πcπdd − 4π2cπd+
2πcπd
πc+πd

(π2c + π
2
d − πc − πd + 2πcπd + πct + πdt)]}

= 8
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{πcπd(πd + πc) + (n− 2)×

[(πc + πd)(2πdπcc − 2πdπcd + 2πcπcd + 2πcπdd − 4π2cπd)+

2πcπd(π
2
c + π

2
d − πc − πd + 2πcπd + πct + πdt)]}

= 8
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{πcπd(πd + πc) + (n− 2)×

[2πcπdπcc − 2πcπdπcd + 2π2cπcd + 2π2cπdd − 4π3cπd + 2π2dπcc−

2π2dπcd + 2πcπdπcd + 2πcπdπdd − 4π2cπ2d + 2π3cπd + 2πcπ3d−

2π2cπd − 2πcπ2d + 4π2cπ2d + 2πcπdπct + 2πcπdπdt]}

= 8
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{πcπd(πd + πc) + 2(n− 2)×

[πcπdπcc + π
2
cπcd + π

2
cπdd − π3cπd + π2dπcc − π2dπcd + πcπdπdd+

πcπ
3
d − π2cπd − πcπ2d + πcπdπct + πcπdπdt]}

= 8
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{πcπd(πd + πc) + 2(n− 2)×

[π2c(πdd − πcd) + π2d(πcc − πcd) + πcπd(πcc + πct + πdd + πdt)+

πcπ
3
d − π2cπd − πcπ2d − π3cπd]}
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= 8
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{πcπd(πd + πc) + 2(n− 2)×

[π2c(πdd − πcd) + π2d(πcc − πcd) + πcπd(πc − 2πcd + πd)+

πcπ
3
d − π2cπd − πcπ2d − π3cπd]}

= 8
n(n−1)(πc+πd)4{πcπd(πd + πc) + 2(n− 2)×

[π2c(πdd − πcd) + π2d(πcc − πcd) + πcπd(π2d − π2c − 2πcd)]}

Hence, dV ar(τ̂mod) = 8
n(n−1)(pc+pd)4 × {pcpd(pc + pd) + 2(n− 2)×

[(p2d(pcc − pcd) + pcpd(p2d − p2c − 2pcd) + p2c(pdd + pcd)]}
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C. Proof that the p’s are Unbiased Estimators of the π’s

In this appendix, it is proven that the frequentist based estimators of the

probabilies of concordance, discordance, and combinations there of are unbiased.

First, some preliminaries.

Let Ck =
nP

i=1, i6=k
1{(yi−yk)(xi−xk)>0}, and similarly letDk =

nP
i=1, i6=k

1{(yi−yk)(xi−xk)<0}.

Then E[Ck]=E[
nP

i=1, i6=k
1{(yi−yk)(xi−xk)>0}]=

nP
i=1, i6=k

E[1{(yi−yk)(xi−xk)>0}]=
nP

i=1, i6=k
P{(yi − yk)(xi − xk) > 0} = (n− 1)× πc.

Similarly, E[Dk]=(n− 1)× πd.

E[C2k ]=E[
nP

i=1, i6=k
1{(yi−yk)(xi−xk)>0} ×

nP
i=1, i6=k

1{(yi−yk)(xi−xk)>0}]=

E[
nP

i=1, i6=k

nP
j=1, j 6=k

1{(yi−yk)(xi−xk)>0 & (yj−yk)(xj−xk)>0}]=

nP
i=1, i6=k

nP
j=1, j 6=k

P{(yi − yk)(xi − xk) > 0 & (yj − yk)(xj − xk) > 0}=

(n− 1)(n− 2)× πcc + (n− 1)× πc.

Similarly, E[D2
k]=(n− 1)(n− 2)× πdd + (n− 1)× πd.

E[CkDk]=E[
nP

i=1, i6=k
1{(yi−yk)(xi−xk)>0} ×

nP
i=1, i6=k

1{(yi−yk)(xi−xk)<0}]=
nP

i=1, i6=k

nP
j=1, j 6=k

P{(yi − yk)(xi − xk) > 0 & (yj − yk)(xj − xk) < 0} =

(n− 1)(n− 2)× πcd.

Now, E[pc]=E[
1

n(n−1)
P
k
Ck]=

1
n−1 (n− 1)× πc = πc,

E[pd]=E[
1

n(n−1)
P
k
Dk]=

1
n−1 (n− 1)× πd = πd,

E[pcc]=E[
1

n(n−1)(n−2)
P
k
Ck(Ck − 1)]=

1
(n−1)(n−2) [(n− 1)(n− 2)× πcc + (n− 1)× πc − (n− 1)× πc]=πcc,

E[pdd]=E[
1

n(n−1)(n−2)
P
k
Dk(Dk − 1)]=

1
(n−1)(n−2) [(n− 1)(n− 2)× πdd + (n− 1)× πd − (n− 1)× πd]=πdd, and
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E[pcd]=E[
1

n(n−1)(n−2)
P
k
CkDk]=

1
(n−1)(n−2)(n− 1)(n− 2)× πcd = πcd.
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D. Derivation of a Confidence Interval for β Which Allows Serial Dependence

A confidence interval for the slope which allows dependent data is derived in

this appendix by inverting the covariance sum hypothesis test. The derivation is

based on the work of Sen [1968] and Zetterqvist [1988].

Assume that the data obey the following model: yik = γk+xik×β+ ²ik where

i = 1, ..., n, k = 1, ...,m, y is the water-quality variable, x is time, the γk represent

the intercept and seasonal effects, β is the linear slope, and the ²ik ordered by

time are a strictly stationary p-dependent process (0≤p≤ [(m− 1)/2]) with mean

zero and a continuous marginal distribution. In other words, observation one year

apart need to be independent.

Let N=the number of pairwise slope estimates in the set M, where M={mijk}=

{ yjk−yik
xjk−xik}0≤i<j≤n, k=1,...,m. Further, following along the same lines as Sen [1968],

let Un(b)=

mP
k=1

P
1≤i<j≤n

sign[(xjk-xik)(zjk(b)-zik(b))]

N
where zik(b)=yik − xikb. Note

that Un(b) is non-increasing in b.

Zetterqvist [1988] showed that βSK from Equation 2.10 is asymtotically normal,

that Un(β) has a distribution that is symmetric about 0, and that Un(β) has an

asymptotic normal distribution.

Since Un(β) has a distribution that is symmetric about 0, (U
∗
n,αn) can always

be selected such that P{-U∗n ≤ Un(β) ≤U∗n|β}=1-αn. Furthermore, since Un(β) has

an asymptotic normal distribution, U∗n can be approximated by Û
∗
n = Z1−α

2

√dV ar(S)
N

where dV ar(S) is as given in Equation 2.6. Finally, following the method of

hypothesis test inversion to find confidence intervals the bounds of the (1-αn)100%
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confidence interval are, β̂
∗
u = Sup{b : Un(b) ≥ −Û∗n} and β̂

∗
l = Inf{b : Un(b) ≤

Û∗n}.

Now, exact expressions for β̂
∗
u and β̂

∗
l will be obtained. Let m(1), ...,m(N) be

the ordered (from smallest to largest) pairwise slope estimates mijk. Note that

Un(m(r)) =
r−1−(N−r)

N
= 2r−N−1

N
because (N-r) of the [zjk(m(r))-zik(m(r))] will be

negative while (r-1) will be positive. (Recall Un(b) is non-increasing in b.)

Letting S∗ = N × Û∗n = Z1−α
2

qdV ar(S), c=1
2
(N −S∗), and d=1

2
(N +S∗) notice

the following. Un(m(c)) =
2c−N−1

N
= −S∗−1

N
< −Û∗n, but Un(m(c)−ε) = −S∗

N
= −Û∗n

for small enough positive ε. Hence β̂
∗
l =m(c). Similarly, Un(m(d+1)) =

2d+2−N−1
N

=

S∗+1
N

> Û∗n, but Un(m(c) + ε) =
S∗
N
= Û∗n for small enough positive ε. Hence

β̂
∗
u =m(d+1) and a (1-αn)100% confidence interval on β is (m(c), m(d+1)).
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E. Derivation of Var(τ̂mod) - Conditional Formula

The variance formula for τ̂mod derived by conditioning on the percentage of

tied comparisons is detailed here. Independence is required. Condition on the

fact that Nt out of N = n(n − 1)/2 pairwise comparisons are tied. Hence, the

probability of two pairs not being tied is N−Nt
N

and τ̂mod =
pc−pd
N−Nt
N

= N(pc−pd)
N−Nt .

Thus, Var(τ̂mod)=
N2

(N−Nt)2Var(pc−pd) = N2

(N−Nt)2×[Var(pc) + Var(pd)− 2Cov(pc,pd)] .

Recall from Appendix A that Var(pc) =
2

n(n−1) × [πc(1− πc) + 2(n− 2)(πcc − π2c)]

and Var(pd) =
2

n(n−1) × [πd(1− πd) + 2(n− 2)(πdd − π2d)] .

Now, Cov(pc,pd)=E[pcpd]-E[pc]E[pd]. As seen in Appendix C, E[pc]=πc and

E[pd]=πd, but E[pcpd] has yet to be derived. E[pcpd]=E
·

1
n(n−1)

nP
k=1
Ck × 1

n(n−1)
nP
k=1
Dk

¸
=

1
n2(n−1)2

nP
i=1

nP
j=1
E[CiDj ]. There are n expectations of type E[C1D1] and n(n− 1) of

type E[C1D2]. Hence, E[pcpd]=
1

n2(n−1)2 × (nE[C1D1]+n(n − 1)E[C1D2]). Now,

E[C1D1]=
nP
i=2

nP
j=2
E[w1iu1j ] = (n − 1)(n − 2)πcd where w1i =1{(yi−y1)(xi−x1)>0} and

u1j =1{(yj−y1)(xj−x1)<0}, and E[C1D2]=
nP
i=2

nP
j=1,j 6=2

E[w1iu2j] = 3(n − 2)πcd + (n −

2)(n − 3)πcπd since there are 3(n − 2)ways to obtain an expectation of the form

E[w12u13] and (n − 2)(n − 3) ways to obtain expectations of the form E[w12u34].

Thus, E[pcpd]=
1

n2(n−1)2 ×{n(n− 1)(n− 2)πcd+ n(n− 1)[3(n− 2)πcd+ (n− 2)(n−

3)πcπd]}= 1
n(n−1)×{4(n−2)πcd+(n−2)(n−3)πcπd}, and Cov(pc,pd)= 4(n−2)

n(n−1)πcd+

(n−2)(n−3)
n(n−1) πcπd-πcπd =

1
n(n−1){4(n−2)πcd - (n2−5n+6−n2+n)πcπd} = 2

n(n−1) [2(n−

2)πcd − (2n− 3)πcπd].

Substituting the variances and covariances into the above equation for the

variance of τ̂mod, the following formula is obtained: Var(τ̂mod)=
N

(N−Nt)2 × {πc(1−
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πc) + 2(n− 2)(πcc− π2c) + πd(1−πd) + 2(n− 2)(πdd− π2d) - 4(n− 2)πcd + 2(2n−

3)πcπd} = N
(N−Nt)2 × {πc(1−πc) + πd(1−πd) + 2(n−2)(πcc−π2c+πdd−π2d−2πcd)

+ 2(2n − 3)πcπd}. Replace the π’s with their unbiased estimates and the above

formula yields a consistent estimate of the conditional variance.
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F. Summary of the Derivation of Var(τ̂mod) - Based on Second Order Taylor

Series Expansion

Some of the details of the derivation of the variance formula for τ̂mod derived

by use of a second order Taylor series expansion is given here. Independence is

required.

Using the same set up as in Appendix B, the derivation based on a fist order

Taylor Series expansion, let f(X,Y)=X
Y
where X=pc-pd and Y=pc+pd. Further let

E[X]=πc−πd = A and E[Y]=πc+πd = B. Now a second order Taylor Series yields

the following equation: f(X,Y) ≈ f(A,B) + ∂f(X,Y )
∂X

|(A,B)(X−A) + ∂f(X,Y )
∂Y

|(A,B)(Y −

B) + 1
2
∂2f(X,Y )
∂X2 |(A,B)(X −A)2 + 1

2
∂2f(X,Y )
∂X2 |(A,B)(X −A)2 + 1

2
∂2f(X,Y )
∂Y 2

|(A,B)(Y −B)2

+ 1
2
∂2f(X,Y )
∂Y ∂X

|(A,B)(Y −B)(X−A) + 1
2
∂2f(X,Y )
∂Y ∂X

|(A,B)(Y −B)(X−A). Substituting in

the derivatives gives f(X,Y) ≈ f(A,B) + 1
B
(X−A) - A

B2
(Y −B) - 1

B2
(X−A)(Y −B)

+ A
B3
(Y −B)2.

Hence, (f(X,Y) - f(A,B))2 ≈ 1
B2
{(X − A)2 - 2A

B
(X − A)(Y − B) - 2

B
(X −

A)2(Y − B) + 4A
B2
(X − A)(Y − B)2 + A2

B2
(Y − B)2 - 2A2

B3
(Y − B)3 + 1

B2
(X −

A)2(Y − B)2 - 2A
B3
(X − A)(Y − B)3 + A2

B4
(Y − B)4}, and Var(τ̂mod) = E[(f(X,Y)

- f(A,B))2] . After some algebra, the formula looks as follows: Var(τ̂mod) =

the delta method formula + estimated squared bias formula, where the estimated

squared bias formula = 1
(πc+πd)4

× {E(p4c)[ 4π2d
(πc+πd)2

] + E(p3c)[
−16π2d
(πc+πd)

] + E(p2c)[12π
2
d]

+ E(p3cpd)[
8πd(πd−πc)
(πc+πd)2

] + E(p2cpd)[
16πd(2πc−πd)
(πc+πd)

] + E(p2cp
2
d)[

4(π2c−4πcπd+π2d)
(πc+πd)2

] + E(pcpd)[-

24πcπd] + E(pcp
2
d)[

16πc(2πd−πc)
(πc+πd)

] + E(pcp
3
d)[

8πc(πc−πd)
(πc+πd)2

] + E(p4d)[
4π2c

(πc+πd)2
] + E(p3d)[

−16π2c
(πc+πd)

]

+ E(p2d)[12π
2
c ]}.
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Now, it is possible to estimate every term in the above equation, however the

equations get very large and messy. Furthermore, they require estimates of prob-

abilities such as that of drawing 5 pairs, having the first pair concordant with

the second and third, and the third pair being concordant with the fourth and

fifth. These type of probabilities can be estimated in a frequentist manner by

simply counting the number of times this occurs out of all possible enumerations.

However, this type of estimation quickly becomes computationally infeasible. For

example, with a sample size of 50 pairs, there are 2,118,760 distinct ways to draw

5 pairs. A method of counting the number of times a particular combination of

concordances and discordances arises in a specific data set was developed using

indicator matrices that required fairly little computational time to estimate these

probabilities. However, this adds another of complexity to the problem and seems

a little extreme. Thus, a simplification of this formula is proposed. The easiest

terms to estimate in the above equation are the second order terms which also ap-

pear to be the largest. Hence, following the elimination of higher order terms, the

formula becomes estimated squared bias = 1
(πc+πd)4

× {E(p2c)[12π2d] + E(p2d)[12π2c ]

+ E(pcpd)[-24πcπd]}. Inclusion of the two cubed terms was also considered, but

the resulting formula consistently yielded a negative estimate.

Now, E(p2c) =Var(pc) + [E(pc)]
2 = 2

n(n−1) × [πc(1− πc) + 2(n− 2)(πcc − π2c)]

+ π2c , and E(p
2
d) =Var(pd) + [E(pd)]

2 = 2
n(n−1) × [πd(1− πd) + 2(n− 2)(πdd − π2d)]

+ π2d so all that needs to be derived is E(pcpd). E(pcpd) =
1

n2(n−1)2E
·
nP
k=1
Ck

nP
k=1
Dk

¸
= 1

n2(n−1)2
nP
i=1

nP
j=1
E[CiDj] =

1
n2(n−1)2 [nE(C1D1) + n(n−1)E(C1D2)]. Now, E(C1D1)
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=
nP
i=2

nP
j=2
E[w1iu1j ] = (n-1)(n-2)πcd, and E(C1D2)] =

nP
i=2

nP
j=1,j 6=2

E[w1iu2j ] = 3(n-2)

πcd + (n-2)(n-3)πcπd, so E(pcpd) =
1

n(n−1) [4(n − 2)πcd + (n-2)(n-3)πcπd]. Hence,

estimated squared bias = 24
(πc+πd)4

× { π2d
n(n−1) × [πc(1− πc) + 2(n− 2)(πcc − π2c)] +

π2cπ
2
d +

π2c
n(n−1) × [πd(1− πd) + 2(n− 2)(πdd − π2d)] - πcπd

n(n−1) [4(n − 2)πcd + (n-2)(n-

3)πcπd]}

Finally, substituting in the unbiased estimates of the π’s and combining the

above squared bias formula with the variance formula, dV ar(τ̂mod) = 8
n(n−1)(pc+pd)4

× {4(pc + pd)pcpd + 3(n − 2)(n + 1)p2cp2d + (n − 2) × [(2p2d(4pcc − 3p2c − pcd) +

pcpd(2p
2
d − 2p2c − 16pcd − 3(n− 3)pcpd) + 2p2c(4pdd − 3p2d + pcd)]}.
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G. Tables of Power of H0:τmod1 = τmod2

dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .293/.156/.153
.061/.018/.078
.168

.218/.161/.168

.069/.035/.083

.180

.223/.182/.190

.086/.032/.090

.187

.300/.163/.147

.062/.021/.074

.145

.302/.161/.156

.076/.020/.088

.154
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .387/.214/.218

.094/.040/.117

.239

.479/.342/.351

.198/.107/.211

.336

.567/.497/.492

.324/.221/.349

.418

.378/.245/.273

.124/.058/.158

.246

.461/.293/.255

.167/.076/.159

.295
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .594/.405/.386

.213/.076/.240

.448

.728/.598/.591

.409/.259/.401

.632

.911/.855/.843

.732/.580/.695

.805

.598/.404/.482

.230/.111/.307

.462

.732/.592/.531

.426/.200/.403

.601
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .812/.610/.565

.386/.168/.427

.724

.952/.877/.824

.718/.480/.690

.914

.995/.975/.966

.952/.908/.942

.981

.785/.591/.632

.377/.167/.451

.730

.938/.868/.783

.714/.535/.661

.892
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .228/.093/.095

.032/.005/.056

.135

.225/.105/.099

.047/.016/.045

.161

.235/.147/.133

.060/.023/.068

.175

.240/.109/.087

.039/.012/.039

.139

.259/.139/.106

.055/.021/.064

.168
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .290/.119/.097

.036/.006/.048

.190

.362/.222/.175

.094/.028/.088

.296

.485/.362/.282

.199/.106/.193

.410

.254/.109/.124

.039/.017/.059

.175

.432/.264/.135

.157/.062/.131

.323
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .509/.259/.180

.099/.027/.128

.405

.688/.522/.366

.285/.108/.259

.660

.872/.766/.621

.570/.379/.532

.835

.441/.218/.230

.087/.027/.138

.398

.753/.597/.294

.400/.226/.339

.673
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .167/.050/.030

.009/.001/.013

.102

.188/.069/.035

.020/.002/.017

.142

.200/.106/.044

.033/.007/.024

.163

.243/.106/.030

.045/.017/.035

.150

.195/.079/.029

.032/.009/.029

.117
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .267/.078/.035

.016/.001/.022

.160

.357/.175/.080

.056/.006/.054

.301

.504/.341/.148

.158/.070/.124

.471

.202/.067/.053

.017/.003/.018

.161

.462/.320/.044

.176/.095/.131

.337
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .135/.029/.000

.000/.000/.002

.058

.129/.040/.003

.004/.000/.003

.096

.140/.064/.007

.013/.004/.009

.129

.229/.135/.001

.068/.046/.034

.090

.222/.132/.002

.055/.038/.031

.094
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.1: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=5, dist=gamma(r=2)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .285/.133/.130
.059/.057/.079
.136

.228/.160/.172

.072/.065/.088

.162

.182/.140/.147

.068/.051/.080

.150

.262/.148/.133

.077/.064/.080

.120

.286/.160/.158

.085/.074/.094

.139
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .365/.208/.204

.099/.080/.111

.192

.393/.304/.310

.158/.130/.175

.258

.435/.397/.391

.242/.229/.267

.320

.335/.219/.248

.123/.102/.135

.189

.413/.287/.249

.166/.138/.155

.249
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .505/.357/.336

.201/.180/.235

.347

.610/.525/.500

.340/.304/.332

.458

.802/.765/.750

.620/.587/.621

.639

.508/.358/.398

.207/.185/.260

.326

.669/.569/.464

.393/.362/.345

.500
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .709/.558/.486

.344/.290/.383

.541

.863/.798/.754

.622/.578/.609

.778

.968/.961/.929

.898/.881/.879

.914

.694/.527/.578

.327/.281/.399

.570

.889/.835/.701

.702/.659/.637

.787
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .209/.114/.102

.045/.034/.057

.134

.203/.141/.130

.050/.038/.064

.150

.198/.169/.141

.070/.061/.080

.156

.232/.146/.094

.064/.052/.061

.126

.225/.160/.105

.074/.069/.073

.133
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .244/.119/.103

.038/.029/.064

.158

.256/.194/.151

.090/.067/.091

.196

.333/.309/.230

.169/.145/.176

.298

.207/.123/.128

.056/.052/.067

.142

.353/.297/.130

.173/.129/.148

.255
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .408/.240/.181

.099/.080/.140

.311

.493/.443/.314

.220/.184/.208

.450

.724/.722/.548

.526/.487/.490

.685

.370/.204/.238

.088/.071/.139

.283

.595/.569/.243

.391/.355/.338

.500
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .123/.052/.040

.017/.012/.033

.092

.106/.074/.047

.020/.013/.017

.128

.115/.105/.051

.038/.031/.038

.130

.187/.144/.038

.060/.056/.054

.114

.147/.128/.031

.057/.040/.041

.119
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .151/.065/.033

.020/.013/.027

.102

.177/.150/.063

.047/.039/.043

.212

.262/.292/.127

.140/.110/.105

.315

.120/.071/.057

.025/.014/.029

.098

.330/.337/.041

.206/.181/.169

.217
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .066/.036/.002

.012/.012/.017

.024

.038/.043/.004

.002/.002/.005

.070

.035/.054/.002

.011/.011/.009

.083

.114/.141/.003

.082/.076/.047

.051

.132/.160/.003

.083/.063/.038

.054
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.2: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=25, dist=gamma(r=2)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .292/.154/.145
.060/.008/.074
.164

.246/.154/.172

.071/.032/.082

.173

.213/.182/.182

.069/.037/.082

.177

.280/.150/.151

.062/.026/.075

.151

.285/.151/.130

.062/.019/.076

.139
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .340/.200/.199

.090/.022/.107

.219

.374/.267/.284

.137/.067/.145

.276

.460/.396/.390

.257/.131/.259

.352

.380/.234/.247

.122/.040/.131

.238

.420/.259/.217

.135/.051/.137

.260
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .497/.299/.301

.163/.050/.185

.349

.638/.507/.500

.322/.171/.326

.505

.812/.745/.719

.564/.430/.569

.695

.508/.355/.400

.217/.096/.263

.377

.592/.435/.381

.262/.150/.256

.454
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .709/.502/.493

.302/.145/.352

.620

.863/.768/.732

.577/.385/.580

.810

.981/.957/.941

.880/.798/.860

.947

.721/.515/.570

.314/.149/.394

.642

.866/.746/.678

.578/.344/.549

.791
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .251/.108/.121

.043/.009/.056

.139

.247/.148/.137

.052/.018/.055

.178

.259/.185/.159

.071/.028/.074

.186

.284/.145/.122

.060/.012/.073

.167

.275/.137/.103

.055/.027/.051

.153
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .303/.118/.109

.037/.011/.055

.186

.320/.204/.163

.090/.033/.093

.249

.402/.295/.236

.149/.099/.148

.320

.294/.166/.165

.071/.023/.104

.212

.399/.240/.124

.114/.045/.105

.254
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .489/.277/.225

.124/.023/.162

.379

.619/.437/.346

.233/.119/.232

.550

.823/.715/.612

.525/.352/.486

.755

.422/.209/.232

.096/.041/.146

.335

.688/.510/.293

.296/.172/.279

.576
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .199/.066/.050

.011/.003/.021

.118

.221/.099/.076

.022/.012/.028

.170

.210/.116/.077

.053/.014/.055

.163

.244/.116/.052

.046/.017/.050

.137

.222/.094/.041

.032/.014/.035

.129
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .251/.094/.061

.025/.005/.036

.173

.342/.170/.091

.058/.007/.056

.280

.473/.329/.184

.159/.081/.132

.410

.213/.085/.071

.031/.004/.037

.138

.449/.281/.074

.144/.051/.105

.308
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .129/.025/.006

.003/.000/.008

.075

.158/.054/.010

.008/.001/.007

.109

.160/.064/.013

.016/.003/.014

.125

.212/.106/.006

.048/.022/.024

.097

.209/.112/.010

.047/.013/.031

.104
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.3: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=5, dist=gamma (r=3)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .281/.133/.130
.057/.016/.069
.132

.223/.158/.162

.065/.026/.075

.154

.211/.168/.173

.074/.031/.093

.172

.269/.151/.130

.081/.028/.084

.127

.269/.152/.133

.078/.022/.082

.138
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .315/.186/.175

.076/.023/.110

.161

.307/.230/.230

.115/.042/.128

.206

.374/.315/.319

.177/.077/.206

.278

.293/.188/.201

.100/.048/.115

.163

.370/.253/.199

.127/.060/.139

.207
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .432/.268/.263

.149/.072/.174

.303

.537/.450/.442

.271/.144/.291

.417

.687/.638/.612

.470/.318/.464

.501

.439/.306/.338

.173/.086/.208

.281

.530/.402/.333

.257/.163/.242

.348
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .644/.470/.430

.279/.131/.318

.474

.785/.725/.681

.511/.305/.505

.670

.936/.926/.897

.839/.697/.841

.874

.607/.451/.498

.259/.153/.319

.477

.819/.729/.614

.586/.354/.533

.669
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .217/.114/.099

.042/.016/.063

.119

.182/.120/.115

.045/.011/.060

.134

.199/.152/.143

.064/.025/.084

.164

.243/.153/.112

.079/.036/.075

.139

.231/.161/.115

.077/.042/.091

.136
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .265/.145/.125

.057/.015/.075

.159

.258/.192/.154

.070/.023/.085

.187

.346/.317/.264

.164/.082/.178

.280

.226/.149/.131

.066/.027/.081

.149

.306/.223/.137

.147/.060/.132

.199
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .375/.234/.188

.108/.044/.135

.282

.458/.404/.326

.215/.080/.222

.403

.677/.651/.528

.457/.270/.440

.591

.325/.188/.218

.086/.048/.119

.246

.561/.496/.242

.329/.217/.301

.443
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .159/.074/.047

.017/.006/.028

.097

.152/.119/.069

.029/.009/.039

.135

.140/.110/.071

.052/.018/.045

.130

.182/.140/.055

.059/.021/.067

.125

.174/.129/.049

.055/.026/.045

.122
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .188/.098/.057

.028/.005/.041

.132

.244/.199/.116

.079/.016/.066

.217

.281/.280/.156

.140/.061/.110

.268

.155/.098/.083

.039/.013/.048

.114

.286/.269/.044

.134/.081/.117

.217
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .072/.031/.010

.007/.002/.014

.037

.068/.063/.017

.009/.000/.008

.082

.067/.082/.016

.019/.005/.013

.108

.125/.121/.009

.061/.029/.035

.064

.108/.127/.005

.053/.022/.032

.059
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.4: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=3)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .278/.117/.117
.041/.009/.069
.148

.221/.147/.157

.060/.026/.075

.182

.218/.190/.197

.089/.032/.102

.196

.291/.170/.157

.063/.022/.093

.177

.281/.146/.146

.045/.026/.061

.153
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .408/.231/.234

.104/.034/.141

.300

.478/.361/.354

.203/.091/.231

.404

.625/.536/.534

.365/.216/.380

.564

.421/.269/.300

.138/.036/.185

.337

.498/.334/.301

.169/.063/.185

.360
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .634/.426/.406

.229/.072/.287

.546

.823/.689/.655

.501/.289/.506

.758

.953/.915/.893

.819/.673/.815

.940

.625/.430/.491

.255/.105/.328

.562

.829/.673/.598

.482/.270/.459

.718
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .842/.661/.602

.447/.167/.483

.797

.976/.919/.865

.787/.572/.790

.969

1/.999/.992
.990/.958/.983
.999

.838/.633/.688

.399/.183/.518

.838

.981/.934/.866

.838/.631/.808

.963
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .238/.103/.082

.027/.005/.049

.134

.246/.104/.086

.034/.009/.033

.153

.226/.139/.106

.049/.019/.053

.170

.268/.127/.087

.050/.018/.061

.150

.260/.129/.080

.045/.019/.062

.147
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .324/.136/.105

.046/.005/.067

.197

.398/.221/.154

.089/.026/.093

.310

.562/.406/.284

.216/.104/.187

.450

.267/.104/.110

.040/.012/.060

.173

.523/.324/.121

.174/.062/.136

.339
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .550/.252/.164

.086/.026/.138

.417

.765/.600/.375

.324/.117/.298

.708

.956/.885/.717

.733/.519/.663

.922

.470/.238/.250

.079/.024/.152

.456

.851/.668/.282

.466/.248/.391

.681
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .153/.037/.013

.005/.000/.012

.076

.155/.051/.019

.011/.001/.013

.079

.193/.081/.020

.022/.006/.016

.114

.223/.107/.020

.040/.008/.028

.093

.201/.098/.017

.038/.011/.025

.074
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .217/.056/.015

.009/.001/.015

.093

.359/.151/.043

.048/.006/.037

.277

.571/.381/.076

.146/.058/.087

.471

.147/.028/.019

.011/.002/.018

.099

.511/.359/.009

.194/.083/.119

.274
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .067/.007/.000

.004/.000/.003

.008

.070/.015/.000

.001/.000/.000

.033

.081/.027/.000

.005/.000/.001

.048

.158/.090/.000

.040/.025/.018

.022

.183/.114/.000

.044/.013/.021

.032
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.5: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=5, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .265/.131/.119
.070/.021/.082
.150

.232/.163/.165

.068/.024/.075

.174

.186/.157/.159

.063/.021/.084

.160

.257/.164/.136

.083/.033/.085

.150

.263/.138/.121

.070/.041/.082

.139
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .359/.225/.209

.116/.034/.126

.228

.414/.329/.325

.192/.094/.206

.336

.541/.490/.476

.323/.166/.337

.478

.358/.248/.259

.120/.058/.150

.254

.454/.354/.287

.211/.117/.202

.316
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .576/.402/.368

.230/.117/.259

.425

.748/.665/.629

.466/.236/.474

.666

.917/.881/.852

.767/.632/.757

.866

.565/.399/.465

.239/.121/.294

.487

.758/.644/.517

.461/.292/.447

.601
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .775/.618/.522

.385/.195/.452

.651

.911/.882/.789

.705/.485/.709

.858

.991/.989/.978

.964/.930/.951

.985

.760/.566/.617

.370/.178/.468

.690

.951/.918/.780

.801/.635/.757

.876
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .173/.071/.052

.021/.009/.037

.080

.151/.101/.083

.033/.010/.043

.107

.144/.116/.073

.045/.018/.042

.107

.213/.140/.078

.062/.028/.066

.114

.203/.129/.077

.049/.025/.056

.104
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .199/.096/.066

.034/.012/.047

.104

.257/.208/.136

.083/.027/.092

.206

.386/.364/.224

.180/.077/.174

.311

.200/.109/.099

.053/.014/.069

.122

.374/.321/.091

.181/.092/.165

.224
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .397/.229/.146

.085/.024/.128

.245

.554/.481/.293

.229/.081/.252

.480

.794/.815/.562

.602/.380/.534

.757

.309/.173/.176

.064/.024/.118

.246

.697/.662/.219

.467/.252/.409

.489
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .095/.030/.011

.007/.003/.015

.028

.071/.052/.019

.012/.000/.014

.058

.081/.073/.015

.021/.005/.013

.066

.124/.110/.019

.049/.025/.036

.051

.113/.103/.006

.049/.027/.031

.046
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .112/.044/.011

.013/.007/.015

.032

.144/.131/.022

.025/.004/.015

.121

.257/.311/.064

.115/.034/.077

.238

.095/.053/.021

.019/.005/.015

.053

.303/.339/.009

.177/.082/.120

.120
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .039/.022/.000

.014/.012/.015

.005

.007/.011/.000

.001/.000/.000

.011

.005/.025/.000

.001/.000/.000

.015

.082/.124/.000

.067/.023/.016

.007

.081/.129/.000

.067/.021/.020

.006
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.6: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=25, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .311/.150/.149
.067/.049/.085
.170

.226/.165/.169

.066/.054/.075

.162

.242/.195/.211

.089/.079/.095

.175

.295/.183/.171

.081/.068/.093

.178

.275/.165/.146

.078/.057/.077

.151
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .356/.198/.206

.092/.073/.117

.225

.382/.285/.290

.150/.138/.144

.293

.469/.406/.400

.247/.226/.247

.341

.366/.240/.261

.136/.109/.147

.232

.383/.255/.233

.127/.111/.143

.247
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .520/.334/.339

.177/.138/.206

.371

.650/.502/.498

.336/.299/.327

.535

.819/.752/.725

.583/.563/.559

.707

.536/.347/.395

.191/.153/.232

.369

.647/.469/.429

.288/.258/.283

.492
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .685/.488/.469

.270/.227/.305

.575

.849/.736/.714

.570/.522/.541

.795

.981/.952/.943

.891/.864/.862

.957

.704/.496/.560

.303/.256/.349

.610

.845/.714/.662

.530/.494/.485

.750
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .248/.107/.107

.036/.033/.050

.166

.251/.142/.138

.064/.054/.063

.194

.240/.152/.128

.066/.055/.065

.194

.293/.146/.116

.053/.046/.058

.177

.266/.130/.105

.049/.042/.057

.148
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .274/.121/.106

.046/.030/.053

.190

.318/.202/.160

.078/.065/.080

.260

.443/.330/.269

.177/.147/.152

.350

.313/.158/.162

.063/.044/.089

.213

.366/.206/.124

.103/.084/.098

.256
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .461/.239/.202

.084/.064/.127

.333

.600/.392/.322

.197/.172/.192

.503

.798/.657/.552

.469/.422/.417

.749

.389/.186/.225

.087/.068/.114

.331

.646/.456/.276

.279/.242/.210

.515
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .187/.063/.048

.013/.011/.030

.123

.196/.078/.056

.023/.019/.030

.152

.229/.106/.057

.025/.026/.029

.156

.214/.090/.043

.035/.026/.033

.118

.243/.106/.052

.040/.038/.044

.137
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .239/.080/.060

.026/.018/.035

.148

.326/.157/.094

.047/.040/.052

.258

.471/.304/.163

.135/.110/.104

.412

.209/.064/.073

.016/.013/.024

.138

.394/.211/.058

.109/.087/.079

.226
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .139/.024/.011

.001/.002/.003

.065

.168/.047/.013

.003/.003/.003

.094

.170/.063/.014

.014/.009/.005

.113

.195/.075/.011

.037/.028/.020

.068

.221/.085/.015

.039/.032/.022

.073
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.7: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=5, dist=gamma (r=2)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .258/.131/.129
.054/.018/.064
.126

.228/.152/.164

.068/.019/.078

.145

.195/.175/.166

.079/.035/.099

.154

.268/.153/.140

.070/.037/.073

.140

.272/.162/.148

.068/.036/.073

.125
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .337/.199/.202

.102/.027/.109

.192

.338/.257/.256

.136/.068/.157

.226

.385/.341/.332

.175/.107/.201

.263

.340/.222/.228

.114/.049/.117

.179

.357/.240/.203

.129/.071/.130

.200
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .462/.315/.303

.179/.062/.187

.315

.556/.464/.447

.271/.142/.283

.406

.717/.671/.643

.491/.360/.497

.578

.440/.317/.351

.174/.099/.206

.283

.561/.422/.347

.286/.153/.260

.409
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .660/.489/.452

.290/.142/.329

.479

.791/.730/.678

.522/.325/.506

.719

.954/.934/.914

.839/.719/.836

.910

.648/.492/.543

.308/.171/.357

.550

.800/.702/.618

.562/.397/.498

.685
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .211/.107/.101

.043/.015/.053

.123

.202/.134/.125

.052/.017/.057

.134

.214/.168/.150

.060/.032/.078

.156

.241/.149/.114

.063/.024/.063

.150

.229/.146/.097

.056/.034/.061

.139
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .242/.121/.111

.050/.022/.063

.164

.251/.187/.164

.085/.031/.078

.200

.320/.286/.242

.158/.094/.156

.283

.218/.141/.125

.053/.026/.076

.144

.309/.238/.124

.136/.066/.118

.216
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .377/.211/.172

.094/.035/.116

.254

.507/.399/.333

.225/.098/.214

.461

.736/.688/.577

.481/.288/.460

.702

.338/.193/.222

.088/.031/.112

.286

.569/.481/.244

.320/.206/.266

.408
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .142/.069/.054

.023/.003/.031

.103

.125/.071/.046

.020/.002/.013

.130

.132/.108/.063

.035/.015/.028

.153

.191/.134/.052

.065/.016/.057

.132

.170/.118/.055

.059/.020/.045

.136
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .183/.069/.048

.014/.010/.029

.105

.178/.139/.075

.047/.011/.043

.186

.296/.281/.162

.138/.056/.114

.336

.131/.065/.059

.025/.007/.024

.101

.328/.297/.043

.175/.090/.119

.189
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .084/.027/.011

.006/.005/.009

.028

.054/.033/.009

.000/.000/.001

.050

.070/.070/.016

.019/.000/.009

.079

.122/.112/.006

.049/.018/.023

.025

.147/.142/.009

.067/.025/.034

.049
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with
selection method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving
blocks bootstrap, and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.8: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=2)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .287/.133/.135
.049/.019/.069
.152

.225/.155/.166

.067/.030/.084

.180

.209/.171/.174

.080/.037/.094

.172

.291/.150/.143

.067/.025/.077

.165

.307/.163/.149

.058/.011/.073

.164
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .331/.160/.156

.060/.022/.081

.184

.368/.240/.265

.109/.053/.134

.264

.429/.364/.362

.216/.091/.214

.316

.351/.208/.211

.105/.033/.127

.207

.369/.224/.213

.104/.025/.120

.232
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .452/.276/.266

.109/.034/.146

.314

.554/.439/.430

.247/.128/.246

.455

.711/.633/.614

.458/.314/.458

.590

.431/.285/.322

.155/.059/.192

.313

.520/.334/.317

.181/.085/.194

.371
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .612/.406/.394

.219/.080/.231

.472

.756/.652/.624

.473/.298/.481

.700

.937/.881/.873

.785/.607/.761

.896

.654/.454/.518

.283/.121/.354

.555

.766/.605/.543

.406/.256/.382

.661
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .254/.118/.122

.051/.006/.063

.166

.253/.162/.157

.062/.016/.066

.183

.229/.172/.163

.067/.032/.071

.173

.278/.141/.117

.059/.018/.062

.152

.264/.131/.109

.047/.016/.055

.154
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .291/.134/.125

.051/.014/.069

.179

.341/.202/.188

.092/.030/.099

.263

.404/.291/.239

.151/.068/.149

.315

.258/.135/.142

.056/.018/.084

.170

.313/.162/.110

.076/.034/.066

.204
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .422/.212/.202

.086/.019/.125

.311

.513/.356/.304

.192/.080/.191

.446

.757/.628/.563

.421/.296/.399

.692

.408/.205/.239

.086/.028/.130

.311

.565/.378/.259

.222/.109/.196

.442
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .208/.059/.063

.016/.003/.026

.123

.204/.109/.094

.043/.009/.045

.153

.210/.108/.085

.041/.023/.035

.163

.237/.101/.054

.029/.007/.034

.137

.251/.100/.068

.034/.014/.033

.135
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .237/.097/.066

.026/.003/.046

.151

.321/.172/.122

.055/.015/.059

.254

.429/.279/.196

.144/.061/.112

.360

.229/.085/.082

.031/.008/.041

.137

.402/.223/.083

.108/.037/.091

.247
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .140/.040/.020

.007/.000/.010
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.174/.044/.024

.005/.000/.006

.102

.168/.063/.024

.018/.005/.007

.119

.179/.080/.017

.037/.009/.027

.089

.198/.081/.017

.035/.004/.019

.091
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.9: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=5, dist=gamma (r=3)
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n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .258/.131/.129
.054/.018/.064
.126

.228/.152/.164

.068/.019/.078

.145

.195/.175/.166

.079/.035/.099

.154

.268/.153/.140

.070/.037/.073

.140

.272/.162/.148

.068/.036/.073

.125
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .337/.199/.202

.102/.027/.109

.192

.338/.257/.256

.136/.068/.157

.226

.385/.341/.332

.175/.107/.201

.263

.340/.222/.228

.114/.049/.117

.179

.357/.240/.203

.129/.071/.130

.200
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .462/.315/.303

.179/.062/.187

.315

.556/.464/.447

.271/.142/.283

.406

.717/.671/.643

.491/.360/.497

.578

.440/.317/.351

.174/.099/.206

.283

.561/.422/.347

.286/.153/.260

.409
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .660/.489/.452

.290/.142/.329

.479

.791/.730/.678

.522/.325/.506

.719

.954/.934/.914

.839/.719/.836

.910

.648/.492/.543

.308/.171/.357

.550

.800/.702/.618

.562/.397/.498

.685
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .211/.107/.101

.043/.015/.053

.123

.202/.134/.125

.052/.017/.057

.134

.214/.168/.150

.060/.032/.078

.156

.241/.149/.114

.063/.024/.063

.150

.229/.146/.097

.056/.034/.061

.139
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .242/.121/.111

.050/.022/.063

.164

.251/.187/.164

.085/.031/.078

.200

.320/.286/.242

.158/.094/.156

.283

.218/.141/.125

.053/.026/.076

.144

.309/.238/.124

.136/.066/.118

.216
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .377/.211/.172

.094/.035/.116

.254

.507/.399/.333

.225/.098/.214

.461

.736/.688/.577

.481/.288/.460

.702

.338/.193/.222

.088/.031/.112

.286

.569/.481/.244

.320/.206/.266

.408
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .142/.069/.054

.023/.003/.031

.103

.125/.071/.046

.020/.002/.013

.130

.132/.108/.063

.035/.015/.028

.153

.191/.134/.052

.065/.016/.057

.132

.170/.118/.055

.059/.020/.045

.136
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .183/.069/.048

.014/.010/.029

.105

.178/.139/.075

.047/.011/.043

.186

.296/.281/.162

.138/.056/.114

.336

.131/.065/.059

.025/.007/.024

.101

.328/.297/.043

.175/.090/.119

.189
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .084/.027/.011

.006/.005/.009

.028

.054/.033/.009

.000/.000/.001

.050

.070/.070/.016

.019/.000/.009

.079

.122/.112/.006

.049/.018/.023

.025

.147/.142/.009

.067/.025/.034

.049
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with
selection method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving
blocks bootstrap, and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.10: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=3)
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n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .276/.125/.134
.043/.008/.064
.162

.239/.164/.180

.074/.021/.083

.198

.190/.141/.157

.064/.026/.084

.166

.275/.139/.143

.064/.023/.082

.157

.309/.167/.151

.069/.028/.076

.174
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .367/.184/.182

.082/.022/.111

.245

.380/.279/.285

.161/.068/.173

.319

.520/.436/.434

.270/.181/.285

.465

.389/.245/.264

.121/.038/.159

.277

.471/.292/.262

.143/.069/.166

.322
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .548/.356/.363

.183/.059/.228

.467

.705/.576/.564

.367/.193/.379

.651

.886/.820/.807

.681/.490/.662

.851

.538/.358/.417

.195/.094/.249

.468

.675/.500/.465

.336/.156/.322

.555
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .761/.531/.495

.318/.144/.374

.675

.939/.837/.798

.676/.451/.662

.910

.995/.981/.971

.945/.854/.920

.997

.756/.545/.612

.320/.145/.427

.751

.911/.803/.727

.625/.388/.580

.862
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .244/.097/.097

.035/.004/.053

.148

.229/.128/.117

.059/.012/.068

.173

.242/.148/.127

.073/.032/.073

.178

.254/.127/.088

.044/.019/.058

.150

.277/.145/.107

.055/.024/.065

.155
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .280/.130/.095

.031/.007/.071

.173

.335/.189/.154

.082/.030/.094

.266

.471/.311/.252

.174/.082/.162

.381

.260/.115/.123

.038/.012/.065

.174

.419/.231/.126

.126/.048/.107

.241
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .466/.213/.171

.091/.025/.121

.339

.667/.441/.315

.219/.096/.206

.562

.893/.785/.640

.574/.386/.520

.855

.440/.202/.240

.086/.025/.143

.390

.716/.508/.263

.321/.186/.270

.521
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .178/.051/.037

.010/.003/.022

.086

.211/.057/.036

.016/.006/.015

.108

.211/.101/.042

.023/.005/.017

.103

.222/.096/.033

.035/.008/.032

.107

.234/.095/.024

.036/.007/.032

.091
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .271/.085/.051

.017/.001/.033

.125

.341/.144/.067

.039/.004/.041

.193

.523/.346/.156

.157/.050/.106

.404

.204/.059/.053

.018/.003/.028

.121

.454/.266/.035

.134/.063/.095

.182
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .147/.012/.004

.000/.001/.003

.027

.120/.024/.003

.002/.000/.001

.042

.166/.042/.001

.006/.001/.000

.048

.206/.084/.002

.039/.022/.023

.038

.197/.092/.002

.034/.011/.021

.027
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.11: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=5, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .283/.136/.135
.056/.016/.078
.136

.220/.154/.158

.066/.014/.080

.158

.202/.169/.163

.080/.029/.091

.186

.270/.156/.142

.071/.028/.083

.137

.283/.167/.159

.085/.043/.097

.164
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .321/.178/.162

.086/.048/.097

.184

.379/.292/.301

.153/.082/.177

.313

.485/.421/.424

.284/.131/.306

.425

.319/.193/.208

.109/.054/.116

.212

.384/.284/.237

.154/.086/.150

.265
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .503/.347/.325

.181/.068/.217

.371

.659/.549/.536

.360/.174/.370

.612

.843/.807/.786

.664/.457/.666

.814

.541/.393/.446

.219/.087/.281

.455

.662/.531/.445

.369/.198/.347

.509
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .720/.525/.463

.301/.148/.361

.553

.877/.813/.765

.645/.453/.635

.850

.994/.986/.971

.952/.850/.937

.987

.739/.556/.614

.345/.187/.434

.680

.914/.811/.706

.669/.521/.615

.810
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .207/.099/.086

.038/.012/.050

.124

.200/.131/.118

.046/.018/.058

.125

.169/.141/.112

.052/.025/.069

.134

.218/.151/.101

.073/.020/.078

.121

.222/.143/.088

.066/.024/.073

.116
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .243/.135/.110

.045/.012/.079

.142

.261/.186/.145

.077/.030/.095

.206

.372/.320/.237

.165/.067/.173

.315

.222/.131/.127

.052/.016/.073

.146

.343/.272/.108

.154/.073/.137

.200
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .410/.222/.151

.076/.036/.119

.224

.559/.450/.311

.232/.097/.233

.457

.800/.771/.587

.577/.378/.535

.752

.379/.219/.238

.097/.028/.141

.290

.671/.581/.249

.418/.248/.378

.419
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .124/.040/.023

.007/.004/.020

.046

.111/.073/.037

.015/.003/.017

.072

.088/.072/.027

.020/.003/.015

.064

.157/.132/.032

.053/.012/.054

.062

.164/.122/.026

.054/.019/.051

.053
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .164/.053/.032

.011/.004/.031

.044

.202/.136/.052

.044/.012/.044

.103

.316/.310/.105

.135/.060/.101

.228

.138/.068/.052

.020/.009/.033

.080

.338/.297/.026

.171/.072/.111

.087
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .066/.016/.001

.013/.009/.013

.003

.036/.022/.002

.001/.000/.000

.010

.023/.032/.000

.001/.000/.001

.010

.117/.123/.003

.051/.009/.018

.005

.107/.116/.003

.052/.011/.013

.004
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.12: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.4, %ties=25, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .218/.094/.079
.053/.026/.057
.083

.150/.090/.094

.056/.026/.055

.089

.135/.105/.104

.070/.050/.065

.098

.229/.100/.089

.065/.036/.068

.104

.220/.111/.103

.075/.037/.074

.101
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .351/.172/.164

.111/.081/.094

.175

.439/.314/.319

.242/.170/.219

.298

.581/.504/.493

.414/.325/.402

.388

.345/.184/.210

.131/.090/.135

.179

.461/.292/.265

.227/.156/.185

.258
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .606/.371/.360

.283/.189/.250

.434

.776/.637/.606

.556/.472/.486

.629

.949/.900/.893

.854/.808/.831

.852

.599/.396/.453

.319/.230/.308

.434

.764/.594/.520

.512/.408/.407

.576
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .845/.595/.555

.491/.343/.450

.727

.971/.906/.850

.846/.792/.774

.912

1/.999/.996
.994/.992/.989
.997

.804/.590/.637

.491/.369/.499

.736

.963/.884/.817

.822/.734/.736

.888
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .180/.056/.046

.032/.012/.027

.093

.175/.076/.059

.043/.034/.028

.098

.149/.085/.061

.047/.024/.046

.106

.209/.097/.063

.065/.030/.050

.102

.180/.079/.047

.049/.039/.041

.088
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .236/.083/.068

.057/.025/.048

.141

.331/.172/.120

.112/.097/.077

.240

.465/.334/.235

.255/.196/.207

.355

.201/.076/.073

.048/.036/.052

.121

.421/.264/.098

.175/.122/.127

.288
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .491/.229/.159

.157/.064/.138

.388

.682/.479/.295

.371/.292/.270

.628

.926/.810/.642

.732/.692/.640

.864

.436/.185/.207

.115/.061/.137

.373

.780/.598/.259

.500/.377/.347

.664
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .108/.028/.014

.012/.003/.013

.053

.126/.038/.013

.016/.010/.011

.082

.135/.054/.013

.034/.022/.019

.104

.180/.077/.009

.046/.041/.020

.087

.199/.082/.012

.050/.026/.032

.089
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .203/.058/.019

.028/.013/.025

.120

.324/.125/.034

.085/.036/.037

.257

.462/.290/.086

.199/.147/.118

.428

.147/.039/.027

.021/.009/.012

.103

.432/.286/.020

.208/.174/.109

.312
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .093/.011/.000

.003/.001/.002

.029

.099/.021/.000

.011/.002/.001

.064

.099/.036/.001

.015/.005/.006

.076

.178/.096/.000

.059/.035/.027

.069

.187/.107/.002

.072/.036/.023

.068
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.13: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=5, dist=gamma(r=2)
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ef1/ef2/mbb
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n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .227/.095/.087
.061/.045/.054
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.128/.079/.078

.048/.035/.038

.064

.127/.092/.090

.057/.047/.073

.086

.215/.123/.096

.086/.068/.075

.087

.226/.113/.086

.079/.062/.058

.081
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .291/.158/.148

.114/.084/.095

.127

.334/.237/.240

.173/.144/.144

.185

.433/.368/.360

.293/.249/.291

.262

.300/.173/.179

.131/.112/.129

.151

.373/.247/.194

.189/.170/.152

.176
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .475/.305/.274

.234/.185/.213

.296

.622/.538/.491

.437/.389/.366

.410

.862/.811/.781

.748/.695/.718

.647

.471/.306/.350

.227/.201/.245

.286

.641/.539/.436

.458/.407/.359

.407
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .718/.528/.456

.417/.359/.416

.532

.881/.830/.773

.763/.700/.684

.794

.989/.982/.966

.966/.955/.956

.945

.706/.486/.542

.382/.319/.416

.530

.902/.837/.698

.769/.735/.670

.771
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .150/.064/.051

.044/.030/.045

.059

.110/.074/.063

.043/.037/.035

.086

.110/.081/.059

.050/.034/.045

.079

.155/.093/.045

.066/.053/.041

.071

.172/.103/.052

.079/.062/.055

.085
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .199/.091/.079

.056/.045/.062

.105

.211/.161/.113

.110/.084/.079

.158

.305/.269/.206

.218/.171/.182

.218

.159/.075/.084

.042/.036/.060

.083

.295/.228/.083

.175/.147/.117

.182
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .361/.188/.123

.125/.097/.123

.253

.516/.450/.298

.351/.286/.258

.455

.795/.778/.604

.691/.652/.577

.713

.304/.157/.179

.109/.081/.126

.240

.616/.548/.205

.477/.408/.338

.476
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .098/.032/.017

.016/.008/.023

.046

.082/.053/.021

.028/.019/.012

.069

.053/.057/.020

.032/.026/.023

.069

.111/.093/.018

.068/.044/.036

.074

.132/.095/.013

.072/.059/.040

.065
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .130/.056/.015

.020/.014/.023

.069

.154/.130/.044

.079/.051/.044

.157

.257/.278/.076

.194/.150/.105

.297

.109/.049/.033

.025/.019/.029

.082

.281/.300/.014

.243/.200/.140

.187
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .035/.011/.002

.007/.004/.006

.017

.028/.027/.001

.010/.004/.000

.034

.008/.029/.002

.011/.007/.002

.048

.072/.098/.000

.074/.065/.026

.020

.084/.113/.001

.084/.070/.034

.020
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.14: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=2)
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ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .235/.088/.087
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.176/.101/.104

.056/.035/.055
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.131/.104/.106

.073/.053/.080

.093

.232/.110/.096

.079/.048/.058

.102

.239/.113/.110

.085/.030/.070

.105
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .325/.144/.148

.094/.049/.083

.167

.337/.226/.238

.167/.115/.140

.215

.419/.334/.336

.260/.232/.267

.286

.304/.174/.180

.127/.072/.123

.169

.375/.205/.170

.139/.108/.123

.193
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .484/.284/.269

.213/.125/.183

.303

.656/.507/.501

.408/.320/.369
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.849/.773/.758

.699/.640/.664

.690

.514/.310/.363

.230/.150/.249

.343

.651/.461/.386

.372/.270/.299
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ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .734/.499/.450

.392/.275/.348

.589

.916/.802/.758

.726/.643/.646

.848

.997/.983/.969

.967/.955/.947

.970

.722/.511/.572

.416/.297/.423

.630

.887/.782/.718

.721/.614/.602

.795
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .211/.079/.067

.047/.015/.041

.094

.163/.078/.075

.049/.032/.051

.106

.165/.090/.074

.052/.031/.052

.105

.198/.081/.052

.060/.031/.044

.084

.214/.088/.065

.054/.027/.043

.089
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .265/.101/.081

.061/.031/.054

.131

.294/.152/.120

.091/.080/.076

.181

.378/.244/.202

.187/.164/.156

.268

.230/.087/.095

.049/.038/.050

.125

.378/.199/.094

.158/.086/.100

.208
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .446/.198/.141

.137/.084/.135

.312

.650/.445/.342

.343/.248/.268

.545

.881/.785/.665

.700/.582/.631

.810

.397/.198/.205

.123/.063/.138

.313

.687/.496/.278

.428/.315/.271

.548
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .149/.043/.025

.027/.010/.017

.081

.146/.058/.034

.029/.018/.021

.096

.155/.082/.037

.049/.017/.036

.117

.187/.081/.026

.046/.027/.024

.097

.196/.086/.031

.057/.027/.035

.093
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .215/.067/.037

.036/.015/.032

.132

.312/.144/.060

.094/.036/.054

.253

.471/.304/.144

.238/.173/.156

.381

.191/.057/.047

.031/.013/.033

.122

.398/.247/.034

.160/.108/.084

.264
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .109/.013/.001

.009/.001/.004

.041

.110/.021/.003

.006/.001/.001

.059

.107/.039/.004

.019/.013/.005

.080

.169/.081/.000

.052/.026/.020

.060

.165/.077/.004

.047/.021/.026

.061
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.15: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=5, dist=gamma(r=3)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .195/.061/.064
.044/.027/.035
.070

.156/.094/.098

.063/.032/.046

.089

.111/.083/.087

.052/.043/.060

.080

.199/.104/.081

.062/.044/.058

.084

.193/.089/.069

.053/.049/.041

.088
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .282/.147/.143

.112/.061/.100

.142

.280/.184/.197

.137/.093/.125

.161

.310/.260/.262

.207/.151/.210

.216

.244/.143/.150

.092/.081/.085

.108

.276/.170/.133

.122/.106/.076

.129
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .395/.231/.216

.176/.126/.154

.218

.515/.410/.399

.327/.248/.266

.350

.708/.650/.625

.579/.499/.560

.517

.392/.244/.283

.188/.125/.166

.216

.523/.408/.318

.337/.281/.260

.329
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .637/.453/.391

.354/.222/.304

.436

.803/.714/.667

.631/.523/.544

.671

.968/.952/.929

.924/.874/.890

.887

.631/.436/.480

.343/.241/.346

.426

.818/.736/.610

.677/.580/.552

.672
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .185/.075/.064

.044/.027/.044

.079

.134/.085/.071

.056/.026/.043

.088

.113/.089/.078

.060/.025/.063

.092

.154/.090/.053

.059/.043/.049

.074

.147/.078/.049

.051/.039/.044

.068
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .215/.105/.082

.062/.037/.064

.122

.209/.150/.113

.110/.071/.082

.145

.292/.256/.184

.179/.119/.156

.202

.175/.082/.085

.050/.031/.056

.083

.251/.194/.087

.154/.125/.106

.128
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .334/.173/.143

.116/.077/.129

.211

.503/.411/.310

.323/.222/.255

.390

.732/.694/.557

.607/.524/.543

.611

.305/.156/.191

.086/.087/.132

.205

.578/.516/.212

.420/.345/.316

.398
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .110/.040/.024

.019/.011/.021

.053

.080/.049/.028

.028/.014/.022

.056

.082/.069/.029

.037/.016/.031

.074

.115/.088/.023

.058/.029/.035

.064

.144/.105/.028

.062/.024/.045

.064
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .146/.063/.033

.037/.008/.034

.077

.167/.120/.046

.076/.039/.048

.148

.254/.243/.105

.177/.113/.105

.242

.133/.070/.048

.043/.015/.038

.068

.294/.269/.045

.215/.146/.134

.188
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .043/.011/.003

.006/.003/.006

.021

.028/.032/.001

.004/.003/.003

.038

.021/.038/.003

.017/.001/.005

.052

.069/.086/.002

.063/.046/.021

.032

.077/.093/.004

.057/.048/.028

.047
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.16: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=3)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .231/.084/.083
.056/.021/.054
.100

.138/.082/.085

.053/.032/.048

.094

.117/.085/.091

.052/.042/.067

.085

.219/.091/.087

.063/.028/.052

.087

.226/.104/.090

.064/.035/.057

.096
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .338/.147/.146

.105/.069/.090

.187

.390/.282/.282

.213/.142/.176

.301

.525/.425/.430

.347/.260/.345

.461

.327/.184/.208

.146/.075/.153

.208

.424/.248/.212

.187/.125/.156

.246
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .563/.329/.325

.262/.156/.239

.410

.738/.594/.591

.518/.393/.460

.666

.908/.861/.830

.808/.743/.770

.881

.539/.349/.397

.252/.164/.266

.446

.743/.537/.464

.458/.365/.366

.574
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .804/.571/.495

.439/.335/.408

.709

.966/.887/.839

.829/.719/.757

.941

1/.996/.987
.991/.986/.981
.999

.802/.577/.621

.458/.351/.462

.791

.973/.885/.806

.833/.754/.722

.907
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .188/.057/.054

.034/.016/.035

.075

.156/.066/.050

.040/.028/.029

.087

.155/.090/.074

.054/.029/.056

.099

.198/.071/.055

.048/.041/.042

.082

.223/.095/.048

.056/.026/.050

.092
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .252/.097/.082

.063/.032/.055

.147

.320/.163/.116

.119/.065/.089

.211

.447/.293/.203

.214/.166/.182

.300

.220/.071/.085

.045/.029/.058

.109

.430/.224/.095

.160/.118/.106

.218
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .500/.225/.152

.138/.097/.139

.354

.753/.518/.361

.409/.292/.309

.643

.959/.856/.695

.786/.690/.688

.890

.427/.193/.217

.129/.075/.148

.378

.800/.600/.270

.499/.389/.334

.601
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .139/.029/.014

.017/.004/.012

.049

.138/.041/.008

.016/.010/.013

.062

.145/.063/.017

.034/.012/.019

.075

.174/.069/.017

.041/.023/.025

.068

.191/.061/.015

.033/.036/.028

.069
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .219/.058/.025

.027/.008/.022

.108

.362/.144/.037

.075/.040/.039

.238

.574/.356/.133

.269/.188/.151

.430

.164/.038/.030

.020/.009/.021

.095

.465/.270/.019

.199/.138/.094

.223
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .069/.009/.001

.002/.000/.003

.017

.071/.016/.000

.009/.004/.000

.021

.079/.026/.001

.013/.004/.003

.037

.135/.069/.000

.042/.026/.013

.039

.148/.071/.001

.048/.024/.010

.035
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.17: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=5, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .208/.084/.076
.048/.038/.043
.087

.127/.072/.077

.045/.035/.037

.082

.117/.094/.090

.061/.046/.066

.085

.208/.095/.079

.072/.052/.050

.071

.190/.107/.082

.076/.052/.062

.083
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .284/.150/.144

.106/.084/.094

.145

.317/.223/.226

.164/.138/.148

.230

.421/.355/.352

.290/.246/.297

.344

.297/.185/.192

.132/.110/.114

.175

.353/.222/.174

.169/.142/.128

.177
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .478/.294/.279

.229/.197/.215

.315

.599/.519/.503

.434/.367/.400

.518

.844/.796/.763

.719/.672/.707

.755

.468/.280/.345

.212/.184/.221

.334

.669/.530/.427

.461/.406/.375

.480
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .700/.501/.432

.409/.357/.384

.549

.898/.836/.767

.764/.717/.685

.839

.993/.985/.975

.973/.969/.958

.983

.703/.509/.557

.406/.357/.425

.609

.912/.853/.723

.804/.776/.697

.803
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .159/.066/.053

.042/.029/.039

.065

.122/.070/.055

.048/.034/.039

.062

.113/.078/.065

.053/.037/.052

.064

.154/.085/.041

.056/.041/.041

.058

.144/.082/.050

.055/.044/.050

.067
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .218/.091/.067

.054/.047/.062

.098

.210/.134/.097

.096/.065/.077

.144

.335/.282/.206

.224/.186/.188

.235

.184/.096/.094

.054/.043/.056

.103

.305/.243/.080

.178/.153/.126

.156
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .354/.188/.130

.120/.092/.134

.194

.536/.459/.290

.359/.284/.259

.413

.795/.773/.566

.692/.639/.572

.724

.341/.157/.172

.109/.084/.129

.214

.645/.569/.180

.454/.395/.346

.418
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .078/.019/.010

.009/.007/.010

.027

.061/.035/.010

.015/.016/.009

.037

.061/.058/.015

.033/.022/.020

.029

.109/.076/.011

.053/.043/.032

.035

.118/.100/.011

.070/.055/.039

.035
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .105/.039/.011

.019/.012/.022

.041

.165/.122/.035

.067/.047/.041

.099

.247/.256/.062

.178/.137/.100

.212

.086/.040/.023

.024/.015/.019

.044

.273/.274/.007

.194/.162/.107

.103
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .026/.007/.002

.006/.005/.005

.004

.012/.011/.000

.003/.002/.001

.008

.008/.026/.000

.010/.006/.001

.014

.060/.069/.000

.056/.037/.021

.006

.071/.088/.000

.070/.061/.028

.007
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.18: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=25, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .200/.086/.081
.048/.032/.054
.078

.166/.088/.103

.062/.040/.061

.101

.138/.110/.107

.070/.045/.077

.103

.216/.097/.090

.060/.042/.050

.089

.249/.134/.116

.097/.039/.086

.120
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .332/.165/.173

.107/.070/.093

.168

.362/.258/.259

.185/.143/.155

.222

.485/.404/.412

.329/.251/.328

.313

.295/.164/.186

.106/.071/.124

.162

.372/.201/.183

.154/.111/.138

.177
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .501/.292/.281

.216/.142/.192

.343

.671/.509/.503

.417/.350/.341

.507

.881/.812/.803

.753/.675/.716

.741

.523/.323/.376

.250/.192/.248

.366

.656/.464/.429

.386/.290/.303

.471
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .761/.508/.463

.403/.274/.357

.592

.920/.816/.786

.738/.687/.651

.854

.997/.986/.974

.974/.948/.949

.985

.744/.495/.568

.396/.283/.398

.639

.917/.773/.714

.703/.578/.572

.817
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .195/.063/.051

.029/.018/.032

.091

.165/.078/.066

.052/.022/.043

.095

.163/.084/.068

.052/.047/.048

.094

.204/.082/.050

.048/.026/.039

.082

.231/.093/.073

.065/.043/.055

.092
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .223/.076/.062

.049/.029/.035

.132

.303/.156/.119

.109/.057/.073

.216

.425/.275/.214

.213/.162/.171

.328

.222/.081/.080

.043/.038/.051

.127

.360/.198/.099

.154/.097/.087

.223
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .413/.170/.124

.108/.072/.098

.273

.654/.425/.309

.306/.210/.239

.548

.856/.744/.609

.652/.555/.556

.800

.401/.164/.198

.100/.061/.115

.309

.689/.453/.228

.370/.260/.239

.489
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .137/.033/.021

.020/.005/.014

.067

.147/.042/.025

.022/.005/.018

.100

.128/.050/.023

.029/.013/.020

.100

.163/.067/.021

.047/.037/.022

.088

.173/.074/.017

.050/.022/.024

.091
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .168/.042/.025

.029/.008/.020

.095

.308/.132/.058

.066/.031/.035

.210

.481/.278/.113

.180/.116/.108

.388

.146/.049/.044

.029/.010/.028

.101

.387/.204/.027

.139/.094/.080

.200
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .096/.007/.002

.004/.001/.004

.028

.116/.026/.004

.011/.002/.005

.064

.108/.039/.003

.013/.007/.005

.063

.166/.076/.003

.054/.027/.017

.033

.168/.079/.000

.051/.033/.023

.047
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.19: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=5, dist=gamma (r=2)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 N1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .210/.073/.068
.050/.039/.045
.058

.134/.087/.097

.045/.034/.043

.083

.145/.114/.117

.071/.046/.088

.103

.216/.112/.084

.074/.046/.065

.078

.185/.090/.082

.056/.049/.050

.073
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .248/.130/.115

.084/.076/.080

.118

.287/.206/.215

.155/.108/.138

.174

.333/.287/.282

.228/.235/.223

.211

.240/.154/.155

.109/.080/.099

.119

.330/.205/.157

.164/.153/.123

.160
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .448/.282/.255

.194/.161/.186

.264

.559/.455/.458

.369/.367/.317

.406

.774/.721/.692

.641/.635/.613

.590

.445/.283/.350

.223/.189/.223

.288

.580/.440/.352

.367/.385/.267

.368
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .657/.454/.428

.365/.308/.322

.496

.852/.779/.736

.689/.658/.578

.774

.969/.951/.931

.931/.952/.902

.934

.663/.477/.504

.367/.308/.370

.532

.854/.738/.651

.656/.705/.535

.701
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .161/.076/.065

.045/.022/.040

.075

.101/.070/.060

.047/.029/.029

.068

.123/.098/.081

.065/.030/.058

.086

.173/.099/.062

.077/.039/.058

.074

.170/.112/.062

.073/.042/.053

.076
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .218/.098/.076

.059/.038/.055

.120

.190/.147/.121

.096/.058/.072

.170

.313/.260/.198

.195/.155/.173

.236

.176/.093/.090

.053/.026/.058

.109

.280/.204/.077

.169/.133/.102

.164
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .375/.196/.150

.125/.062/.138

.243

.502/.405/.269

.287/.223/.207

.437

.765/.714/.570

.628/.586/.521

.727

.324/.165/.193

.111/.058/.114

.248

.584/.492/.214

.414/.387/.312

.412
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .101/.026/.021

.015/.006/.014

.041

.067/.038/.023

.024/.013/.014

.059

.072/.063/.030

.038/.020/.022

.075

.123/.093/.020

.067/.035/.036

.054

.132/.083/.019

.060/.030/.033

.077
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .137/.053/.032

.031/.013/.030

.080

.176/.142/.061

.076/.035/.033

.159

.254/.234/.098

.165/.128/.084

.295

.125/.053/.051

.021/.010/.025

.100

.304/.262/.031

.199/.170/.112

.157
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .050/.008/.003

.003/.007/.006

.012

.021/.015/.002

.011/.002/.003

.019

.027/.017/.002

.011/.007/.002

.035

.101/.094/.001

.067/.049/.028

.017

.097/.111/.003

.076/.056/.038

.030
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with
selection method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving
blocks bootstrap, and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.20: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=2)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .245/.094/.096
.065/.029/.048
.102

.164/.100/.099

.058/.043/.058

.096

.135/.108/.114

.073/.044/.086

.106

.215/.088/.093

.067/.036/.060

.090

.232/.120/.096

.076/.050/.071

.099
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .282/.128/.137

.088/.035/.080

.122

.285/.175/.178

.129/.099/.116

.178

.372/.294/.295

.217/.163/.219

.250

.287/.158/.173

.106/.064/.117

.144

.315/.168/.137

.113/.077/.088

.135
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .424/.235/.233

.169/.078/.149

.267

.551/.400/.392

.328/.237/.259

.401

.745/.658/.644

.573/.512/.548

.594

.422/.251/.294

.195/.113/.202

.268

.540/.355/.307

.288/.207/.226

.358
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .633/.417/.386

.320/.209/.295

.473

.849/.730/.695

.645/.500/.563

.770

.973/.940/.923

.896/.872/.868

.928

.671/.454/.526

.362/.259/.366

.566

.830/.664/.598

.576/.433/.467

.695
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .200/.068/.062

.043/.019/.040
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Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.21: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=5, dist=gamma (r=3)
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Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with
selection method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving
blocks bootstrap, and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.22: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=3)
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Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with
selection method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving
blocks bootstrap, and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.23: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=5, dist=normal
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Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.24: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=.2, %ties=25, dist=normal
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Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.25: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=5, dist=gamma (r=2)
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Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.26: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=2)
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.059/.057/.037

.086

.275/.126/.087

.124/.126/.088

.157

.407/.253/.192

.255/.249/.211

.263

.194/.069/.076

.068/.065/.058

.093

.334/.156/.056

.154/.162/.083

.134
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .453/.193/.134

.187/.200/.135

.304

.690/.431/.300

.424/.429/.304

.566

.920/.806/.667

.804/.813/.711

.832

.393/.169/.190

.171/.171/.152

.314

.747/.482/.216

.493/.483/.272

.511
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .108/.023/.009

.024/.022/.011

.033

.102/.024/.013

.030/.030/.015

.037

.098/.027/.011

.033/.030/.016

.045

.133/.054/.013

.059/.052/.026

.057

.165/.049/.010

.054/.055/.024

.067
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .182/.037/.010

.045/.044/.019

.105

.290/.105/.030

.111/.114/.042

.194

.457/.278/.096

.284/.276/.163

.369

.135/.030/.023

.031/.028/.020

.076

.411/.212/.014

.205/.206/.096

.230
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .083/.008/.001

.011/.012/.003

.029

.080/.014/.001

.007/.014/.002

.045

.065/.022/.002

.020/.015/.003

.042

.127/.049/.001

.049/.052/.017

.036

.120/.053/.000

.056/.052/.014

.044
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.27: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=5, dist=gamma(r=3)
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n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .171/.044/.041
.047/.045/.032
.037

.087/.043/.047

.046/.045/.033

.038

.060/.039/.042

.040/.039/.050

.048

.144/.064/.058

.062/.059/.051

.044

.137/.053/.042

.053/.055/.032

.031
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .219/.105/.091

.102/.096/.071

.079

.240/.156/.148

.152/.151/.106

.111

.293/.229/.239

.244/.234/.223

.169

.216/.121/.120
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.096

.284/.169/.119

.160/.153/.102

.112
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .388/.229/.207

.223/.227/.170
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.499/.387/.365

.390/.387/.325

.300

.761/.689/.676

.689/.693/.670

.535

.406/.219/.267

.220/.219/.205

.202

.551/.407/.312

.404/.401/.271

.259
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .616/.424/.350

.406/.408/.335
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.825/.751/.695

.754/.749/.627

.676

.977/.962/.943

.961/.967/.943
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.637/.425/.488

.414/.422/.392
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.844/.756/.616

.756/.753/.590

.661
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .112/.046/.041

.050/.054/.033

.048

.089/.046/.040

.041/.046/.034

.045

.060/.044/.033

.036/.044/.036

.052

.126/.064/.038

.070/.071/.040

.040

.126/.079/.034

.073/.071/.039

.047
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .163/.069/.049

.076/.072/.050

.070

.186/.122/.089

.126/.128/.078

.112

.240/.210/.166

.211/.204/.176

.158

.145/.075/.076

.071/.067/.058
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.259/.197/.075

.197/.201/.120

.121
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .353/.183/.119

.179/.184/.135

.192

.456/.362/.246

.355/.352/.226

.344

.766/.719/.546

.716/.718/.604

.610

.287/.143/.152

.132/.142/.138

.169

.569/.477/.179

.471/.463/.306

.353
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .086/.023/.011

.021/.020/.015

.028

.082/.042/.021

.052/.048/.020

.053

.054/.037/.017

.035/.040/.023

.045

.094/.061/.009

.064/.064/.034

.034

.109/.074/.013

.076/.072/.039

.032
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .109/.037/.014

.033/.031/.023

.061

.149/.102/.044

.102/.102/.051

.138

.258/.243/.092

.253/.256/.146

.227

.117/.045/.041

.045/.047/.038

.044

.245/.232/.016

.226/.225/.125

.130
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .046/.006/.000

.012/.008/.006

.013

.016/.018/.000

.015/.015/.000

.014

.006/.022/.000

.018/.018/.003

.030

.052/.072/.000

.069/.065/.025

.018

.069/.083/.000

.087/.085/.025

.025
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.28: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=3)
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n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .169/.043/.048
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.040
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.050

.136/.044/.039

.042/.042/.031

.038
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .252/.087/.090
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.111

.255/.138/.137

.139/.136/.124

.146

.335/.254/.258

.247/.253/.251

.270

.249/.109/.123

.106/.106/.083

.122

.341/.149/.133

.139/.146/.115

.136
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .427/.217/.199

.224/.219/.154
0.267

.624/.440/.431

.436/.438/.387

.474

.876/.793/.770

.781/.776/.764

.802

.484/.279/.322

.274/.276/.239

.356

.636/.411/.349

.403/.412/.311

.400
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .744/.472/.423

.469/.485/.366
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.851/.849/.760
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.999/.992/.984

.993/.991/.983

.995

.734/.481/.537

.476/.475/.456
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.927/.799/.690

.794/.791/.646

.816
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .160/.033/.031

.034/.036/.032

.050

.101/.036/.033

.036/.041/.027

.045

.089/.039/.034

.043/.043/.044

.033

.152/.051/.032

.054/.050/.040

.044

.164/.056/.030

.048/.049/.035

.046
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .185/.047/.035

.046/.042/.031

.071

.246/.107/.085

.107/.102/.087

.137

.393/.257/.180

.247/.249/.224

.268

.162/.043/.051

.044/.047/.050

.065

.348/.161/.079

.174/.156/.091

.154
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .414/.163/.116

.164/.170/.116

.235

.695/.437/.303

.440/.452/.319

.545

.902/.800/.667

.806/.803/.717

.844

.413/.179/.203

.176/.173/.169

.323

.739/.495/.250

.500/.497/.305

.499
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .105/.015/.006

.016/.016/.007

.031

.126/.023/.010

.029/.028/.015

.034

.104/.035/.012

.031/.029/.020

.032

.148/.036/.006

.041/.035/.015

.036

.160/.052/.008

.049/.054/.021

.034
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .206/.044/.015

.041/.042/.026

.080

.308/.111/.044

.111/.115/.049

.163

.519/.309/.138

.297/.307/.182

.352

.166/.027/.026

.028/.030/.023

.066

.397/.203/.024

.198/.198/.085

.175
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .075/.008/.001

.004/.008/.001

.014

.066/.012/.001

.016/.022/.002

.019

.050/.014/.001

.011/.015/.001

.023

.118/.053/.001

.052/.048/.013

.025

.106/.039/.001

.040/.043/.008

.031
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.29: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=5, dist=normal
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ef1/ef2/mbb
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n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .162/.055/.045
.054/.051/.038
.042

.092/.042/.048

.039/.047/.035

.050

.055/.043/.044

.043/.041/.049

.040

.137/.054/.046
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.050

.162/.067/.050

.061/.066/.046

.052
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .221/.103/.097

.102/.102/.074
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.220/.138/.136

.134/.143/.106

.160

.329/.263/.259

.262/.272/.267

.264

.225/.108/.110

.108/.107/.092

.097

.290/.170/.125

.172/.170/.125

.130
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.4 .390/.211/.204

.211/.219/.163

.206

.535/.410/.397

.412/.410/.321

.393

.759/.692/.659

.696/.686/.663

.677

.407/.221/.281

.230/.229/.210

.258

.573/.403/.299

.404/.389/.291

.333
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.7 .656/.429/.377

.420/.436/.336

.430

.851/.770/.690

.763/.759/.661
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.983/.972/.948

.973/.971/.955

.963

.653/.432/.478

.425/.427/.388

.496

.877/.767/.639

.764/.776/.622

.708
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .120/.046/.032

.039/.041/.027

.043

.078/.038/.037

.042/.041/.032

.041

.060/.035/.027

.036/.041/.037

.025

.137/.068/.037

.070/.075/.042

.040

.132/.066/.032

.067/.071/.049

.038
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.4 .161/.054/.046

.057/.063/.045

.063

.190/.118/.092

.124/.123/.080

.107

.250/.209/.152

.207/.200/.183

.170

.144/.056/.053

.054/.047/.054

.055

.264/.184/.066

.178/.183/.107

.115
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.7 .332/.153/.092

.157/.148/.108

.164

.521/.395/.269

.395/.402/.262

.378

.811/.760/.581

.751/.762/.621

.658

.303/.134/.142

.125/.133/.139

.169

.566/.465/.182

.464/.460/.306

.310
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.4 .076/.015/.009

.014/.018/.013

.013

.052/.033/.013

.027/.027/.014

.028

.051/.038/.009

.043/.037/.019

.013

.093/.052/.012

.049/.053/.029

.031

.088/.064/.013

.058/.058/.038

.027
ββββ1=.4, ββββ2=.7 .139/.050/.018

.052/.056/.035

.039

.169/.118/.038

.122/.110/.061

.114

.265/.232/.072

.232/.243/.127

.177

.099/.046/.028

.035/.037/.043

.037

.241/.232/.013

.235/.233/.121

.090
ββββ1=.7, ββββ2=.7 .036/.011/.001

.009/.011/.005

.002

.008/.006/.001

.004/.008/.003

.004

.007/.013/.000

.017/.015/.000

.011

.049/.055/.000

.054/.056/.019

.008

.067/.067/.001

.069/.064/.031

.008
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.30: Linear Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=25, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .151/.036/.035
.037/.037/.035
.044

.110/.056/.055

.059/.061/.052

.063

.069/.052/.050

.052/.049/.063

.043

.167/.073/.067

.067/.073/.059

.059

.155/.055/.046

.053/.053/.042

.050
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .288/.124/.121

.126/.122/.100

.125

.324/.205/.203

.207/.202/.166

.163

.480/.387/.380

.376/.380/.382

.264

.284/.142/.158

.141/.133/.118

.126

.370/.198/.175

.205/.199/.137

.156
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .506/.288/.272

.282/.277/.215

.292

.701/.509/.484

.502/.507/.423

.479

.922/.849/.834

.846/.847/.817

.776

.519/.303/.359

.293/.302/.279

.343

.707/.493/.412

.492/.486/.371

.474
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .734/.496/.460

.503/.497/.380

.575

.954/.855/.837

.870/.864/.762

.887

.997/.993/.991

.993/.995/.985

.991

.787/.527/.596

.519/.528/.490

.667

.917/.791/.728

.785/.783/.620

.806
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .117/.025/.023

.031/.031/.021

.039

.100/.030/.017

.023/.030/.015

.055

.091/.045/.028

.043/.048/.036

.062

.158/.058/.034

.065/.062/.034

.059

.163/.054/.030

.047/.054/.029

.069
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .210/.065/.045

.064/.062/.041

.099

.265/.125/.084

.125/.125/.075

.163

.395/.247/.168

.228/.244/.184

.262

.179/.047/.055

.049/.048/.044

.083

.367/.180/.076

.178/.176/.089

.192
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .451/.171/.109

.171/.171/.132

.276

.643/.384/.248

.380/.393/.258

.526

.897/.763/.623

.761/.765/.626

.827

.381/.147/.172

.135/.144/.116

.306

.717/.479/.189

.485/.476/.277

.515
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .120/.018/.007

.019/.016/.009

.040

.098/.026/.009

.020/.027/.010

.046

.088/.022/.008

.021/.023/.009

.046

.151/.057/.008

.054/.057/.017

.059

.159/.057/.003

.054/.054/.021

.053
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .188/.039/.011

.038/.042/.023

.087

.264/.092/.033

.087/.088/.034

.175

.475/.263/.101

.258/.263/.143

.360

.129/.022/.018

.032/.029/.018

.074

.400/.205/.019

.217/.211/.091

.199
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .068/.013/.001

.010/.006/.002

.011

.081/.005/.001

.010/.011/.000

.024

.082/.018/.001

.025/.015/.004

.031

.141/.048/.000

.055/.058/.011

.016

.162/.064/.001

.063/.072/.017

.032
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.31: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=5, dist=gamma (r=2)
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ef1/ef2/mbb
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n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .167/.054/.047
.051/.046/.032
.042

.098/.043/.044

.043/.046/.036

.054

.069/.046/.047

.049/.047/.058

.040

.154/.068/.048

.065/.067/.049

.053

.146/.054/.044

.050/.051/.044

.041
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .231/.095/.096

.097/.097/.064

.087

.260/.179/.185

.179/.182/.144

.124

.326/.263/.254

.257/.271/.262

.182

.236/.128/.129

.120/.117/.094

.087

.311/.176/.134

.176/.180/.125

.126
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .438/.245/.226

.249/.249/.170

.238

.552/.428/.404

.429/.426/.341

.361

.825/.768/.747

.767/.770/.727

.627

.430/.263/.315

.265/.264/.241

.233

.603/.451/.353

.449/.448/.310

.355
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .669/.463/.413

.471/.455/.367

.461

.891/.801/.765

.804/.799/.682

.789

.991/.979/.975

.981/.984/.953

.970

.724/.470/.554

.478/.483/.439

.565

.887/.778/.668

.781/.782/.595

.756
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .125/.042/.035

.043/.036/.023

.046

.079/.044/.036

.044/.043/.022

.042

.065/.041/.036

.044/.047/.041

.058

.126/.065/.033

.069/.071/.043

.053

.109/.058/.032

.060/.057/.031

.041
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .178/.072/.050

.072/.069/.049

.089

.202/.136/.097

.137/.140/.082

.140

.263/.212/.155

.219/.210/.170

.201

.135/.056/.054

.053/.053/.045

.056

.281/.220/.067

.222/.213/.119

.154
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .387/.167/.100

.171/.178/.120

.180

.521/.403/.293

.394/.409/.252

.434

.794/.729/.587

.736/.735/.616

.736

.337/.161/.189

.161/.151/.150

.249

.624/.500/.181

.479/.488/.321

.388
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .065/.013/.007

.018/.018/.007

.021

.052/.034/.014

.035/.031/.018

.035

.045/.035/.008

.028/.026/.011

.046

.098/.065/.005

.069/.068/.025

.041

.098/.077/.014

.073/.075/.041

.043
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .135/.046/.015

.045/.045/.025

.061

.170/.115/.033

.117/.109/.040

.128

.268/.237/.080

.235/.250/.111

.308

.093/.027/.027

.024/.024/.018

.054

.276/.252/.015

.243/.253/.123

.135
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .055/.007/.002
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.005

.012/.006/.000
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.024/.025/.004

.023

.089/.089/.000
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.012

.081/.074/.001

.073/.070/.023

.009
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with
selection method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving
blocks bootstrap, and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.32: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=2)
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.045/.048/.057
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.049

.156/.058/.055
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ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .232/.082/.088
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.075

.237/.149/.147

.138/.141/.119

.123

.348/.262/.274

.262/.263/.265

.220

.226/.107/.110

.102/.096/.083

.084

.282/.125/.110

.126/.127/.090

.114
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .444/.200/.196

.187/.200/.147

.214

.564/.401/.397

.397/.392/.335
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.787/.682/.670

.677/.680/.665

.610

.413/.226/.264

.218/.227/.215

.251

.583/.376/.316

.374/.381/.277

.333
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .683/.412/.383

.426/.419/.301
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.872/.719/.697

.719/.734/.620
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.991/.971/.964

.971/.970/.936
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ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .130/.030/.025
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.036

.100/.041/.035

.040/.045/.033

.051

.102/.049/.040

.047/.048/.047
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.157/.061/.039

.060/.055/.032

.053

.151/.058/.027

.058/.049/.028

.044
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .211/.060/.041

.057/.063/.044

.084

.234/.120/.084

.123/.122/.086

.145

.320/.195/.147

.192/.189/.156

.216

.153/.044/.049

.049/.044/.044

.075

.320/.153/.080

.145/.151/.085

.142
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .394/.161/.120

.160/.158/.115

.233

.632/.367/.286

.372/.376/.269

.490

.830/.688/.569

.687/.682/.571

.736

.383/.144/.182

.148/.152/.137

.258

.662/.391/.212

.403/.395/.236

.427
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .109/.021/.011

.021/.026/.014

.044

.119/.033/.015

.035/.037/.011

.066

.088/.024/.007

.028/.028/.014

.055

.138/.048/.010

.044/.049/.016

.041

.133/.044/.009

.045/.043/.020

.051
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .196/.053/.021

.053/.051/.034

.103

.255/.104/.047

.095/.103/.047

.156

.425/.241/.101

.249/.236/.145

.310

.135/.028/.024

.029/.029/.016

.075

.364/.185/.028

.187/.178/.058

.154
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .080/.009/.001

.009/.008/.000

.017

.074/.016/.002

.015/.017/.004

.034

.075/.018/.001

.017/.016/.002

.035

.145/.057/.001

.060/.058/.016

.034

.131/.047/.003

.043/.044/.011

.029
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with
selection method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving
blocks bootstrap, and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.33: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=5, dist=gamma (r=3)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .158/.040/.039
.042/.041/.032
.049

.101/.051/.054

.047/.044/.040

.046

.057/.046/.046

.047/.049/.054

.051

.149/.059/.040

.057/.059/.040

.039

.134/.061/.042

.061/.062/.040

.041
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .199/.074/.075

.085/.081/.054

.065

.175/.116/.115

.118/.115/.089

.102

.226/.185/.179

.183/.175/.197

.143

.188/.087/.083

.090/.088/.063

.078

.256/.153/.121

.144/.148/.099

.110
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .341/.188/.168

.189/.189/.129

.169

.445/.325/.321

.321/.329/.265

.287

.647/.560/.550

.571/.573/.532

.442

.356/.195/.228

.188/.195/.166

.187

.472/.332/.237

.319/.326/.214

.247
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .604/.375/.345

.382/.385/.281

.419

.790/.673/.642

.672/.670/.542

.644

.958/.934/.917

.932/.937/.904

.898

.603/.394/.452

.401/.394/.350

.442

.797/.658/.558

.655/.650/.487

.598
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .134/.042/.039

.041/.042/.026

.046

.065/.029/.027

.030/.030/.018

.039

.064/.043/.036

.042/.038/.047

.064

.152/.082/.043

.087/.081/.051

.060

.115/.061/.036

.059/.064/.037

.050
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .157/.060/.052

.058/.062/.048

.063

.162/.107/.086

.102/.105/.070

.122

.233/.183/.149

.180/.190/.165

.163

.143/.065/.065

.069/.069/.064

.074

.252/.161/.064

.158/.160/.087

.121
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .347/.145/.114

.148/.156/.107

.196

.462/.335/.254

.329/.340/.223

.375

.722/.651/.555

.655/.652/.547

.642

.291/.129/.165

.126/.129/.125

.186

.566/.448/.213

.431/.442/.286

.358
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .099/.021/.015

.027/.029/.014

.049

.074/.040/.024

.041/.041/.020

.049

.068/.044/.016

.045/.043/.034

.053

.114/.065/.014

.067/.070/.032

.048

.111/.072/.014

.073/.078/.039

.045
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .135/.045/.020

.042/.043/.032

.055

.158/.113/.065

.110/.109/.053

.131

.258/.222/.117

.215/.224/.138

.242

.130/.058/.056

.058/.053/.050

.067

.286/.231/.027

.220/.226/.127

.143
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .057/.006/.002

.011/.008/.009

.009

.025/.013/.002

.013/.015/.001

.020

.021/.016/.002

.021/.022/.002

.023

.088/.087/.003

.080/.076/.019

.013

.057/.063/.004

.058/.059/.017

.018
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.34: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=25, dist=gamma (r=3)
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .150/.035/.039
.039/.041/.033
.050

.097/.042/.052

.052/.048/.047

.053

.068/.043/.050

.049/.048/.057

.043

.166/.065/.058

.068/.075/.050

.052

.155/.051/.051

.055/.048/.045

.050
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .246/.088/.087

.088/.079/.062

.096

.237/.140/.136

.128/.138/.108

.141

.301/.221/.232

.219/.224/.240

.238

.199/.074/.088

.077/.079/.083

.092

.290/.125/.106

.128/.126/.098

.123
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .389/.194/.192

.196/.202/.144

.227

.502/.341/.349

.339/.346/.291

.408

.728/.640/.630

.641/.635/.622

.680

.384/.221/.253

.209/.214/.200

.251

.536/.307/.260

.302/.304/.218

.317
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .662/.370/.344

.374/.375/.276

.501

.871/.711/.686

.693/.714/.595

.816

.988/.965/.955

.965/.961/.941

.986

.638/.387/.453

.386/.388/.369

.580

.848/.627/.565

.637/.627/.469

.707
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .163/.055/.047

.048/.050/.038

.054

.102/.038/.038

.039/.045/.030

.042

.087/.045/.039

.044/.046/.051

.049

.156/.055/.039

.051/.058/.040

.054

.163/.054/.042

.048/.053/.038

.057
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .204/.049/.044

.053/.055/.035

.065

.212/.099/.079

.095/.096/.069

.108

.292/.184/.142

.181/.177/.158

.216

.139/.040/.046

.042/.048/.042

.057

.303/.139/.070

.146/.137/.076

.127
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .401/.164/.129

.157/.158/.113

.238

.606/.362/.289

.367/.367/.256

.476

.843/.691/.606

.692/.703/.606

.782

.353/.146/.176

.146/.145/.153

.244

.649/.386/.222

.390/.388/.216

.387
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .132/.027/.021

.024/.030/.018

.028

.109/.026/.012

.028/.023/.015

.038

.100/.035/.015

.036/.030/.022

.039

.136/.033/.013

.032/.035/.019

.041

.131/.055/.015

.044/.057/.021

.034
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .219/.050/.032

.060/.054/.038

.085

.292/.118/.061

.119/.122/.056

.148

.451/.240/.127

.242/.246/.156

.311

.159/.040/.038

.044/.041/.032

.069

.363/.173/.034

.167/.168/.084

.137
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .064/.009/.002

.005/.010/.004

.012

.090/.013/.002

.012/.009/.001

.019

.081/.013/.001

.013/.013/.002

.010

.129/.036/.001

.034/.038/.009

.023

.136/.045/.002

.050/.039/.019

.022
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.35: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=5, dist=normal
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dlt/bt/nc
ef1/ef2/mbb
pr

n1=10, n2=10 n1=20, n2=20 n1=40, n2=40 n1=10, n2=30 n1=30, n2=10

ββββ1=0, ββββ2=0 .158/.052/.046
.055/.051/.041
.041

.113/.059/.066

.059/.062/.042

.054

.073/.053/.049

.051/.048/.051

.062

.156/.067/.053

.068/.071/.048

.046

.143/.062/.040

.057/.057/.033

.042
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.1 .213/.082/.075

.083/.080/.053

.080

.192/.129/.134

.126/.128/.098

.128

.252/.197/.199

.200/.205/.202

.205

.212/.080/.079

.079/.085/.062

.078

.233/.108/.087

.105/.104/.079

.090
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.15 .365/.176/.171

.183/.182/.131

.200

.435/.301/.303

.307/.305/.221

.311

.668/.585/.567

.579/.581/.561

.585

.380/.221/.258

.214/.219/.193

.246

.491/.314/.247

.316/.322/.225

.300
ββββ1=0, ββββ2=.2 .597/.370/.334

.373/.372/.277

.400

.799/.685/.651

.682/.679/.563

.725

.973/.944/.918

.946/.947/.903

.957

.621/.380/.448

.384/.393/.363

.498

.827/.653/.561

.655/.663/.476

.669
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.1 .142/.038/.033

.040/.042/.023

.051

.096/.051/.047

.053/.055/.037

.045

.070/.047/.038

.046/.046/.044

.045

.111/.052/.029

.053/.051/.030

.039

.132/.065/.035

.064/.064/.039

.038
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.15 .158/.065/.060

.070/.070/.041

.064

.171/.099/.083

.105/.097/.075

.098

.229/.169/.143

.177/.178/.156

.175

.158/.061/.060

.063/.064/.055

.067

.251/.151/.064

.158/.163/.096

.113
ββββ1=.1, ββββ2=.2 .341/.150/.114

.151/.163/.113

.163

.490/.338/.260

.338/.337/.227

.358

.744/.669/.555

.678/.667/.563

.677

.333/.142/.192

.140/.146/.127

.215

.566/.413/.193

.416/.412/.274

.314
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.15 .079/.017/.010

.021/.018/.012

.025

.067/.032/.020

.032/.033/.014

.027

.062/.042/.019

.039/.043/.039

.033

.120/.068/.013

.068/.068/.036

.028

.098/.062/.013

.065/.069/.033

.030
ββββ1=.15, ββββ2=.2 .145/.044/.023

.045/.048/.033

.036

.173/.111/.054

.121/.118/.052

.104

.317/.242/.122

.257/.246/.156

.220

.124/.045/.046

.046/.046/.032

.050

.299/.232/.030

.233/.228/.108

.083
ββββ1=.2, ββββ2=.2 .053/.017/.005

.012/.014/.008

.002

.031/.014/.003

.016/.016/.002

.006

.022/.020/.001

.016/.018/.004

.012

.084/.075/.001

.071/.078/.031

.007

.078/.071/.002

.072/.074/.025

.008
Key: dlt=delta method, bt=bootstrap, nc=null case, ef1=effective sample size bootstrap with selection
method 1, ef2=effective sample size bootstrap with selection method 2, mbb= moving blocks bootstrap,
and pr=Pearson.

Figure G.36: Exponential Mean Relationship, ρ=0, %ties=25, dist=normal
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H. SAS Code for Performing REML Estimation of AR(1) Parameter

Here the SAS code for estimating the AR(1) parameter from a continuous

time AR(1) process is given. It is assumed that y has already been detrended and

deseasonalized.

proc mixed;

model y=;

repeated/subject=intercept type=sp(pow)(time);

make ’covparms’ out=mixparms;

run;
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